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Mads Spectral Studies of Organic Ions in the Gas Phase.
Thesis presented for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy In the 
University of Glasgow by Marla Eugenia Santos Fronteira e Silva*

S m s a s i *

A single focusing mass spectrometer (Metropolitan Vickers M52) was 
adapted to energy studies by adding an electrostatic sector*

The electrostatic sector, spherical and symmetric was calculated 
to allow focusing of the Ion beam received at the end of the magnetic 
sector and taking into consideration the limited space available in the 
instrument* Diaphragms to correct for the fringing field were introduced. 
A plate connected to an electrometer monitored the beam between the two 
sectors while a channel electron multiplier was used as the final collector.

All the circuits were new and the potentials and currents obtained 
were stable at least within 0.1 #. The resolution obtained was better than 
1 Volt in 1000 Volts.

The performance of the instrument was studied, in particular the
mass discrimination effect against the lower masses noticed when using
the channel electron multiplier in the continuous current mode.

Nitrogen, methane and methanol were studied.
The shapes of the peaks were obtained by plotting the intensity as 

obtained in the "channeltron* versus the energy determined from the 
value of the potential applied to the electrostatic sector plates. The 
following energetic ions were detected***
i) two groups of energetic ions for peak m/e * 14 from nitrogen; 
li) a particular shape for peak m/e * 14 from methane which could be

caused by an energetic ion, or by the presence of some nitrogen
mixed with the methane;



lii) a group of energetic ions for peak m/e » 17 from methanol*
All these results are in very good agreement with others previously 

reported in the literature, obtained using different techniques •
The following metastable transitions, occurring between the monitor

and the electrostatic sector, were detected!

1) for Nitrogen N*'— * N+ + H*

ii) for Milan* CHt* — *■ OH, + H*

OHt* — * GhI’ + ffl*4 2
CH* — ► CHg* + B*

Ce£* — *  CH+ + H*

ill) f*» Methanol OH, CH+* — * CHg CH+ + H*

OH, 0* — f CHg 0+* + H’

CH, CH+ — » CH 0+ + ZH*

OH, 0+* — » CH 0+ + H*

These transitions agree with published results obtained with 
different instruments.

for methane one metastable peak was obtained that was attributed to 
a transition occurring in the first field free region*

An attempt was made to obtain information about the kinetic energy 

released in the metastable transition*

A criterion, based on information theory, was developed for the 
matching of an unknown mass spectrum with that in a computer data bank. 
The use of the principle of minimum divergence proved adequate in the



majority of oases* However, when the same compound is run in various 
mass spectrometers the divergence between the different spectra of the 
same compound can be greater than between different compounds on the 
same instrument*

It was also shown that this criterion, deduced theoretically, 
approached some of the simpler crlterions in use, if the spectra were 
normalised by making the sum of the ion abundances equal to a fixed value 
instead oft as is a common practice, making the most intense peak equal 
to one hundred*

To test the criterion the files were reorganized, to speed the 
search, and in one case the file on tape was transferred on to a disc* 
The programmes used are included in an Appendix*

A method was devised to deduce the molecular weight of a compound 
when the molecular ion does not appear in the spectrum. It is based 
on the combination of the probabilities of occurrence of the fragment 
ions and does not involve an a priori knowledge of the compound, except 
for an estimate of the range of masses that should include the molecular 
weight*
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Chapter 1. 
Introduction.

•jThe beginning of Mass Spectrometry can be traced to Goldstein
who, in 1886, was the first to observe rays of positively charged

2electrical particles and to Wien who later showed that these rays were 
deflected by a magnetic field.

The first mass spectrograph was built by J.J. Thomson  ̂who pro
duced ions using a high voltage discharge tube and deflected the beam of 
ions by means of a combined electrostatic and magnetic field. The ions 
emerging from this field were detected on a photographic plate where 
they impressed a series of parabolas. All ions with the same mass to 
charge ratio fell on the same parabola and the position of an ion in a 
parabola depended on its momentum. With his mass spectrograph J.J. 
Thomson proved the existence of stable isotopes. The instrument had no
focusing so it was impossible to increase sensitivity or resolving 

*#power .

* Sensitivity^ measures the response of an instrument to ions of 
a particular component at an arbitrary mass over charge ratio. The 
response is measured by charge received in a measuring device or black
ening of a photographic plate.
** Resolving Power^ or Resolution is usually defined as the largest 
mass at which two adjacent peaks of equal height, differing by one unit 
of mass exhibit a valley not greater than a certain percentage (usually 
10$) of the peak height.



5Aston in *1919» using an electric and a magnetic field in
succession built the first mass spectrograph with velocity focusing.
Collection was made on a photographic plate placed in the focal plane, 
that is, the plane where faster ions intersected slower ions for the 
same mass over charge ratio. Ions with a different mass over charge 
ratio: fell in different lines in the same plane and the masses were 
determined by comparing with plates from reference compounds.

At about the same time Dempster built the first mass spectrometer 
which may be considered the predecessor of modern mass spectrometers, 
the difference in name coming from the methods of collection. Dempster* s

7instrument was based on the principle discovered by Classen that
charged particles of a given mass and energy diverging from a slit in a
magnetic field were focused after deflection through 180°. This was
then the first machine with direction focusing. Ions were collected,

8one species at a time, in a Faraday cup .
9 10After Barber and Stephens showed that the focusing was a property

11of any wedged shaped magnetic field, a variety of sector angles have
been used. In modem instruments a better design, a decrease in the
beam width compensated by the use of more sensitive collecting devices,

12using secondary electron emission (electron multipliers ) and much
more stable electronics permitted one to improve the resolution from

1 ̂100 on Dempster's instrument to 10000 .
Combining the two principles, velocity and direction focusing,

Herzog^ developed the theory of double focusing instruments. The
instruments in use nowadays are of two main designs.

15In the Mattauch-Herzog geometry the ions are deflected in 
opposite directions by consecutive electrostatic and magnetic fields, 
all the ions coming to a focus in the same plane where they are collected



generally on a photographic plate.
16In the Nier-Johnson design the consecutive electrostatic and 

magnetic fields deflect the beam in the same direction and the ions are 
focused at the intersection of the velocity focusing curve with the 
direction focusing curve. Each mass over charge ratio is focused for 
a certain value of the magnetic field and the collection is usually 
made electrically.

16 17 18By the use of very narrow slits and correction of second 9 lf 

order image aberrations the resolution of the double focusing instru
ments can increase tremendously though at the expense of sensitivity. An

18 19instrument with a resolution of 1,000,000 has been built * .
Various methods are used to produce the ions. The commonest is

20electron bombardment generally using sources of the Nier type. For 
all cases where the sample is in the gas or vapour form this type of 
source produces a beam with a small spread in energy, thus enabling its 
use with single focusing instruments while its efficiency permits the
collection by means of simpler detectors such as the Faraday cup.

21 22 Sources using photon impact , field ionization , high voltage
2̂  24-spark and chemical ionization are also currently employed. Some

of their applications will be referred to later on.
Other instruments have been developed based on different principles.

25One of the most common is the time of flight mass spectrometer which
uses the different flight times of a pulse of ions of various masses
with the same initial kinetic energy travelling along a field free tube. 

26 27In the Bennett and Redhead 1 types radiofrequency potentials are
applied to a series of grids to achieve mass separation. The quad-

28rupole mass spectrometer uses a radiofrequency field in conjunction 
with a static field. All these instruments by suppressing the magnetic



field sore less bulky and able to give a faster response. However, 
the resolution attained is lower and the electronics required is more 
sophisticated.

Machines using combinations of radiofrequency fields with magnetic
29 30fields, such as the omegatron , the mass synchrometer and the ion

31cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer are also used. Of these the 
last mentioned is the more important by the amount of information pro- 
vided on ion-molecule reactions.

Initially both mass spectrographs and mass spectrometers could only 
be used whenever a rather low resolution was needed and the unreliability 
of electronics made it inadequate for routine analytical purposes. It 
was after the electronic advances of World War II that it became widely 
used in industry. Its first analytical application was to the study
of hydrocarbon mixtures in the petroleum industry.

32 33The method used in this case requires:-
(i) the mass spectrum of a given compound to be reproducible under the 

same conditions of operation;
(ii) the mass spectrum of a mixture to be a linear superposition of the 

mass spectra of its components, and
(iii) the intensity of a reference peak from one component to be directly 

proportional to the partial pressure of that component in the 
mixture.
The sample in this type of analysis was initially always gaseous.

The use of liquid samples of very low vapour pressure became possible 
with the development of heated inlet systems^-’ However, many com
pounds were too involatile or thermally unstable to be introduced in this 
way. This difficulty was overcome with the development^ of methods for 
the direct insertion of the sample in the ionization chamber. Using



vacuum locks it is now possible to put the sample in a probe and insert
it in the ionization source without breaking the vacuum of the mass
spectrometer. With this method the amount of sample required can be
as small as a nanogram (10~̂  grams).

37A method ' is being developed which will permit the identification
of the components of a mixture when it is not possible to separate them.
Whenever possible the combination of gas-liquid chromatography with mass 

38spectrometry has been widely applied with very good results. This
method requires the use of fast scanning mass spectrometers.

Once a spectrum of a pure compound is obtained it can be compared
with files of thousands of compounds previously recorded. Computers

39are quite frequently used to process the data either on or off line . 
Computer methods of matching the spectrum of an unknown against those of 
known compounds in a reference file are also currently employed and will 
be dealt with in the fourth chapter of this work.

When the spectrum does not compare satisfactorily with any pre
viously recorded, a more detailed analysis is necessary. The same 
kind of study is also frequently made to determine the structure of 
known molecules.

It is useful whenever possible to try to recognise the parent 
ion^ before comparing the mass spectrum with others of known compounds 
with similar fragmentation patterns. Empirical rules such as those 
based on the fragmentation of the isomers of octane^ have proved to be
of very wide application. Specific rules have also been established

42for the fragmentation of a great number of classes of compounds •
This information is in some cases stored so that it can be made access
ible by programmes, the more advanced system being, at present, the 
Dendral^ program used by the group at Stanford University. Alternatively



the "learning machine" theory^ in which the computer generates all the 
correlations from a file of reference spectra has been applied. Pro
grammes have also been made to take advantage of information from other

45analytical methods such as nuclear magnetic resonance .
46With high resolution mass spectrometry the precise mass measure

ment permits the use of the differences in the nuclear packing fraction^ 
of the elements to determine the elemental composition of an ion.

Precise mass determination is made in the Mattauch-Herzog geometry 
by measuring with a travelling microscope the distances between the 
different lines in the photographic plate and relating the masses with 
those of the reference compound. The process, for a great number of
peaks, is very laborious and in general it is impractical to determine

48every precise mass manually. Biemann introduced a system in which
the measurements are made automatically and the results processed by a
computer. The data is presented in the form of an "element map" using
separate columns for different heteroatom content.

The precise mass measurement with a Nier-Johnson instrument is
49 50made usually by peak matching but methods have been devised in which

the time interval between the ions is related to their mass difference
and a computer can then make the whole "element map". By averaging

19 a)the results of various scans * it is possible to produce this map 
with an improvement on the basic instrument resolution and the mass 
measurement accuracy.

51The interpretation of high resolution data » again requires the
52consideration of fragmentation patterns. Programmes have been made 

incorporating all the possible steps a human interpreter would follow 
to identify a mass spectrum.

One of the remarkable successes of computer aided interpretation



51 51of high resolution mass spectra has "been in the analysis of peptides
This is due mainly to its regular cleavage at the amide bonds.

To rationalize the mass spectral data, a theoretical approach to 
the reactions occurring in the mass spectrometer was advanced* The 
Quasi-Equilibrium Theory initially developed by Rosenstock, Wallenstein,

Franck-C ondon trans it ion,
ii) The time of residence of the molecular ion in the source is 

sufficient to permit any excess electronic energy to be randomly 
distributed over the molecular ion.

iii) Owing to the energies normally used in an electron impact source 
the ions formed are distributed over a very large number of 
electronically excited states.

iv) Ions with sufficient energy will decompose unimolecularly and if 
the internal energy is sufficient to allow n decomposition path
ways these will usually occur as competing unimolecular decompo
sitions.
The rate constant for each of these pathways can be calculated pro

vided the detailed knowledge of the energetic states of the ion is 
possible to determine. In spite of the number of approximations that 
it was necessary to make, quite a good agreement with experimental data 
was obtained for some small molecules'^ for larger molecules the 
method proved too complex.

Recently the theory has been used with success to explain qualita
tively spectral features and review critically the methods that have been

55 56applied to determine ion structures' * •
The calculation of heats of formation of organic ions from ionization

that:-
i) The process of ionization of a molecule by electron impact is a



57and appearance potentials has been used as a method to provide evidence
for the identity or non-identity of ion structures. The Quasi-
Equilibrium Theory permits one to estimate the errors involved in the
assumptions normally made that the ionization or appearance potentials
determined correspond to the minimum value and much more attention is
being paid to the fact that the released fragments may have excess 

58energy •
Metastable ions have become increasingly important because they are

a means of determining reaction pathways and also owing to the amount of
59thermodynamic information they have been shown to provide. McLafferty

and co-workers have used metastable ions extensively for the deduction
60of ion structures, while Beynon and associates have applied metastable

data for a variety of kinetic energy studies.
61 62 6lSystems have been devised 9 f which permit the detection of 

metastable peaks with great sensitivity and independently of the normal
63

ions. In the technique originated by Barber, Elliot and Major the 
Ion Kinetic Energy Spectrum obtained displays all the metastable peaks.
To identify the metastable transitions the Ion Kinetic Energy Spectrum 
must be mass analysed which requires the setting of the electrostatic 
and magnetic fields at values related both to the mass of the parent and 
of the fragment ions. To obtain data for a great number of ions 
McLafferty ̂  used a computer controlled scan and a computer programme 
to process the data.

More recently the study of the metastable decompositions after the
magnetic sector, that is, after mass analysis has been made either

 ̂5using a scintillation collector y or an electrostatic sector and this 
65 b) c)later technique was applied in this work.

Another kinetic approach has been the study of substituent effects.



In some cases good correlations were found between changes in ion
66abundance ratios and the Hammet constant a for the substituent • A

6*7paper by Chin and Harrison confirmed that no direct information on
the rate of a specific fragmentation could be obtained in this way.
The explanation for the good agreement obtained in many cases seems to
be connected with the lowering of the ionization potentials as the sub-

68stituent becomes more electron-donating .
One of the more frequently adopted methods for the study of mass

spectrometric reactions has been the use of isotopic labelling. Hydrogen
has been replaced by deuterium atoms and carbon -13, nitrogen -15 and
oxygen-18 among others have also been employed. The results though of
great value should be dealt with with care since scrambling*̂  of the
labelling isotope is common. When deuterium is used an isotope effect
favouring the loss of hydrogen atoms over the loss of deuterium atoms 

69has been reported .
Scrambling is explained by means of intermediate isomers resulting

from rearrangements. An important proportion of the ions produced in
a mass spectrometer involve rearrangements. The interpretation of mass

S6 70spectrometric reactions using Quasi-Equilibrium Theory ’ has led to 
the conclusion that rearrangement processes will be more frequent in 
slow reactions (as in low voltage spectra and metastable transitions) 
than in fast reactions (daughter ions formed in the source, in 70 ev 
electron impact spectra and especially in field ionization spectra). 
Scrambling is also minimised in fast reactions and so they permit a more 
accurate determination of structures.

Though, at present, it is difficult to apply the Quasi-Equilibrium 
Theory to predict spectra, owing to the number of unknown parameters 
involved, some semiquantitative prediction is already possible for aliphatic



71 72chains and monosubstituted benzenes •
The earlier concept of positive charge localization at favoured

sites triggering particular decomposition reactions was developed and
widely used both by McLafferty*^ and co-workers and Djerassi^ and co-

75workers. As a consequence of their success some authors applied the
Molecular Orbital Theory to the prediction of mass spectra. As with
Quasi-Equilibrium Theory too little is known about the structures and
energy states of organic ions produced by electron or photon impact and 

76some authors doubt of the applicability of Molecular Orbital Theory to 
mass spectrometry at the present time. Meanwhile the experimental re
sults which were once interpreted using the charge localization concept 
are being looked at more critically^*

Ion structures are also being currently studied using ion-molecule
77reactions. Either medium and high pressure sources or Ion Cyclotron 

78Resonance are employed. As a particular case of high pressure source 
Chemical Ionization , in which a different substance is used as re
actant, provides spectra much simpler than those from electron impact 
and due to the source conditions the reactions occurring can be treated 
in a way similar to solution chemistry, employing Arrhenius equation and 
the Hammett correlations.
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Chapter 2#
Method and Apparatus.

2. 1. Introduction - Various methods have been used to study the
kinetic energy of the ions formed by electron impact in a mass spectro-

1meter. Ions with high kinetic energy were first detected by changing 
to negative the potential of the ion repeller in the source. Methods,
not requiring mechanical modifications in the mass spectrometer include:

2 4- 3i) the study of the peak shape or of the change in relative ion
intensities with the variation of the accelerating voltage;

ii) the study of the beam width at the collector for various acceler-
5ation voltages ;

iii) the change in relative ion intensities with the voltage in the ion 
repeller^;

iv) the comparison of the shapes and positions of peaks with and with
out kinetic energy, selected with the acceleration voltage and

7swept with an auxiliary magnetic field ;
v) the study of the variation in beam intensity with the potential

applied to a plate (metastable supressor) placed between the magnet 
8—12and the collector ~ •

Other authors used plates placed immediately after the source which
deflected the beam in a direction parallel^’ ^  to the magnetic field
and studied the variation of the beam intensity while changing the
potential in these plates.

Electrostatic sectors which allowed an energy analysis of the beam 
1 *5 16before or after mass analysis have also been employed.
The kinetic energy of the ions has also been studied using in

struments based on other principles as the trochoidal path mass spec-
17 18 19trometer , the coincidence time of flight and the time of flight •

20After Beynon* s group studied the relation between the width of



the metastable peak and the kinetic energy of the fragment ion this
21method has been widely applied • In this case the excess kinetic

22energy measured corresponds to metastable transitions and as expected 
the excess kinetic energy is smaller than for ions formed inside the ion 
source»

In the present work an instrument was built with the electrostatic 
sector following the magnetic sector, to permit the determination of 
the kinetic energy of the ions after mass analysis and also to 3tudy 
the metastable transitions corresponding to each ion of a known mass to 
charge ratio*

Instruments with this geometry had previously been built to study 
16ion molecule reactions and to improve the resolving power of a mass 

23spectrometer by reducing the number of scattered particles arriving at 
the collector.

24 25 26While this work was proceeding three papers were published
reporting results obtained with instruments having the electrostatic 
after the magnetic sector.
2. 2. The MS2 - The basic instrument to which the electrostatic
Sector was to be attached was an MS2 (Metropolitan Vickers No. 11),
single focusing, 90° magnetic sector mass spectrometer.

27 st)The sector instrument was first described by Nier 7 and de-
23 29script ions of 90° sector-type instruments had already been published * 

when Blears and Mettrick^ made a detailed study of the resolution and
accuracy of the MS2. The source was an electron impact modified Nier

27 b) 31type source and the collector a Faraday cup .
In this type of instrument the ions formed in the source are

accelerated by 2000 V and focused at the defining slit of the collector.
The position of this slit inside the tube was taken as the source of ions
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proceeding to the electrostatic sector.
None of the original electronics of the MS2 was used.

2. 3. Electrostatic Sector - To choose the dimensions of the
32electrostatic sector, the calculations made by H. Ewald and H. Liebl , 

33.34.35, for a toroidal sector, were followed. By choosing a 
toroidal sector, as opposed to a cylindrical one, focusing is obtained 
in both radial and axial direction.

32As represented in the Figure 2.1 the two plates forming the 
toroidal sector are assumed to have a common rotation axis z (in a 
r, <j> , z system of cylindrical coordinates) and a common plane of 
symmetry z = 0.

The radial and axial focusing conditions are calculated by means 
of the two lens equations:

d' - gj.) dr - Sr) - t* ----------- (1)

d ’ - gz) d; - «z) - *5 ----------- (2)

where the subscripts r and z stand for radial and axial respectively 
and as represented in Figure 2.1
i1 - distance from the source to the entrance plane of the sector,
n1 - distance from the exit plane of the sector to the radial foousingr

plane.
ii1 - distance from the exit plane of the sector to the axial focusingz

plane.
The focal distances ĝ , and the focal lengths f and are given by

^ “ 5 c C°t a i  fr " *.inX<j>,

( /a.x . . a B
g R- cot ( 1̂  <pe) £ «*'— *— ;S  ITe e ( Y e  ) 2 sin r





where a - radius of the sector in the radial direction e
R - radius of the sector in the axial direction e

- angle of deflection of the beam

While satisfying the conditions (1), (2) for the first order focusing 
the sector should also have a high velocity dispersion coefficient to 
permit better energy resolution.

The velocity dispersion factor is given by

it
ii

 (3)

It was decided to study first the case of a 60° sector with a 6 
inches (152,4 mm) radius ag. To solve simultaneously equations (1),
(2) and calculate from (3) a programme (PROGRAM 1) was written in 
FORTRAN IV and run on the KDF9 Computer.

The programme conditions were the followings
i) 1 should be larger than the distance of the MS2 collector slit 

to the collector flange - 3.2 inches (81.3 mm) - and less than 
12.0 inches (304.8 ram) because of the amount of space available to 
place the sector and associated pumping system; as a starting value, 
4*644 inches (71.52 ram) calculated for a cylindrical sector, was 
chosen.

The American spelling is used when naming the programmes while the 
English spelling is used in the text.



FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18 MAIN DATE s 72070

C**PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SECTOR**
0001 IFI = 6 0
0002 A=6„000
0003 FIsl,0472
0004 BL-4.519
0005 DO 17 1f 60
0006 BL=8L+0.12b
0007 Xa0.000
0008 DO 17 L=l/135
0009 X=X+0.01
0010 RsA/(2,0«X*X)
0011 GRcA*COS(X*FI)/CX*SlNCX*FI))
0012 FR=A/CX*SIN<X*F in
0013 GZ-(A*R)**0,5*CQSC CA/R)**B.5*FI)/SINC CA/R5**0,5*FI)
0014 ' FZ«CA*R)**I0.5/SIN( (A/R)**0,5*FI)
0015 IF<(BL-GR).LT„0.0001)GO TO 17
0016 RL=GR+FR*FR/CBL-GR)
0017 IF((BL-GZ),LT,0,0001)GQ TO 17
0018 ZLaGZ+FZ*FZ/CBL-GZ)
0019 IFC(RL,LT«0.0).OR.(RL.GT.15.0))GO TO 17
0020 IF(CZL,LT„0.0).QR.CZL.GT,20,0))GO TO 17
0021 RKs2.0*A/(X*X)*CUK)t CRL-GR5/FR)
0022 WRITEC6,100)IFI,BLfA,R,RL/ZL,RK
0023 100 FORMATCIX/•ANGLERS 12,1X ,»L = '/F6,3,1X ,■A s ■,F6,3,1X,

X * R= « /F6.3, IX, iLRa 1 ,F6.3, IX, »LZa« ,F6,3, IX, * KR==» # F 6.2 3
0024 17 CONTINUE
0025 CALL EXIT
0026 END

PROGRAM 1



ii) 1^ should be positive and less than 15.0 inches (381.0 mm).
iii) 1 should be positive and less than 20.0 inches (508.0 mm).z
iv) %  should vary between 0.0 (a = 2R ) and 1.35 (R much larger© 0 0

than a ; for R —  ̂c>© the toroid becomes a cylinder), e e
In Table 2.1 are indicated the names in the programme corresponding 

to the variables in the equations.

Programme Equations

IPX (in degrees)
A ae
PI te

1
(in radians)

BL
X X
R Be
GR «r
GZ
FR fr
FZ fzItRL

ItZL
IIRK Kr

Table 2.1

From the results represented in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 it was
concluded that for the same radius ag and angle (j>e and for a fixed value
of 1* the velocity dispersion factor decreases with increasing R and is r ®
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i tdirectly proportional to 1 . The first condition R small proves3? 0
the advantage of a toroidal sector over a cylindrical one. The smaller

it
values of R correspond to the larger values of 1 but they also o r

i tcorrespond to the smaller values of 1̂ . For the maximum value of
i t  i t  nK the difference between 1 and 1 is rather large, r r z ii iiIt was finally decided to choose 1 = 1 , that is the case ofr z
the spherical sector which for the central point of the beam (focused 
after the magnetic field) provides first order focusing, after the 
electrostatic sector, both in the radial and axial directions.

For a spherical sector R « a , g = g , f » f and JC* 1 so
0 0 J» Z 3? Z

that there is only one lens equation:
/ 1 \ / ” \ 2 
(lr - gr) r - ®r = fr

a
where g « a cot (f) and f =** e Je r sin<pe

1 - g )r er>The velocity dispersion factor * 2aQ (1 +  j ) is again
ii ( r /

proportional to lr.
The displacement of the image both in the radial and axial direction

is given by ti
ii ib = - b r-----e e f, ii

>     . . .where b is the displacement at the entrance slit.  j  = Gr is
e r

the amplification factor and was made equal to 1 as by increasing the
amplification the image aberrations are also increased and there is no
real gain in resolution.

The condition G ■ 1 corresponds to a symmetric sector, that is,
t »•with 1 = 1 . r r

The velocity dispersion factor is proportional to the radius of
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the sector but for a symmetrical spherical sector 6 inches (152.40 mm)
was the maximum radius possible for the sector to be placed in the 
space available; for the same radius the velocity dispersion does not 
depend on the angle.

However, the angle affects the transmission as smaller sector 
angles correspond to a longer path between the origin and electrostatic 
sector and electrostatic sector and final collector. This means that 
the solid angle o(, with origin in the source and defined by the gap 
between the two plates forming the electrostatic sector, is larger for 
larger sector angles^. To reduce second order aberrations^ this 
angle o C is kept deliberately small by placing a limiting slit immediately 
before the sector plates.

When these calculations were made the instruments previously re
ported with an electrostatic sector following the magnetic sector used 
in one case^ a 90° cylindrical sector and in the other^ a 60° spherical

The sector that was built later on had the following characteris
tics:

2. 4. Distance between the elates - Once the radius a. is fixed the - ■ —  - — . ■ ■ ■ - e
two plates will be spherical sectors, one convex and the other concave, 
separated by a distance 2b and having radii respectively a + b and

9

sector.

1 = i = 10.394 inches (264*01 mm) e r
1 = 1 = 1 =  10.391 inches (263.93 mm) e r z

a = H = 6.000 inches (192*40 mm) e e
= 24.000 inches (609*60 mm)



An ion entering the sector in the medium plane and describing an
34orbit of radius a is submitted to a centripetal force given by:d

Where Mq is the mass of the ion, vq its velocity, e its electrical 
charge and Eq is the intensity of the radial electrostatic field, between 
the plates, for a radius ag. The intensity of the field is given by
E ' ■ - A V where £*V is the potential difference between the plates.

0 2b
The velocity vq of the ions is calculated considering that the ions are 
accelerated in the electrostatic field following the source by a poten
tial difference of 2000 Volts.

77 M v 2 = eE and E = 2000 V2 oo
The distance 2b between the plates was made equal to 0.9 inches 

(22.86 mm).

ae*V - 2E 
2b

The value obtained for £>V is 600 Volts and the potential applied 
to each plate will be = + 300 V for the concave plate and <p2 = - 300 V 
for the convex plate.

The value of the gap was determined essentially by the accuracy 
which was to be required in the construction. As it was desired to 
obtain a resolution of better than 2V in 2000 V a precision of 1 in 1000 
was required. For a gap of 0.9 inches it corresponds to a precision of 
0 .9 thousandth of an inch (0.023 mm) in the machining and assembling of 
the plates. It was thought to be difficult to obtain the same pre
cision for a smaller gap. This also led to the requirement of a 
stability of 1 in 1000 for the electric circuits.
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*The sector was machined according to Figure 2.4 in non magnetic 
stainless steel.*
2. 5* Fringing field - The field applied to the plates of the sector
does not finish abruptly at the end of the plates. The effect of this
fringing field is to lengthen the plates so that the analyser would

o 36function as though the angle was greater than 60 .
The distance at which the electrostatic field would become equal

to zero was first calculated in the absence of intermediate slits,
considering the origin of the beam as a thin slit and using the ex-

17pression deduced by Herzog for a parallel plate condenser.
The distance between the real field boundary and the ends of the 

spherical condenser would be approximately:

t
* 0 1r . b b , 4b2

^0 — 2 arc tan t p p
' II i (I i * + br r

*= 3 7 ^ 6  10.39 arc tan 0.0433 - 0.1432 In 0.0074

= 0.99 inches (25.15 mm)
As is common practice grounded thin slits were used to compress

this region. It was intended to make the real field approximately
a Vzero outside the condenser and equal to E = - —^  inside it so that

* *30 OQwould be made equal to zero • To use Figure 2.5 the values of
“ where s is half the 3lit width were calculated for the slits to be d . n xused at the entrance (0.030 a* O.76 mm) and exit of the sector

»»(0.060 = 1.52 mm); in both cases they were closer to zero than to
sfive tenths so that the curve having ̂  = o was chosen. On this curve

^ cLthe value equal to zero corresponds to approximately 0.52 for 7

* by Carrick Precision Tools, Stewart on.
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where d is the distance from the grounded thin slit to the entrance
or exit of the sector. This gives d equal to 0.23 inches (5.8 mm).
Owing to an error in the positioning the real distances used were 0.15
inches (3.8 mm) for the entrance and 0.25 inches (6.4 mm) for the exit
which, on the entrance side, makes the real field equal to zero still

*inside the sector. However, the value of ny was determined for a 
straight electrode "boundary; the correction for a circular shaped 
boundary would have to be determined experimentally in an electrolytic 
tank and the value used was only an approximation.

The "best focusing position was determined experimentally "by moving 
the two bellows situated respectively between the magnetic and electro
static field and the electrostatic field and final collector. As the 
fringing field1s main effect is the shift of the focusing point it was 
worth calculating the second order aberrations of the image neglecting 
the fringing field.
2. 6. Image error and theoretical resolution - The error introduced
"by second order effects and also the theoretical resolution can be 
deduced from the expression of the path of the beam after the electro
static sector.

For a toroidal electrostatic sector this expression was determined 
"by Ewald and Liebl "̂. It is usual to introduce two systems of rect-

i i t ii H iiangular coordinates, x , y , z and x , y , z with origins respectively 
at the entrance and exit points, for a beam entering the sector perpen
dicular to the boundary in the spherical surface equidistant from the two

t tiplates, and where x and x are respectively the normal to the entrance 
» «»and exit points, y and y are the axes in the radial direction contained

t n
in the plane of symmetry of the sector (Fig. 2.1) and z and z are
perpendicular to this plane and thus parallel to the axis z referred to



in paragraph 2.3.
i i tIn this system at the origin of the beam x is equal to 1 , y

can have the maximum value a , where a 0  is half the width of theel o e\ot tslit after the magnetic field in the y direction, and z can have the
maximum value a where a f is the half width of the same slit in e o e ̂ o» l i tthe z direction; at the entrance point x equal to 0 while y and z 
have the maximum values aQ and ae -̂j corresponding to the half width

t tof the limiting slit in the directions respectively of y and z •
The maximum angle a begun can make with the normal is then given by:

i ae (ft " P0  ̂ ' 'o( - —     in the x , y plane
r 1

I ae (̂ | " I Iand 0(. =-■----- j---- - in the x , z plane.
Z lae

In general the ions will have velocities with values between vq and 
vo + ^vq where ^ is much less than 1.

On the exit side of the sector the width of the image in the
ttdirection y is given by:

y" -  ae (Kl« ;  + K2 (3 + K4 + K„ + K22 f  + +

+ W o  + W o  + ^I2°^r I3 + K1 4 <  Po + K24 ? fo + *35

+ x" W r  + L2 P + L4 Po + W r 2 + L22 f  + L3 3 < 2 + V f o

+ LKc'C2 + Li- <X' <3 + L.. Oi' P + L„. |3 |0 + L„oi' )55 o 12 r I 14 r \ o 24 I I o 35 z o

where K̂ , K̂ , K̂ , K^, K^, K^> K^, L̂ , L̂ ,

^, Lgg, ^ 4> ^55* ^12* ^14* ^24* L35’ numerical coeffi
cients related to the geometrical constants of the electrostatic sector. 

The first order focusing condition in the radigil direction (Equa-
\ H t 1tion 1) is obtained by making y independent of Qf that is by making
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equal to zero the coefficient of the terms in . The focusingr
condition in the axial direction (Equation 2) is obtained in the same

iway by making equal to zero the terms in tf in a similar expression
i tgiving the width of the beam in the z direction*

The first order focusing conditions for the symmetrical sector
i i  i i  i  i t  tbuilt are obtained for x « 1 =1 and y at the distance 1 fromr e  e

the exit of the sector is equal to:

y = (aeK2 + leL2) |3 + (aeK4 + 1 ^ )  pQ + + 1 ^ )  tt/ +

+ (aeK22 + 11L22) p2 + (aeK33 + V 's P 'C  + (a«K44 + 1I 1,44> f  •  +

+ <aeK55 + V 55) r o + (aeK12 + V ^ r  f  + (aeK14 + V 14K  fo +

+ <aeK24 + 11L24) + (aeK35 +
where

K
2 m^2 ^  " C0S ̂ e ^

1 a«= cosXej)^ - ̂  ~  sinX(j)e 

K11 ’  k t  '  1! 8l“ X  + ^  i 1 ' 3 - f  S'
L 9 «

»2 * 2
1 (2 A Xa ) . 2 V J, 1 (2 e . A ) .  2 „  j ,

+ 7 "  ) 8“  X T e + 3 ( 008 X f e  +
e e

1 t2
^ JL i s  (2  A.) . o Y / |, 1 x (  A 1) J  , A
+ 3 X a e l  -X 2j s“ 2 X i  3 2 <£- ) - r f  3̂

COS JC <Pe +

39

rr _ JL (1 + 28.+ 
- ‘x 2 < 3X2 g i  - J  (1 +^ 2  + &  Sin*  f. +

K B
33 " X^5°" “ ^ “  sinX(fc + ~ ao /e r 1 - B

5c - 2 ls_ L  _ I 39---1?2 (c 2 5c - 2)
e

cos
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B
2 Vc(5c - 2) ae

1* I’2
—  sin 2 ]fo <b + --- -----  ^  - c — cos 2 \Tc <t>

Te 4c(5c - 2) ( ~2 } V

1 + f  +4c

K44 - - 3 S' + $  ° oaX te + f « * 2*  fo + ̂ 2  ^  t e - 3 S' - > !

. JL. 3S---2» 1 x 2 - ^  5 o . 2]- * + .  - 7 ^ 7 7  -  2 f° t o i !  - #i

*12 = X  i 1 + + s i n x  + # s  (1 + ^ i  ° 08*  + k  x

4 + X + # ! ^ S i n ; C t e -  S' +l 2 + ^ i ^ e  o o a X t e - 3 t f - r e 

 ̂1
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(oosX^ - ljt 2 . ^  1 2 eL0 = — s m  DC(p + ~r —2 X Te ;C2 f
2a .

L - = - X  sinX <f>& - cos X  (ft'

'11 " 3X

12 "I 1*2
1e (A v2) 2A 1 v  /K ^ J_ I ii- (A J Q  i.1 A_
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radius of curvature of an equipotential surface adjacent to the zero 
potential surface in the z = 0 plane; f ■ - a p̂j/^oC where is the 
change on the angle of admittance o(. caused by the fringing field so 
that in the apparatus built f — * ©o

The numerical values obtained for this auxiliary variables were
tc«1, R «1» A = -1 and B * 3.

From the dimensions of the slits used it was obtained
a m 0.004 (0.10 mm) agp| = 0.015 (0.38 mm)

a X  = o"o5 (1.27 mm) a V .  « o"l9 (4.83 mm)e o e i
The term in pQ is equal to - as expected, since the ampli

fication was chosen to be 1 which makes the image of the entrance slit
the same size as the slit itself.

The term in ̂ , representing the dispersion due to the different 
velocities in the ions entering the sector is equal to 4&e |3 •

The numerical value of the second order aberrations is indicated
in Table 2.2 except for those including since this value is still to
be determined.



Type Index K L Numerical value (mm)

11 -2 -2V3 -1.26 x 10-3

22 -1/2 -V3/2 -304.8 x (3 2

< 33 3/4 3/3/4 5.84 x 10"2

f*
44 -3/4 - m -9.84 x 10-5

55 1/8 0 1.32 x 10-3

12 4V T 8 3.36 1 (3

°̂ T ft 14 -3/3/2 -5/2 -7.34 * 10-4

24 3 2/3 0.90 x B

35 '/3/2 1 4.f.4.tAJSL2

Table 2.2

Since the size of the image, without considering the second order 
aberrations, is equal to 0.1 mm, from the calculated terms, the ones in
cluding ô z together are of the same order of magnitude as the image.
This is owing to the fact that instead of a small circular hole, a rect
angular slit is used and the focusing properties of the sector are only 
for the centre point of the slit. The wider slit was employed because
it made it easier to detect the beam as it did not require such a high
precision in the initial setting. As no adjustable slits were available 
to decrease the size in the z direction it would be necessary to open the
machine and replace the plates with the slits. This was not attempted
because, at present, it is quite difficult to reassemble the apparatus
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and obtain the same relative positions of all slits.
Two groups of ions entering the sector with different velocities 

will be distinguishable if the images they form can be separated, that is 
the term 4aQ ̂  has to be bigger than the sum of the image with aberrations 
plus half the width (0.02 mm) of the collector slit since the collection 
is made electrically^.

of 8 in 10000 which is still better than the limit set by the precision 
in the construction.
2. 7* Assembling of the sector - The two spherical plates were
supported in position using pyrophyllite parts which were machined to 
size and according to the manufacturer’s instructions heated up to 
1000°C to gain mechanical strength. After the heat treatment it was 
noted that there had been no deformation and though they had contracted 
slightly it did not affect the spacing of the sector.

As shown in the Figures 2.6 a) and 2.6 b) the bottom plate (concave) 
of the sector was screwed to two pyrophyllite parts and the top plate 
to the other two. The two pyrophyllite pieces attached to the bottom 
plate are kept in position inside a brass box by means of small brass bars 
screwed to the box and insulate electrically the stainless steel plate from 
the brass box. The distance between the two plates is maintained 
using small brass cylinders inserted between the bottom and top pieces of 
pyrophyllite. The spacing between the two plates was measured with a sur
face micrometer and the error was less than 0.001 inches (0.025 mm).

To the entrance and exit sides of the box are attached metal bellows.

4ae > 0.10 mm + 0.02 mm + [ 0.10 + 4*26 (3 - 304*8 ]  mm
which gives ft >0.0004

the energy resolution is of the order
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The bellows were intended to adjust the focusing position and were 
chosen with the maximum length advised by the manufacturer, that is, a 
length equal to the diameter (2 inches « 50*8 mm).

Another bellows was placed between the first collector and the 
rigid tube to facilitate the connection of the electrostatic to the 
magnetic sector* Each bellows, as shown in Figure 2.7, had attached 
to one of the flanges a long screw of short thread which went through 
the other flange. By adjusting the nut outside this flange, small 
angular movements were obtained* The lengthening and shortening of the 
bellows was made by moving the whole assembly relatively to the handy 
angle structure on which it was mounted*

The bellows were measured under vacuum to determine the length 
of the rigid parts.

The conductors (nickel wire gage 0.001) supplying the voltage to
#*the plates are introduced in the box through a ceramic to metal seal 

to which they are welded.
Figure 2*8 shows the box containing the sector, with mechanical 

connections. The base of the box makes an angle of 15° with the 
horizontal to permit the connection of the whole assembly to the old MS2. 
2* 8. Vacuum system - Three independent vacuum systems were used all
employing A.E.I. "Metrovac" pumps and traps.

* Supplied by: United Flexible Metallic Tubing Co* Ltd*,
South Street, Ponders End,
Enfield, Middlesex*

* * Supplied by: 20th Century Electronics Ltd*,
King Henry* s Drive,
Hew Addington,
Croydon,
Surrey*



The two main ones were formed by a liquid nitrogen trap (MARK III) 
sitting over a diffusion pump (033C - 130 l/s) backed by a Rotary Pump 
(GDR1 - 0,72 l/s). The tube of the original MS2, that is, the tube
passing inside the magnetic field rested on one of the cold traps while
the box containing the electrostatic sector plates sat on the other

The third system which was part of the sample introduction system
was formed by a Diffusion Pump (022A - 35 l/s) backed by a GDR1 Rotary 
Pump.

The vacuum seals used between metal parts were O-rings or rubber 
cord. The original MS2 tube had heating resistances and the electro
static sector was surrounded by heating tape. The whole system was 
usually baked overnight but the baking temperature of the sector was 
kept under 70°C because of the final collector.

The pressure was measured on the backing lines of the two main 
systems and on the third one by means of Pirani Gauge Heads (Edwards).
At the base of the MS2 tube near to the connection of the sector there 
was a Penning Gauge Head (Edwards) and on the cover of the box an 
Ionization Gauge Head (YC20 AE1).

-6 #The pressure in the tube and sector varied between 2 x 10 torr to 
up to 10 torr during some experiments. In the sample introduction 
system it was lower than 10*"̂ torr in the absence of a sample.
2. 9* Sample introduction system - As the sample introduction system
of the original MS2 had been dismantled a new single inlet system was 
constructed, similar to the one in the MS9 double focusing mass spectro
meter.

The gas or vapour admitted through a small doser^ was expanded in

* 1 torr = 1.333 x 102 N m” 2 (S.I. units).



a 2 litre reservoir and admitted to the source through a capillary 
tube and sintered disc to ensure molecular flow and allow a steady 
pressure in the source for up to 5 minutes. To keep the pressure con
stant for a longer time it would be necessary to use a sinter of smaller
pores or a leak valve. A constant pressure in the source was not im
portant for the experiment using the background and in the others
lasting for up to three hours the pressure variation was corrected as
will be described in the next chapter*
2# 10. Source - As mentioned before the source used was of the 
modified Hier type^ controlled by three electronic units*
i) The first was a stablised power supply for 2000 Volts. For most

of the work, to obtain a stability of 0.1 Volts in 2000 Volts, an
*OLTRGBIX regulated high voltage power supply was used.

ii) An electron beam control unit allows the control of the filament
current- keeping constant the amount of electrons emitted by it.
Thm cage potential was kept constant at 2000 Volts relative to
earth which corresponded to + 70 V relative to the filament.
tism trsp csanrent and potential were also supplied by this unit.

iii) A pdfc«Bstis3L divider unit supplied the voltage to the ion repeller, 
tbm f i x m t flUt plate and the two sets of "D" plates according to 
ill® f*acticc of the MS2.

spread. I» the energy of the ion beam for parent ions can be as 
low a m  cV . However this involves using a very low ion repeller

* m s m M X  A  ' ItiBR Obtained m  loan from the University of
JSBuDffWRS#



field and space and surface charge decrease the stability and linearity 
of the source.

30According to Blears and Met trick , the thermal energy of the
molecules being negligible the main cause of spread in the beam energy
is the point of the electron beam where the ion is formed. The width
of the electron beam being approximately 0.2 mm and the distance between
the ion repeller and the cage d » 4 n  the spread in energy is given by
a V . Y x 0.2 where V is the voltage difference between ion repeller 

4
and cage (9 Volts). A  V should be of the order of 0.5 Volts.
2. 11. Magnetic Field Control Unit - The magnetic power supply pro
vided a current variable between 0 and 350 mA. Since the two coils 
of the electromagnet were connected in parallel this corresponds to 
values of mass over charge up to 800. The higher values were never 
used as the mass resolution of the magnetic sector was much smaller than 
that.

The stability of this power supply was better than 1 in 1000.
The unit included facilities for scanning the magnetic field either 

manually or automatically) with three speeds.
2. 12. First collector - The first collector was placed relative to
the electrostatic sector as indicated in Figure 2.8 so that when the 
electrostatic sector is connected to the magnetic sector it occupies 
the same position as the Faraday Cup in the MS2. The distances between 
the supporting flange and the defining slit are the same in this collector 
and in the Faraday Cup.

H / \The top plate at -72 Volts and with a slit of 0.040 (1.02 mm) wide
limited the beam to be received in the first collector and set the re
solution obtained here at a very low value) and simultaneously repelled

secondary electrons produced at the surface of the slit) preventing



them from reaching the collector*
»» /  VThe next plate with a slit 0*008 (0*20 mm) wide defines the heam 

that is going to enter the electrostatio sector* All the ions passing
t t  nthrough the 0*040 slit and not through the 0*008 are collected on this 

plate which is connected through a ceramic lead through seal to the 
electrometer amplifier of the old Faraday Cup placed outside the vacuum 
line*

The resolution 4s (mv ). that is, the momentum resolution obtained 
mv

in the first collector is smaller than the resolution in the beam 
entering into the electrostatic sector*

The signal from the electrometer amplifier is detected in a volt
meter and can be recorded*

As the spherical sector only gives focusing for the central point 
of the beam, after the beam was first detected in the final collector a 
new plate with a hole of 0*1 (2*54 ram) diameter was introduced after

Hthe 0.008 slit plate and insulated from it. This plate reduced the 
dimension of the beam in the z direction, as a first step to the re
placement of the plates with slits by plates with circular holes. The
values calculated in 2.6 refer to the a “Cl obtained this way*e o
2.13* Electrostatic sector control unit - A power supply unit provides 
+300 Volts to the lower plate and -300 Volts to the upper plate of the 
electrostatic sector. There is provision for a small adjustment 
voltage to be added or subtracted from these potentials. The voltage 
was stable up to 0*25 Volts and the difference between the absolute 
value of the potential in the plates was never larger than this* The 
trimming controls were used as focusing controls to get the highest 
beam intensity*

The i 300 Volts can be scanned simultaneously changing the voltage
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in both plates by the same amount but in opposite directions. The
range of the scan can be changed from zero (fixed voltage) to three hundred
Volts. The scan can be made automatically though for wide ranges it 
was always made manually because the speed of scan arailable was too 
high. Values of voltage respectively greater than +310 Yolts and less 
than -310 Yolts though obtainable were not used in the experiment.
2.14* Final collector - A channel electron multiplier (type B419 AL
No. 456 from Mullard) was used as the final collector.

42A channel electron multiplier is formed by a small curved glass 
tube, the inside wall of which is coated with a resistive material.
When a potential is applied between the ends of the tube, the resistive 
surface works like a continuous dynode in a way analogous to the separate 
dynodes of a photon or electron multiplier, together with the chain of 
resistances used to establish the dynode potentials.

An ion entering the negative potential end of the channel multiplier 
generates secondary electrons when striking the walls of the tube.
These are accelerated along the tube until they strike the wall again 
generating further secondary electrons. When operating on the current 
amplification mode, as was the case in this work, an open output 
multiplier is used, with a separate collector electrode(trap)

The Mchanneltron" assembly is represented in Figure 2.9* Once 
this assembly is attached to the rest of the system the top plate is

H
situated at the image forming distance (l̂  ) from the electrostatic 
sector plates. The "channeltron" itself was fixed with the cone at 
about 1 mm from the plate. The "channeltron" is supported and simultan
eously insulated from the two brass pillars by means of two teflon
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pieces screwed together forming a band behind the cone of the channeltron. 
In front of the opening of the positive ©nd a small trap shaped as in
dicated in the diagram was also set in position by means of two teflon 
pieces.

The two brass pillars were screwed to a hollow brass flange which
attached to the tube leading to the electrostatic sector. The electrical
connections to the exterior of the vacuum system were made by means of a

*flange with three electrical feedthroughs which was attached to the 
hollow brass flange as indicated in Figure 2.9- The three conductors 
passing through the hole in the brass flange connect respectively to 
the entrance and exit of the channeltron and to the small trap.

Electronic units supplied the high voltage variable between -500 Volts 
and -2,500 Volts and the positive potential (relative to the output end 
of the channeltron) to the trap. This potential difference, variable 
between zero and two hundred and fifty Volts was set at the value for 
which an increase in the potential difference did not correspond, any 
more, to an increase in the signal. This value was +50 Volts. The 
signal after amplification was read on a meter and, or recorded.

The whole instrument with electronic circuits is schematically re
presented in Figure 2.10.
2. 15. Measurement of voltages - The acceleration voltage (+2000 Volts 
relative to earth) was measured, using a S0LARTR0N digital voltmeter.
The range of this instrument is 1000 Volts. A series of resistances was 
used to cause a potential drop of 1000 Volts and permit the use of 
the voltmeter. The value of the resistances changed quickly whenever

* ..EFT3 from Vacuum Generators Limited



the circuit was connected and there was also a long time variation* The 
values measured were for that reason only relative* The instrument 
allows a precision of 0.25 Volts in 1000 Volts, that is 0.5 Volts in 
2000 Volts.

The same digital voltmeter was also used to measure the voltage in 
one of the plates of the sector. The precision obtained of 0.25 Volts in 
300 Volts corresponds however to 1*67 Volts in 2000 Volts and was rather 
less than required.

Since to change the 2000 Volts involves changes in the source 
focusing conditions and in the magnetic field, for most applications it 
is the *300 Volts supplies that are changed and need to be measured.
For further applications it will be necessary to introduce a more 
sensitive form of voltage measurement.

I n the final part of the work, the meter was accidentally broken 
and a DANA 3800A digital multimeter was used instead. This type of in
strument only gave a precision of 1 Volt in 300 Volts and having a 
lower internal impedance also gave a systematically lower reading*
2. 16. Recording of signals - The signals from the two collectors 
could be transferred either to a TEKTRONIX TYPE 564 STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE 
or to a WATANABE M0LTIRECORDER TYPE MJ611.

The signals in the oscilloscope were photographically recorded 
using a TELFORD TYPE P photographic camera.
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Chapter 3,
Performance of the Apparatus and Results.

3• 1• Resolution.

3« 1.1* Mass Resolution - The resolution of the original MS2, before
connecting the electrostatic sector, was determined using a 0.002 inches 
(0.05 mm) slit in the source and a 0,0065 inches (0,17 mm) in the 
Faraday Cup. Figure 3*1 shows the group of peaks 139 - 142 from a 
spectrum of iodomethane taken in these conditions. The resolution ob
tained was of the order of 150,

After the introduction of the sector, using the same source slit 
and a slit 0.008 inches (0.21 mm) wide in the entrance of the electros
tatic sector, the resolution was obtained from a spectrum of 2 Benzyl 
Benzoic acid (Figure 3*3) and is of the order of 250. The peaks of 2 
Benzyl Benzoic acid were identified by comparison with the spectrum of 
the same compound run in the MS9 (Figure 3*2).
3, 1, 2. Energy resolution - The resolution in energy was determined
by changing the acceleration voltage (2000 Volts) without changing the 
potentials of the plates of the electrostatic sector. The peaks ob
tained were recorded in the oscilloscope and photographed (Figure 3*4).

j y\

Fig. 3.4*
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The two peaks in the upper part of the photo differ by 2 Volts while 
the ones on the lower part differ by 1 Volt. The resolution was better 
than 1 Volt in 1000 Volts.

After this photo was taken the resolution was marginally improved 
by using a pen recorder which permitted a thinner trace and a more con
venient scale.

Since the exit slit of the electrostatic sector is less wide than
1the entrance one, to deduce the intensity of the ionic beam per unit 

energy interval, the peak height will have to be divided by the mean 
value of the energy in the interval. For ions of energy 2000*2 Volts 
when calculating relative intensities the correcting factor is of the order 
of 0.1$.

Once the electronic instabilities were solved the main limitation 
in resolution is coming from the spread in energy of the ionic beam.
The change of the plates with slits to ones with holes may improve the 
resolution. A similar effect may also be obtained by a better aligne- 
ment of the magnetic sector. Further improvement will have to come 
from modifications in the source or the use of a source of different 
design.
3* 2. Ion Repeller characteristic - The curves corresponding to the
variation of peak height with the ion repeller voltage (relative to the 
ionization chamber) were obtained both for the first collector and the 
channel electron multiplier. The curves represented in Figure 3-5 were 
obtained with the focusing controls of the source set to give the 
maximum value of the ion current on the second maximum of the ion re
peller (^ + 9V)*

In the case of the "channeltron" for each setting of the ion re
peller voltage, the potential in the plates of the electrostatic sector
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was also changed to give a maximum value of the ion current. The re
lation between the variation in the ion repeller voltage and plate poten
tial (calibrated in ion energy) is indicated in Figure 3*6 and, as ex
pected, is linear.

2The first maximum corresponds to a more nearly monoenergetic 
beam since practically all the ions formed with velocity components in 
the opposite direction of the electrostatic field are not going to 
leave the ionization chamber; all the ions with velocity components 
in the direction of the acceleration field would still be transmitted. 
However, owing to the instability over the first maximum the second one 
was chosen.

The curves were obtained using peak 28 from the background.
3. 3* Performance of the channel electron multiplier - The channel
electron multiplier was used in the continuous current mode.

The initial amplification was not measured as there were no means 
of comparing the signal with and without passing through the ” channel
tron*'. The "channeltron" suffered a rather rough treatment since it 
was used during the whole positioning and focusing of the instrument 
often with rather intense signals.

No appreciable change in amplification, with time, was noted 
during the first part of the work, during which the ion repeller 
characteristic was determined and curves of intensity versus energy 
were drawn for background, methane and methanol.

According to the manufacturer^ instructionŝ  to obtain some pro-
7portionality between input and output a gain of less than 10‘ should 

be used. This corresponded to an applied voltage of less than 1*7 kV.
In this part of the work the applied voltage was 1.25 kV except to 
determine the energy curves of peaks 14 to 18 in the background in which



case 1.5 kV were used to obtain the necessary amplification. In this 
last case instability in the form of afterpulses superimposed to the 
basic current was observed, in a way similar to the one described by 
D.S. Evanŝ .

The power supply for the electrostatic sector, employed during
this part, made use of batteries which discharged slowly requiring
frequent replacement or the introduction of new batteries to readjust
the potentials of the plates.

When the new stabilized power supply was introduced and methane
and methanol were run again in the apparatus it was noticed that the
gain of the multiplier was much lower and it continued to decrease
steadily with time. Short lived improvement was obtained by switching
off or simply decreasing to a minimum the applied voltage. Baking in
vacuum overnight had a slightly longer lasting effect. Degradation of

a 5the gain with use in the pulse counting mode had previously been 
observed.

To increase the gain a higher potential difference was applied.
For voltages over 1.6 kV saturation effects due to field distortion were
observed. In this case owing to wall charginĝ - or positively charged 

6particles the multiplication process stops. After a "dead time” the 
current is restored. When operating in this mode the signal was ob
served as pulses, that lasted long enough to be detected in the oscil
loscope but not in the pen recorder.

As some of the samples took about three hours to run it was necessary
3to correct for pressure variation. From the manufacturer’s instructions 

and from Figure 3.7, it was assumed that the variation with pressure as 
measured by the intensity of the signal in the first collector, was 
linear.
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5As previously noted in the pulse counting mode, there was a strong 
mass discrimination effect against ions of lower mass. To study the 
change in amplification with the mass of the ion it was however, necessary
to consider the variation in peak height of different masses m^, m2 with
energies between E and E + dE,

7Considering the energy distribution to be Maxwellian the number
of molecules with the velocity component in the x direction, having a

8value between vx and v^ + dvx is given by
i OdN = N ( m )2 (exp - mvv ) dv

(27TkT ) ( 2kT ) X

Since the component of energy being measured is also in the x
direction reference to the direction will be omitted from here on.

The energy of the ions is given by

S,|V12 "A B2v22
where m^, m2, v̂ , v^ axe the masses and velocities of the ions 

of species 1 and 2.

dE = m.jV.jdv.j » m2v2dv2

The number of ions in a certain energy interval is given by
x

dN1 = H. (_J )E (exp - E_) dE
(4TTEkT) ( kT)

and is therefore independent of the mass, depending only on the total 
number of ions of species 1, present.

The value was taken to be proportional to the height of peaks 
as obtained from the intermediate collector. It was assumed that a 
fraction, always the same (for the same speed of scan), of the ions 
impinging on the collector plate went through the slit, into the elec
trostatic sector.



From these ions, those with energy in the interval dE were collected 
at the "channeltron" and the current produced was amplified by a factor 
X̂ . The value measured after the "channeltron" was taken as equal to 

X1

should be independent of energy in the interval where the scan is being 
made and if different from 1, the difference should be due to mass dis
crimination.

The ratios obtained are indicated in the Tables.

Table 3.1. - Background

..
..

!

< <D 14 18 28 29 32

Ratios8̂ 0 0 1.0 3-1^ 1.6±0.2b)

a) the ratios indicated are relative to m/e * 28,
b) the error indicated results from the estimated maximum values of

the error in measuring peak heights; 29 is very small in the inter
mediate collector.

Table 3.1 refers to the complete spectra of the background repre
sented in Figure 3*8. The ratios were calculated using the heights of 
the peaks. Another set of peaks run at a lower speed was used to com
pare the ratios obtained by measuring either the heights or the areas of 
the peaks and the results compared well considering the experimental 
error in the measurement.

No ratios were determined for the background peaks 14 and 18 for

dN̂  is a function of the energy but the ratio X̂  dN̂  / X^ dN̂
”57 nT/ “nT
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even increasing the signal in the Hchanneltron" (by increasing the 
applied voltage) they would still be affected by a very big error as 
the height of the peaks as measured in the intermediate collector was 
very small. An error would also be introduced on considering peak 14* 
since, as will be seen further on, it is not a Gaussian peak and so the 
dependence on energy is different from that of peak 18.

The mass discrimination effect was then studied with the samples 
of methane and methanol.

The results obtained for methane are indicated in Table 3.2. The 
values referred are mean values obtained for various energy intervals 
(dE), chosen in the medium part of the Gaussian curve, as the error in 
the measurement of the height is smaller in this part than on the sides 
of the curve. Values obtained in one energy interval only, showed the 
same average but smaller dispersion of results.

Table 3.2 - Methane

m/e 13 14 15 16 17 18
1st run G.05-0.02 o.38±o .o9 o.5iio.o„ * O ! 

°
!

0.2o±0.02 0.2q-0.03
2nd run 0.07-0.03 o.4.,io.i4 o.50±o.o2 1.00 1 •31-0.0g 1-38^.1.

a) ratios relative to m/e = 16.

Both runs of methane (Table 3*2) were made with no noticeable change 
of gain in the multiplier. A strong discrimination effect against the 
water peaks 17, 18 was observed for the first run.

For methanol the spectrum had to be divided in two parts that were 
studied with different amplifications. The results are indicated in 
Tables 3*3 a) and 3*3 b). From Table 3*3 a) it can be concluded that



in this range 28 - 32 the mass discrimination effect is much less im
portant than for lower masses which is in agreement with previous re- 

5suits . The difference in the ratio for peaks 29 >30 obtained between 
the first and second run, is not due only to experimental error but no 
suitable explanation for it has been found so far*

Table 3*3 a)
a)Methanol - Higher masses '

m/e 28 29 30 31 32
1st run 0.89-0.03 0.90^0.04 1.32^0.22 1.00 0.99-0.03

2nd run 0.83-0.09 0.72^0.06 0.89-0.13 1.00 1.06-0.10

a) ratios relative to m/e * 31*

Table 3.3 b)
Methanol - Lower masses

m/e 14 15 17 18
0.56-0.10 1.00 0.64-0.17 2.10-0.62

b) ratios relative to m/e = 15*

For lower masses the ratio recorded for peak 17 is lower than should 
be expected but, as will be seen later, peak 17 has a non-Gaussian dis
tribution and the value of the ratio will therefore be a function of the 
energy interval.
3. 4* Study of the peak shares - To detect the presence of ions with 
kinetic energy it was first tried to scan automatically the electrostatic 
field but the method had to be abandoned due to instability in the



initial circuits which could mislead in the interpretation of the curves
The method used consisted in setting the potentials of the elec

trostatic plates manually, by means of a calibrated potentiometer and 
scanning the magnetic field. Plots of intensity versus ion energy, as 
obtained from the settings of the potentiometer, were made for a group 
of peaks. The shapes could then be compared since, in general, in
stability would affect more than one peak in one setting and could there 
fore be distinguished from differences in peak shape.

Molecular ions are expected to give rise to Gaussian curves
7characteristic of Maxwell-Bolt zman distributions , at the ion source 

temperature. For this type of function, the distribution obtained for 
the ions received at the collector' is equal to the component in the x 
direction of the initial distribution.

Peaks corresponding to groups of ions of higher kinetic energy 
will appear either superimposed on, or as satellites to the one with 
thermal or quasithermal energy^’

For ions coming from secondary reactions between ions and molecules
the kinetic energy distribution is connected with the reaction mecha-

. 12 nxsm .
Though the absolute value of the energy of the ions could not be 

measured with a precision better than that indicated in the previous 
chapter, energy differences could be determined to about one tenth of 
an electron Volt by calibrating the scale of the potentiometer in 
electron Volts of ion energy.

The relation between the voltage on a plate of the sector (V̂ ) 
and the energy of the ions is given by

a 2Ve 1 = 2E as indicated in the previous chapter.
2b



A small variation of the energy of the ions o  E will correspond
to a change $ with

^ «a 2b %  E and 2b is 0.15
a ae e

and 1 Volt variation in the energy of the ions will correspond to 0.15 
Volts of change ( with different signals) to each plate.

The first part of the work was done using batteries to supply the
stabilized - 300 Volts and the potentiometer permitted a change of 
2 Volts using the 10 turns, so that 0.75 divisions in the potentiometer 
corresponded to 1 eV of difference of energy in the ionic beam.

The final circuits which included a stablized power supply had the 
potentiometer set for 3 Volts corresponding to 10 turns. In this case 
0.5 divisions corresponded to 1 eV.
3. 5* Detection of metastables - The new power supply for the elec
trostatic plates had associated a circuit which permitted the scanning
manually or automatically in a variable range of voltages. This

13facility was used to detect metastable transitions •
Once a peak of a determined m/e = BLj is focused using - 300 Volts 

in the plates, these voltages are changed by the same amount but in 
opposite directions, decreasing the potential difference, while keep
ing all the other conditions constant. Such a technique was previously 
described^ and is called direct analysis of daughter ions (DADl)^.
If the ions of mass m̂  decompose between the magnetic and electrostatic 
field, the new species of m/e * m^ will be detected for new potentials 
in the plates of value - V^ and the mass m2 will be given by m2 = nij x

* V vi.
If the ions m̂  are not stable enough it may happen that no ions are 

detected for - 300 V in which case the magnetic field will be set



precisely at the value corresponding to mass and the daughter ions 
will he searched for in the same way. For all the metastable transi
tions detected in this work there was a very abundant ion of m/e = m,j.

The time taken by an ion from its formation in the source until it 
crosses the first collector is equal to the time spent in the source 
plus the time taken along the path in the magnetic sector.

16The time spent in the source was determined, using J.A. Hippie's 
calculations, and is given by t̂  + t^ where t̂  is the time spent inside 
the ionization chamber and tg, the time spent between the first slit and 
the final source slit.

^  = (2s1/ « 1)*

*2  “  ( v 2 ~ v 1  ̂ / * * 2  + t 1

o(̂  = E.j e/3Q0m 

*2 85 E2 e/300m

v1 - (2^ s1

v2 = (2<^2 12 + 2 0^ Sl)4

where Ê  is the intensity of the field between the ion repeller and 
the first slit (volts/cm)

Eg - intensity of field between first slit and exit plate of 
source (volts/cm) 

e - charge of the ion in e.s.u. 
m - mass of the ion in grams

l«j (cm) - distance between ion repeller and cage (0.3 cm)
12 (cm) - distance between cage and exit plate of ion gun (2.1 cm)



3  ̂ (cm) - distance between middle plane of the electron beam and 

cage (0.07 cm).

The values obtained for t̂  and t̂  were respectively t̂  = 7* 0 x /"m
—ft   mJ7x 10“ 3 and tg « 1.36 x Vm x 10" ‘s where m is the mass of the ion in 

atomic mass units.
The ions that decompose after the first collector and before the

electrostatic sector travel, after the ion gun, a distance between
&

53*6 cm and 80.0 cm with an energy of 2000 eV. This corresponds to a
7 -6travelling time between 8.6 x 'JTm x 10 s and 1.2 x 10 ym s where m 

has the same meaning as before.
The total life-time in this instrument of the metastable ions

detected by this method (DADl) is between 1.1 x / m x 10 s and
,  ,61.4 x y m  x 10 s.

3* 6. Background.
3. 6. 1. Results - The background spectrum was taken simultaneously
on the first collector and "channeltron" at a pressure of approximately 
2 x 10"̂  torr (Figure 3*8•) The potential difference between the 
entrance and exit of the "channeltron" was 1.25 kV.

The largest peak present was peak 28 and the second largest 32.
Two small peaks corresponding to mass over charge 14 and 18 were recor
ded on the first collector only. The two peaks appearing before 32, 
in the first collector, are metastables to which were assigned the 
apparent masses 31.1 and 31*7* They were attributed to the decompo
sition of ions of higher masses coming from the cracking of the pump
oil. The low resolution obtained in the first collector did not per
mit their identification.

Since the amplification obtained for the group of peaks 14 - 18 
was much lower than that for peak 28 and 32 the two groups were studied



separately using different gains of the "channeltron ".
The plots on Figure 3*9 were obtained for a voltage of 1*25 kV 

between the terminals of the "channeltron". The plots of intensity 
versus kinetic energy give, as expected, curves very near Gaussian both 
for m/e * 28 and m/e - 32. A slight asymmetry was attributed to an 
error in mechanically setting the focusing position, either in the 
magnetic or electrostatic field.

For peaks 14 and 18 curves of energy distribution were also ob
tained (Figure 3.10). In this case the voltage applied to the 
"channeltron" was 1.5 KV. For this potential the instability was 
noticeable. The dispersion of points relative to the curves drawn is 
greater than for the case of peaks 28 and 32. No attempt was made to 
draw the curves corresponding to peaks 15* 16 and 1.7 since the uncer
tainty was about the same size as the signal.

From the curves drawn simultaneously for mass 18 and 14 while 
m/e = 18 presents a Gaussian distribution, for m/e = 14 a small high 
energy peak (about 3*3 eV) was detected while the existence of another 
(at about 1 eV), not completely resolved from the thermal one was sus
pected. A curve similar to the one for peak 14 in Fig. 3.9 was ob
tained when running methanol which, since such a feature is not a pro-

17perty of peak 14 in methanol , was attributed to the background. A 
sample of nitrogen obtained from the chemistry store and with no further 
purification, was run at the end of the experimental work. The 
"channeltron" had by then lost most of its gain and it was necessary 
to apply a potential voltage of 1.5 kV to obtain a small signal. In 
spite of the instability it was possible to confirm the presence of two 
not completely resolved peaks.

At the end of the life of the "channeltron" using the circuits to
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detect metastable transitions peak 28 was scanned. While the main
+ *peak was obtained with - 298 Volts on the plates? another peak was

obtained for the potential - 150 Volts. This corresponds to the tran
sition of the parent ion twenty-eight to a daughter ion of mass
150 28, i.e. 14.1 - 0.5.
298.

The signal was obtained with field saturation of the "channeltron’1, 
Figure 3.11. shows the photograph of the signal (thrice) obtained from

Fig. 3.11.
the oscilloscope. The whole energy scale was scanned and for no other 
energy could any signal be observed. In saturation conditions the

* This value was obtained with the DMA digital voltmeter and corres
ponded to a reading of 300 Volts on the solartron meter. The syste
matic error due to the low impedance of the DANA meter does not affect 
the ratios of the potentials. The absolute error committed in the read' 

ings using this voltmeter was - 1.



pulse height is not proportional to the input signal"̂ .
A metastable transition for peak twenty-eight corresponds to a

-6 -6lifetime of the ion between 5*8 x 10* s and 7*4 x 10* s.
3* 6. 2. Discussion - The presence of ions with excess kinetic energy
for mass fourteen, when nitrogen is bombarded with electrons of over

20 18 50 eV was first reported by Vaughan and studied by Tate and Lozier .

Table 3.4 - Energetic 
ions for m/e = 14.

1st peak 2nd peak 3rd peak References
1 - 2 eV 2 - 7 eV 4 - 8 eV a)

0 rss 1 .3 ~  3.2 b)
0 1 4 c) d) e)
0 1 —  3.3 This work

a) J.T. Tate and W. W. Lozier, Phys. Rev., (1932) 254.
b) 0. Osberghaus and R. Taubert, Angew Chem. (195*1) 63, 287 

also referred by
J. Durup and P. Heitz, J. Chim. Phys. (1964) 61.* 470*

c) P.M. Hierl and J.L. Franklin, J. Chem. Phys. (19̂ 7) A i r  
3154.

d) 1st and 2nd peak
L.J. Kieffer and R.J. Van Brunt, J. Chem. Phys. (1967)
Mr 2728.

e) 1st and 3rd peak
J.W. McGowan, L. Kerwin, Proc. Phys. Soc. (19̂ 3) 82 > 357*

This, with other results of previous observations are indicated in the 
Table 3.4. The results reported for this work correspond to the medium 
points of the satellite peaks. There seems to be good agreement between



the results in this work and those reported in the literature.
In this work the peak with thermal energy only, corresponds sim

ultaneously to ions coming from the dissociation of N* giving N+, to 
ITg and since the work was done with the background spectrum possibly

■|*"j1to ions CO • Since no CO ions with excess energy have been reported
it was assumed they contribute only to the thermal energy peak.

19The knowledge of the translational energy permitted , by using
+ 21 22the potential energy curves for the various states of the N2 ion * to 

determine the probable processes originating the first and second peaks:

Process 1 R* (D2?g) U(4S°) + S + ( h )

Process 2 N* (C2£*) --- > N ^ 0) + n'X3?)

The group of ions with higher kinetic energy is attributed by the same 
19authors , to Process 3 i.e.

n22+ (A3TTg) > 2 H+(̂ P)

in which case the kinetic energy is due to the coulombic repulsion of
19the two ions, and was calculated to be at least 4 eV. This value

which agrees with the experimental results obtained by Hierl and Prank- 
19lin is however higher than the one obtained in this work and also by

2 "3 240. Osberghaus and R. Taubert . McCulloh and Rosenstock suggest the
"Hi" 25decomposition of R2 from a lower lying state .

The metastable dissociation of N* giving N+ has previously been
26 27reported both as a collision induced and a unimolecular process.

Since the transition was detected on saturation conditions no attempt
was made to study the variation of intensity with pressure. A
"channeltron” during its "higher gain” period or alternatively working
on a pulse counting mode would permit one to decide on the contribu-



tions of each of the two processes. The transition was detected as 
a pulse so no peak shape could be determined, and the pulse was assu
med to correspond to the medium of a possible peak. The pulse was 
detected at 150 V and not at 149 V, as would be expected. This could 
be due to an excess kinetic energy, but the difference 1 Volt is of 
the order of the error in the measurement of the voltage and quanti
tative values, determined from it would be meaningless.
3. 7* Methane♦
3. 7. 1. Results - Methane obtained from the Chemistry Store and
with no further purification was run using 1.25 potential difference in 
the 11 channeltronH. The spectra recorded simultaneously in the first 
collector and the "channeltron" are represented in the photo (Figure

3.12).

Fig. 3. 12.

The study of the variation of intensity of peaks In the "channel
tron" with the energy was again made. The background was not accoun
ted for since it was extremely small in the first collector and as had 
been seen previously in these conditions it was not recorded in the 

" channeltron”.
The presence of a small percentage of water mixed with methane,



was noted in the spectra. To calculate the effect of water on peak 
sixteen it would be necessary to run a sample of water and plot peak 
sixteen coming from water versus energy. This was not attempted. It 
was assumed that peak sixteen from methane, corresponding to a molecu
lar ion should have a Gaussian distribution. If the fragment ion 
sixteen (coming from water) also had a similar distribution the result
ing curve would also have the same shape while any features of the 
curve for the fragment ion would appear superimposed on the Gaussian 
shape. The curves obtained for masses sixteen, fifteen and fourteen 
are represented in Figure 3.13. Both masses sixteen and fifteen show 
Gaussian distributions while mass fourteen is asymmetric with an in
creased number of ions on the high kinetic energy side. The heights 
of the ions of mass thirteen and twelve were too small to allow the 
plotting of meaningful curves.

Table 3*5* - Metastables from methane.

MAIN PEAK METASTABLES Transition
.'"if ‘E.S. Voltage Mass E.S. Voltage . Mass

(ch4]+* >(cH^+ + r  1)

[CH43+I--- > (cH2]+,+ 2H’ 2)

298 16 275 - 281 
256

14.9
13.7

298 15 278 - 280 14.0 [>3]+ — 3)
298 14 279 13.1 [ C H ^ 1--- ^[CH)+ + H* 4)

* E.S. voltage indicates half the potential difference between the plates.
a) Pulses were detected over a wide range of voltages. See Discussion.
b) Much less intense than the others.

With the “channeltron” working in saturation conditions and the
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peaks showing up as pulses, the metastable transitions indicated in
Table 3*5 were detected. While scanning peak fifteen a smaller
satellite peak appeared for ̂  296 V in the plates of the electrostatic
sector. This peak was big enough (about 1 *fo of the main peak) to be
possible to detect with the pen recorder after lowering the gain in
the ”channeltron” and is represented in Figure 3.14* The difference
of 2 Volts relative to the main peak, in the potential applied to the

*plates, corresponds to a difference in mass of 0.1 a.m.u. or to a
difference in energy of 13 eV relative to the main beam. Since the
0,1 a.m.u. may be affected by up to 50$ of error it is possible that
it is a group of ions, part of the main beam and not resolved by the
magnetic sector or otherwise a metastable transition occurring in the
field free region between the magnetic and electrostatic sector.
3. 7. 2. Discussion - The excess kinetic energy of methane ions as

10determined by Morrison and Stanton could not be detected in this work

* mv = k where k is a constant for the ions entering the electro
static sector

1_ mv2 * E 
2
1 mv x mv E
2 m ~

k2 - 2m E 
2&mE + 2m£E = 0
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as half the beam width due only to thermal energy is greater than the 
maximum value of kinetic energy they recorded# The particular shape
of the energy distribution curve for mass fourteen could be due to the

28presence of some air mixed with methane , though peak fourteen coming
from air shows an energetic peak at about 1 eV which seems higher than
the possible centre of an energetic peak causing the bump on the curve
The peculiar shape of the energy curve for mass fourteen was noticed

29previously by R. Fuchs and R. Taubert •
The satellite of peak fifteen showing up for - 296 Volts in the 

electrostatic sector plates was not included in the table since it was 
considered very unlikely that its formation should be due to a loss of 
kinetic energy without loss of mass from the ion m/e = 15- Such a 
process could be caused by collision with the slits in which case it 
should be observed for other ions*

Another origin could involve its formation in the first field- 
free region of the mass spectrometer in which case it would be a 
metastable of nominal mass approximately 15*1* The transitions 
CHi '— > CH+# + H*. or 1 3ChT* — ♦ 13Cnt + H# would originate metastables5 4 4 3
of mass 15*06. The first reaction has been observed at higher pressures 
and for both of them the resulting metastables would be much smaller 
than 1 fo of peak fifteen. Various metastable transitions from the ions 
coming from oil could be responsible# In this case* the real mass 
of the fragment ion being higher than fifteen would justify the higher 
relative intensity of the peak due to the discrimination effect of the 

11 c hannel t ron” •
Collision induced metastable transitions in normal methane have 

been known31’32 for a long time while in 1965* Ottinger33 followed by 
other authors34’35 confirmed the existence of unimolecular processes.



65*

No study of variation of intensity with pressure was made hut since 
Process 2) in Table 3*5 was considered by L.P. Hills s t al ^  as being 
exclusively collision induced, all the other transitions are assumed to 
be the result at least in part of collision induced processes.

For processes 1) and 3) pulses could be detected over a wide range 
of energies. It was impossible to distinguish between one wide peak 
and various single peaks. The possible meaning of a wide peak in 
energetic terms was studied in more detail for methanol.
3. 8. Methanol.
3. 8. 1. Results - Two spectra of methanol (BDH Analar) are shown in

Figures 3*̂ 5 and 3*16.

. .1

Fig. 3*15*



figure 3*15 shows the relation in intensity between m/e = 15 on the 
left side of the photo and the group of peaks around m/e = 32 that are 
off scale* Figure 3*16 shows the region around m/e = 15 in. a different 
scale. The first photo was obtained using 1.25kV on the "channeltron11 
while for the second one the applied voltage was 1.5 kV.

As for nitrogen and methane the shapes of the peaks were studied. 
The curves corresponding to m/e = 28, m/e = 29, m/e = 31 and m/e = 32 
were Gaussian.

For m/e = 17 the ratio between the heights of the peak in the 
"channeltron" and first collector, necessary to correct for pressure 
variation, could not be determined as the peak was too small in the 
first collector. The height of peak fifteen (in the first collector) 
was used instead assuming that the ratio between the heights (in the 
first collector) of peaks seventeen and fifteen was constant. The 
curves for m/e = 15 and m/e = 17 are represented in Fig. 3*17* For 
m/e = 17 two peaks were recorded with a distance of about 1.9 eY be
tween the central parts. The dispersion of the points between about 
2.5 eY and 4 eV was attributed to the instability of the "channeltron". 
The same was considered as the explanation for the peak on the lower 
energy side of fifteen. This small satellite peak is only defined 
by a very low intensity in the "channeltron" while scanning for —1.2 eY. 
To confirm these data it would be necessary to repeat the scans but when 
this was tried the gain of the "channeltron" was too low.

Working again in a saturation mode the metastable transitions in

dicated in Table 3*6. were detected.

Table 3.6. /
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Table 3.6. Metastables from Methanol.

Main Peak Metastables Decomposition 

CH30H+— >> CH20H+ + H* 1>

E.S. Voltage Mass E.S. Voltage Mass

298 32 288 31

298 31 288 30 

275-278a) 29

CH30+--> CH20+*+ h* 2)

GH20H+ — >  CH0+ + 2H* 3)

298 30 288 29 CH20+~— 7* CH0+ + H* 4)

* E.S. Voltage indicates half the potential difference between the 

plates,
a) Very wide peak?

173# 8. 2. Discussion - Prom the results reported in the literature
peak fifteen has a satellite peak with 2*7 ®V of kinetic energy but 
its intensity is less than and, in this work, the error in the points
due to instability is greater than this so that it was not possible to 
detect. For peak seventeen the energy determined is the same as ob
tained by Tsuehiya^ while the ratios of the abundances of the peaks
with and without kinetic energy were from Tsuchiya’s work and isi2.0 2.0
from this work.

Tsuchiya attributes the formation of energetic CK+ ions to three 

processes:
CH3CK CH3QH+  > 0H+ + CH + 2B

QH+ + C + 3H

CHjGH ^CH3C02+ ^  OH* + 0H+
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The difference in the kinetic energies detected lay him for 
+ +CH^ and GH compared with the values expected from the conservation of 

momentum was attributed to the loss of total energy as rotational by 
the QH+ ion.

36 37Two 9 very thorough papers have been published recently, dis
cussing, for normal and deuterated methanols, the metastable peaks 
and their use to energetically study the fragmentation of the molecular 
ion.

The metastable transitions in the Table 3*6. are the same de-
37tected by C. Lifshitz et al and the most abundant in Beynon* s paper 

with the exception of the one resulting from process 2 the abundance
of which was not indicated as it is obscured by the transition of the

13 13heavy isotope ions CHgO ^ CHO.
In both works process 3) is characterized by a wide metastable

peak so it was assumed that the wide range of energies (275V - 278V)
of the sector over which the process could be detected corresponded

to a wide peak.
It was necessary to establish the relation between the width of

the peak, in energy, as detected sfter the electrostatic sector and
the kinetic energy released in the dissociation. The calculation made

38parallels that of Beynon et al .
Consider an ion m  ̂which passes through the first collector slit 

with a kinetic energy equal to J, m^v^ = eV where vft is its velocity 
and eV the acceleration potential of the electrostatic field just after

the source.
Before entering into the electrostatic sector the ion dissociates 

into an ion m* and a neutral fragment hlj - m2, i#e*

m^ ^  m̂  + (nij - nig)
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The velocities of m2 & & & - m2) sir© v.̂ and v  ̂ respectively and T
represents the total decrease of internal energy. The law of conser
vation of energy requires

2
T + \  m1Va2 “ \  m2vb2 + i S  " m2) vc 

and the conservation of momentum

V .  "  V b  +  <m1 -  m2 ) v o  ----------------------------------------------------------

Eliminating v, between equation (1) and (2) and putting v^/v& =x 
the following equation is obtained

■(1)

■(2)

x - 2x +
m„
Ulr m, ( 1 +2 ( 

it gives

T
eV

)

Making (m̂  - m2) / mg « fA.

X2 - 2x + (1 -/*T/eV) = 0 
x = ̂ b = 1 -  'f /*. T/eV

Va
When entering the electrostatic sector the ions are deflected 

according to the equation
2

ae 1 = m1va

ae E2 = m2vb2
Where and Eg are the values of the field between the plates and ag

is the radius of the sector.
The potential of one plate V1 which was the quantity measured as

the potentials were equal but with opposite signals is given by
y _ E where 2b is the spacing between the plates. 
1 4b

E* « kVi and E_ » kV. where k is a constant.• I fc ^

V « V a 2 1

2
Vb = V “2
2Va Tl/“1

CVIl 
0
1 1 - 2

+
T /eV

-J



and the width of the peak in Volts is

a(voitB) = 4V,
If

For transition 31+ — ^ 29+ + 2

*  31 

1̂2 * 29

d * 3 - peak width was made equal to the range over which
the peak was detected

V1 « 298

a 0*69 
eV « 2000

The value obtained for T, kinetic energy released is 0.209 eV. This 
value is much smaller than the value 1.42 determined by Beynon et al 
and 1.33 by C. Lifshitz et al. The difference could be due to the 
different geometry of the apparatus. The determination of peak width 
in this work was very arbitrary as the peak profile was not available 
and as d is susceptible to a great error, nothing can be concluded with 

confidence.
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Chapter 4.

Criterion for the Identification of Low Resolution m«.«3 Spectra by 
Retrieval from a Data Bank.

A* • Introduction - The rapid increase in the number and variety of 
mass spectra of organic compounds has created a problem in information 
retrieval. There are currently some seventeen thousand five hundred 
spectra available in various collections, which number will increase 
rapidly.

Searches are now generally made using computer methods, keeping
the information stored either on a magnetic tape or on a disc. There
have been many different approaches to this problem and these may be
broadly split into two classes: those which try and identify the
particular compound by some internal properties of the molecules, as

1is exemplified by the studies of Tal*roze et al , and the larger group,
in which some aspects of the spectrum of the unknown are sought in a
known compound embedded in a data bank. The latter, in general, has
involved the matching of a certain number of peaks in the compound
analysed with those of the spectra on file. Several methods have

2 , 3previously been employed, using the five largest peaks, six, the
4,5largest, or two largest in each successive fourteen units and so on. 

One additional difficulty which is encountered is the fact that the 
spectrum of the same compound may vary from one mass spectrometer to 
another, often significantly so . Many such variations have appear
ed in the literature during the past nine years and the whole of this

7
literature has been recently examined by Grotch •

The method to be discussed is a statistical one. As such it is 
unreasonable to expect a single definite solution. Often the use of



wider confidence limits will admit of more than one solution*

4* 2# Calculation of the divergence - Information theory which in
its modem form may be traced back to the classical communications of 

8 9Shannon and Wiener was used in the development of the present method.
10The treatment of Kullback was closely followed.

The "divergence" is used to measure the difficulty in discrimi
nating between two spectra coming from the same compound or from 
different compounds.

The "divergence0 J(1,2) is calculated by means of the formula
c c

(1)
where and are the sums of the abundances of the ions respectively 
in the mass spectrum of the unidentified compound and in that of the 
member of the data bank, jo is the total number of categories of ions 
in both spectra, that is total number of different m/e values. The 
logarithms used throughout are to the base je (Naperian); p^ and Pĝ  
refer to the "probabilities" of the various mass to charge ions in the 
spectra 1 and 2 respectively while j. refers to the running number of 
mass in each; p. is the probability of occurrence of an ion of speciesi
i coming either from spectra 1 or 2. The quantities and y^ refer 
to the abundance of the ith ion in the unknown and reference compounds. 
If spectra 1 and 2 were different spectra of the same compound and if 
there were no differences due to experimental conditions, P-ĵ * P21 * 
and the "divergence" J(1,2) * 0. In the calculations pn> v2i and P* 
are replaced by their best unbiased estimates in the observed spectra 
which will be from here on referred as p1;L, P2i a n d Pi their values 

being:



Hot all the ions in the spectra were used. It is common to find 
in nearly all spectra some twenty to thirty ions of a reasonable abun
dance > the remainder being insignificant. As experimental data was 
considered these small values were also likely to be affected by re
latively larger errors.

When the complete spectrum was available a compromise was reached 
by using the twenty five peaks? later on only eight peaks were used 
to appreciate how this affected the results as only eight peaks were 
available in the second tape used. The maximum number of categories 
£ was then 50 or 16 respectively.

Considering the comparison between the unknown (u) and reference 
(R) spectra as a problem in the theory of sets, one is concerned with 
the intersection of these which, if they prove disjoint Ua B = <j5 , 
yield , an empty set. However, some electrical noise is always 
present and although this may be of a very low level it has the impor
tant result of ensuring that this intersection is not empty. The 
level of noise was chosen to be below the lowest peak height recorded, 
0.01 and all peaks that were not used in the calculation were treated 
as noise. The level of noise was considered to be very low and the 
same for both spectra, the first condition being essential for the 
approximations that were made. Two values for the noise level were 
tried <f>~ 0.00001 and <j>= 0.0001 and as the results showed very little

difference the latter was chosen.
The maximum value of the divergence corresponds to the particu

lar case in which none of the peaks has a match and was calculated as

followss-



For two nearly disjoint sets of mass-to-charge values, it can 
be seen from equation (1) that to each mass number in the unknown 
corresponds a terms

w-| &  . In +  X 2 ( & . *i +  <t> ) in ( ± j  x i  +  4>)W1 + N2) I K1 + Hg) (Hg ■ K, + H2) (H J  H., + N2)
where (j) represents the noise level.
For <j)̂  0 this reduces further leading to

H1 (fi - ___ ) In H1 + H2 N ( fi____ )ln (H1 + N2 .
(H, N1 + Kg) H, * ( " ̂  + H2) ( N2 Xi) =

=  ^ 2 * 1

f1 + H 2

In (H1 + K2) - In (M1 + H2) - In In K  - In
xi

Making Xi the above becomes
H, + F2 “ q1i

H2 <1*1 • In (P1i . )
2 11 ( f )

When considering the terms from the second spectrum - the refer- 
ence y, represents the ion abundance at a particular mass number while 
the corresponding ion in the first spectrum • For each mass

the corresponding term in the divergence is

!l£i_ • m  ( h  . !i) 
h1 + ir2 (h2 <J>)

y. the expression simplifies to

", “  {>2, •

Bor all the masses extracted from spectrum one, the ontoowB,

” 2 .. £  x, h & . ^ )
X-- £  1 4>>

and for those originating in spectrum two, the reference,

1c



The divergence for these two, nearly disjoint sets is equal to

bit = £  + 2  -  n2 k . m • !a) + JJj i  *t m f£a. ! i i
h ~ ?  n 2'  i=1  (Kn <t>) n 1 + h 2;S=1 (h 2 f

(2)
t ItC a C

The criterion, although it seems rather elaborate, would become quite 
simple if the spectra were normalized for the sum of ion abundances in
stead of, as is common practice, for the highest peak. In such a case 
N-j - Ng and the expression for the divergence would be reduced to

JO, 2) = £  C L l I i )  m  ~  £  (xi - yD 2
2 yi xi + h

A * 3. Experimental - Two sets of data were available, the first a 
tape containing spectra 1 to 3000 from the M.S.B.C. series and the 
second the eight peak index (1971 Edition Magnetic Tape MS0075) • Both 
tapes were kindly loaned by the Mass Spectrometry Data Centre, Alder- 
maston, Berkshire, England.

The spectra used as unknown were from the A.P.I. and Dow Collections.
Since the most difficult to identify are usually isomers, mostly 

chain or position isomers the same molecular weight was chosen as a 
pre-requisite for identification. To speed the search, the tapes 
were reorganized by increasing molecular weight as detailed in the 

Section 4*5*
A different pre-filtering step like a certain range of molecular 

weights or the same most abundant peak could have been chosen; this 
last one for practical reasons would require a different way of ordering 
the tape. The pre-filtering step though affecting the way the search



was conducted, would not influence the criterion for identification 
which was the main point of our study.

The two programmes first written SR and R2 (see Appendix) included 
a pre-requisite of the same formula that was suppressed in latter pro
grammes.

It was also required that the largest peak in the unknown should 
also be present in the nine (when the divergence was calculated for 
twenty-five peaks) or eight (when calculated for eight peaks only) 
largest peaks for the compound on the tape and also that the largest 
peak on the tape should be present within the same limits in the un
known.

Once these pre-filtering conditions were satisfied the programme 
called sub-routine Diver. This sub-routine calculates simultaneously 
the first term of expressions (1) and (2) using the information from 
the unknown and searching the reference and then the second term of both 
expressions using data from the reference and searching the unknown.
The total for expression (1) is then divided by that for expression 
(2) so that the result is the normalized divergence with the maximum 

value 1.
This calculation finished, the search proceeded for a second 

match in the reference file and so on until all the compounds of the 
same molecular weight had been tested. In two cases the whole file 
(900 compounds) was searched. The compound name, spectrum origin, 
divergences and, if required, the spectra are printed out. Identi
fication is made in general by the minimum value of the divergence, 
the divergence varying between 0 and 1. The programmes written in 
Fortran IV are included in the Appendix. The investigation was carried 
out upon a 360/50 I.B.M. computer sited in Edinburgh with an I.B.M.



2780 terminal at the University of Glasgow.

4* 4* Results and Discussion - Table 4.1 refers to the first 900 

spectra of the M.S.D.C. file of complete spectra.

Table 4*1
NAME OP COMPOUND M.W. 2SL21A Mini

mum
Div.25

DIV 8 b) Mini
mum 
DIV 8

I

Trimethylamine 59 0.0184 C 0.0834 C 1
2-Pentanol 88 0.0243 C O.O394 C 3
3-Pentanol 88 0.0321 C 0.1064 C 2
2-Ethyl-1-butanol 102 0.0220 C 0.1333 0.1239(1) 11
3-Heptanol 116 0.0018 C 0.0001 C 9
2, 5-Hexane-diol 118 0.0174 C O.O464 C 2
2-Ethyl-Hexanol-1 130 0.0222 C 0.0783 C 18
2 -Met hylnaph t hal 
ene 142 0.0407 C 0.0542 C 2

2, 6-Dimethyl-4- 
heptanol 144 0.0436 C 0.1060 C 15
1, 6-Dimethylnaph- 
thalene 156 0.0136 0.0029(2) 0.0345 0.0309(2) 9
1-Decanol 158 0.0127 C 0.1707 0.1142(1) 8

1 -Tetradecanol 214 0.0012 C 0.1410 C 3

1-Hexadecene 224 0.0463 C 0.0917 0.0089(1) 2

a) Divergence calculated using 25 peaks
b) Divergence calculated using 8 peaks
C - indicates that the minimum value for the divergence is the one in 

the column on the left and the compound was correctly identified.
The number between brackets indicates the number of compounds with 
divergence less than the correctly identified compound.

N - Total number of times the divergence was calculated for each compound.



Using twenty-five peaks (DIV 25) all compounds, but one, were 
identified* This one, 1,6-dimethylnaphthalene could only be "confused", 
using Grotch1 s expression, with 2,7 or 2,6-dimethylnaphthalene and it 
is known to be impossible to distinguish them by their mass spectra 
only. As would be expected when using less information, that is, 
eight peaks only, there were more cases of "confusion" but the true com
pound was still the second most probable, in the three new cases.

Table 4*2 refers to the Eight Peak Index j the first thirteen un
known spectra are the same as in Table 4*1 and the other twenty-two are 
different and are also ordered by increasing molecular weight.

Table i[>•2
NAME OP COMPOUND M.W. DIV 8

Limits-
Same
Compound

Degree of+ 
Ambiguity

DIV 8 
Limits- 
Other 
Compounds

Ha(H' )b

Trimethylamine 59 0.0362 A 0.1801 6(2)

API-1127 0.2572

2-Pentanol 88 0.0001 C1, F1 0.0027 44(5)

API-654 0.1108 0.4499

3-Pentanol 88 0.0899 A 0.1614 17(4)

DOW 176 0.1055 0.4101

2-Ethyl-1-butanol 102 0.0450 C1 O.O713 63(5)

DOW 275 0.1450 0.6737

3-Heptanol 116 0.0001 A 0.1825 27(4)

API 1057 0.0899 0.5312

2,5-Hexane-diol 118 0.0468 A 0.2224 25(2)

DOW 435 
2-Ethyl-hexanol-1 130 0.0010 C3, F3

0.5238
0.1369 51(6)

DOW 556
. ... -------

0.1823 0.5681
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Table 4»2 contd.
NAME OP COMPOUND M.W. DIV 8

Limits-
Same
Compound

Degree of 
Ambiguity

DIV 8 
Limits- 
Other 
Compounds

H*(H' )b I

N
2-Methylnaphtha-
lene 142 0.0270 C1 0.0528 26(6)

API 855 0.0531 0.6701
2, 6-Dimethyl-4- 
heptanol 144 0.0965 A 0.1145 19(2)

DOW 781 0.4870
1 y 6-Dimethylnaph- 
thalene 156 0.0336 C3 0.0298 34(2)

DOW 978 0.6302

1-Decanol 158 0.1706 C2, P1 0.0783 20(5)

DOW 997 0.2722 O.646O

1 -Tetradecanol 214 0.1402 A 0.1604 8(2)

API 882 0.6190

1 -Hexadecene 224 0.0917 C1, P1 0.0089 17(3)

API 1013 0.1638 0.7841

Carbon dioxide 44 O.OO36 A 0.0795 23(6)

DOW 27 0.0300 0.3178

Methyl chloride 50 0.0205 A 0.2287 7(5)

DOW 33 0.1015 0.2355

1-Butene 56 0.0001 03 0.0005 23(8)

DOW 39 0.0280 0.3020

Isopropyl alcohol 60 0.0257 A 0.1896 28(8)

DOW 58 
T ert -butylamine 73

0.0522

0.0344 A

0.4498
0.1670 12(4)

DOW 99 
1-Hexyne 

API 332

82

. . .  -

0.0706

0.0362

0.0578

A

0.4170
0.1116

0.4454

33(4)



Table 4*2 contd.
NAME OF COMPOUND M.W. DIV 8

Limits-
Same
Compound

Degree of 
Ambisuitv

DIV 8 
Limits- 
Other 
Compounds

Na(N» )b

2, 3-Butanedione 86 0.0277 F1 0.0342 39(3)
API 782 0.1300 0.5221

Methyl-2-methyl- 
allyl Ether 86 0.00 A 0.1154 34(1)

DOW 148 0.6004
3-Methyl-1-butano] 88 0.0087 P1, C1 0.0001 15(4)

DOW 178 0.1965 0.4805
Toluene 92 0.0001 C2 0.0468 15(10)

DOW 208 0.1449 0.3262

Cyclohexanone 98 0.0004 C1 0.0687 57(7)

DOW 224 0.0915 0.5152

3-Methyl-2-penta-
none 100 0.0007 A 0.0799 84(3)

API 663 0.0266 0.4974

o-Xylene 106 0.0002 P2 0.0001 27(5)

DOW 1311 0.0632 0.4974

1, 2-Dichloro-l- 
fluoroethane 116 0.0 A 0.1277 11(1)

DOW 397 0.6662

1, 4-Diehloro-2- 
butyne 122 0.0292 A 0.6094 5(3)

DOW 480 0.0378 0.6174

1,1,2-Trichloro- 
ethane 132 0.0367 A 0.3170 10(5)

DOW 580 0.1077 0.3616

1 -Decyne 138 0.0005 A 0.0986 20(2)

API 535 0.6797

— ---------------- - *s



Table 4.2 contd.
NAME OP COMPOUND !

jM.W. DIV 8 
Limits-

Degree of+ 
Ambiffuitv

DIV 8 
Limits-Same

Compound Other
Compounds

2-Methyl-1,2,3,4- 
t etrahydronaph- 
t hal ene

API 1211
146

0.1201
A 0.3486 5(2)

m-Tert-butyl phenol 150 0.000 A 0.0269 23(1)
DOW 879 0.4555

2,2* -Bipyridyl 156 0.0426 A 0.0445 25(2)
API 630 0.5616

Benzyl benzoate 212 0.0294 A 0.3858 4(3)
DOW 1641 0.0338

2,4>6-Tri-tert-
butylphenol 262 0.0228 A 0.2799 8(5)

DOW 1874 0.0584 0.4009

P erfluor omet hy 1cyc1o- 
hexane 350 0.0231 A 0.0820 6(3)

DOW 1951
-- -----------------1

0.0551 0.1734 I

a) N - Total number of times the divergence was calculated for each
"unknown”.

b) Iff1- Total number of times the divergence was calculated with spectra
of the same compound as the "unknown" but from different origins

+ The number after the letter indicates the number of other compounds that 
had divergences included within the limits of the divergence for the same 
compound.
A - compounds in which there was complete identification
C - chain isomers had DIV 3 values within the limits of DIV 8 for the same 

compound
vt II It t! tt « M »*P - position " 

compound
P - functional " "

compound
(I ft It N 11 H 11 "



In every case the minimum value for the divergence, 0.00, was obtain
ed since the spectra used as unknowns were included on the tape. This 
result is not indicated in the table unless the divergence was not 
calculated on any other occasion and in this instance N' is equal to 
one (see, for example, 1,2-dichloro-1-fluoroethane). With the ex
ceptions of 3-methyl—1—butanol and o-Xylene, the minimum value of the 
divergence - neglecting the value obtained when the unknown and refer
ence are in fact the same spectrum - gives the correct identification.

The number of compounds with which there can be an error of iden
tification, indicated in Table 4*2, differs from those used by Grotch 
since they refer to the worst possible value for the divergence com
paring the tested compound with all the spectra of a similar compound 
on the tape. For the best value of the divergence confusion only 
exists for 3-methyl-1 -butanol with 2-methyl-1 -butanol and for o-Xylene 
with p- and m-Xylene. For the last case it would be more practical 
to follow the custom of Grotch and merely identify the set of isomers; 
the very low value (0.0001) for the divergence with 2-methyl-1 -butanol 
was obtained for a spectrum with the same origin (DOW catalogue) and con
secutive serial number to the one of 3-methyl-1-butanol used as "un
known" (DIV 8 * 0.0000) which seems to suggest they were probably run 
in the same mass spectrometer. Spectra of the same origin as the un
known were also responsible for all the cases of possible mis-identi- 
fication for 1-butene and 2-ethyl-1 -butanol and partially for 2-ethyl- 
hexanol 1,2—pentanol and 1— decanol which confirms that very often 
spectra of different isomers run in the same mass spectrometer are more 
similar than spectra of the same isomer run in different instruments.

While, as was demonstrated by Tal'roze et_al1 using the same in- 
Atrument the ratios between the heights of three peaks can be enough



to identify most compounds, when comparing the same compound run in
different instruments the problem is far more complicated. One would 

£
normally expect that for similar experimental conditions the proba
bility that a repeat scan would yield the same result iss for the same 
instrument ^ for a different instrument of the same design ^ for an 
instrument of differing design ^ for an instrument working on a 
different principle.

The range of values for the divergence where it may be calculated 
upon various separate spectra, as in the case of toluene, may yield one 
very discordant value. This suggests that some consideration should 
be given to the origins and quality of the spectra.

The maximum value of the disagreement between divergence values 
for the same compound was 0.2722. With this exception no values over
0.2 were recorded and the value rarely exceeded 0.15. The spectra 
(2-ethyl-hexanol 1 and 1,6-dimethylnaphthalene) were compared without 
prefiltering steps and with all the J Q Q spectra in the first file. 
2-Ethylhexanol 1 was again identified and the divergence had values 
between 0.0 and 0.2 for 88 compounds three-quarters of which were 
alcohols. The molecular weights were ranging from 84 (dihydropyran) 
to 424 (nonacosanol). For 1,6-dimethylnaphthalene there were again two 
spectra (2,7- and 2,6-dimethylnaphthalenes) with smaller divergences. 
Values between 0-0.2, in this case all less than 0.1, were obtained 
for 9 isomers, all dimethyl or ethylnaphthalenes. It seems from 
these results that a lower value for the divergence means in many cases 

the presence of similar chemical functions.
The criterion of minimum divergence yielded a very large percen

tage of successful identifications even when the calculations are re
stricted to eight peaks. The dependence upon noise accompanying the



signals will, by increasing the noise level, allow a study of noisy 
signals which may be expected with rapid scanning techniques.
4* 5- Reorganization of fiTea;

4* 5. 1. lSDC_Zile of Complete Spectra - The first file used was the
M.S.D.C. tape containing 3000 complete spectra. Owing to the com
puter time taken to make the comparison between an unknown and the 
compounds in this tape it proved necessary to reorganize it. As a 
first step it was decided to keep only the twenty-five largest peaks of 
each spectrum̂  or all if there were less than that and order them 
in decreasing order of intensity. This was made using PROGRAM A1.
As the main interest was to see the effect on the running time of a 
reorganized tape only the first 900 spectra were used.

This new tape was again transferred (using PROGRAM A2) replacing 
columns 73 to 80 at the end of each record where a source reference 
was contained previously by three code numbers which indicated the 
number of order of the spectra in the collection, the number of order 
of the record in the spectrum and the molecular weight of the compound. 
The source reference was still indicated in the second record of each 
spectrum columns 10-71. The 900 spectra were then reordered by in
creasing molecular weight using the SORT facility of the I.B.M. 360/50. 
The PROGRAM SR used to calculate the divergence from the original tape 
was replaced by PROGRAM R2. The main programme now includes the pre
filtering step, that is, it checks for the presence of the largest 
peak of each spectrum on the other before calling the subroutine DIVER. 
The subroutine BIG that orders the peaks by decreasing intensity is the

* The same convention of Chapter 2 is used. The American spelling 
PROGRAM is used for the name of the programmes only.



same as used by PROGRAM SR.

The new tape content was then transferred to a disc (File 10).
To use the disc it was necessary to organize an extra file (File 9) 
which for each molecular weight gave the exact position of the first 
compound with this molecular weight in File 10. This was made 
using PROGRAM A3.

Once the file was organized the unknown spectra were compared with 
spectra on the tape using PROGRAM R3. This programme uses subroutines 
BIG and DIVER of PROGRAM R2.

4* 5* 2. Eight-Peak Tape - The programme EP was written to compare
an unknown with the spectra in the Eight Peak Tape. Again it was 
necessary to reorder the spectra by increasing molecular weight. To do 
this it was first necessary to transfer the tape adding at the end of 
each record a code number corresponding to the collection letter, the 
molecular weight and a number corresponding to the order of the record 
inside of each spectrum (up to 4)»

Owing to the time taken to do the whole job and the system of 
time priorities in the Computer Service it proved more convenient to 
divide the file in seven sections and transfer each of them using 
programmes similar to B1 • The contents of each file was listed and 
afterwards reordered using the I.B.M. SORT facility. Each file was 
sorted in increasing order of molecular weight, code number, spectrum 
number inside each collection and order of the record inside each 
spectrum and then partly listed. The seven files were then merged with 
the same ordering criterion by using the I.B.M. MERGE facility, and 

the new completely ordered file was again listed.
To speed the search it was decided to organize a key to the File 

in which for each molecular weight from 2 to 9999 would be written the



number of the record where spectra with this molecular weight started 
or zero if there were none. This was done by means of PROGRAM B2#

The new programme FN, which is still being used, after reading 
the molecular weight of the unknown looks for this molecular weight 
in the new file and if there are any compounds with this molecular 
weight reads the record number, closes the first file and goes straight 
into the eight peak file at the point where compounds with this mole
cular weight start and proceeds comparing spectra.

The storage space necessary on disc to store this file was not 
justified considering the frequency of the programme's use.
4* 5* 3. Time considerations - Though the number of operations re
quired by the criterion of identification affects the central pro
cessing time,as shown by the difference between the time taken for 
calculating the divergence with twenty-five (DIV 25) and eight peaks 
(DIV 8) for the same file and compounds (see Table 4*3)̂  the number 
of waits while effecting the search is much more relevant and this 
depends on the way the library and the search are organised as well as 
on the storage facilities available (tape or disc).

Table 4.3
Time considerations per unknown compound.

Pile conditions Time in seconds 
(average).

Search of 3000 compounds 392 s

C.S.T. *■

Search of 900 compounds 236 s

C.S.T.
Search of 900 ordered compounds 16 s

T.P.P.T.



Table 4*3 contd.
Pile conditions Time in seconds 

(average).
Search of 900 compounds on disc 8 s

(DIV 25) T.P.P.P.

Search of 900 compounds on disc 5 s
(DIV 8) T.P.P.P.

Calculation of DIV 25 for 900 compounds 250 s
(disc) T.F.P.F.

Search of 700 compounds 60 s

E.P.To

Search of 17500 compounds 20 s

E.P.T. reordered

C.S.T. - complete spectra tape
T.P.P.T. - twenty five peak tape
T.P.P.P. - twenty five peak file
E.P.T. - eight peak tape.

The times taken in the various file conditions are indicated in 

Table 4*3*
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Abstract—A method is described for deducing the molecular weight of a compound, the mass 
spectrum of which does not extend as far as the molecular weight. It is based upon the combination 
of fragment ions and restricted to limits determined by an approximate estimate of that weight.

The electron-impact o f a molecule is usually considered to yield the molecular ion 
by the following process:

e +  ABC->ABC +  2e

so that the ion of greatest mass upon the mass spectrometer trace, neglecting isotopic 
ions, will reveal the compound’s molecular weight. There are a not inconsiderable 
number o f exceptions to this rule, both with the appearance of spectra which show 
ions of a mass in excess o f the true molecular weight—as is often encountered with 
the mass-spectra of organic nitriles1—and in a considerable number of molecules in 
the mass spectra of which the parent ion is absent. It is with this latter class that one 
is now concerned. When such a situation is met some possible remedies are available. 
Often it is sufficient merely to increase the sample pressure in the spectrometer when, 
presumably as a consequence of an ion-molecule collision, the [M +  1]+ ion is 
obtained. This method is not always desirable, nor in the case of combined mass 
spectrometry-gas chromatography, possible. Accordingly, one has considered this 
problem. Methods are already available in the literature whereby an accurate 
molecular weight may be obtained from effusiometric studies,2 although these are 
often exacting experimentally.

In the present analysis a knowledge o f the approximate molecular weight is an 
advantage in shortening the operational time and restricting the size of computer 
store needed. The estimate of the molecular weight may be so approximate that it 
can be assessed from the physical properties o f the material or even from the incom
plete mass spectrum. Having decided upon the approximate molecular weight a 
combinatorial programme is drawn up whereby the addition of one mass peak to 
another is accomplished, subject to the condition that their sum is within the limits 
established for the estimated molecular weight. The programme was extended to 
involve the addition of three ions, a process necessary in all but two cases. Still later 
the addition of four fragments was considered, but this either gave the same result as 
three or increased the number o f false probable values. The consideration of two 
ions of the same mass appearing simultaneously in one fragmentation process did not 
alter the results sensibly.

R ESU L TS

The method consists in combining the masses of peaks to form sums both for 
possible molecular weights and for probabilities (as defined below) following the

* Supported by the Instituto de Alta Cultura, Lisbon, Portugal.
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argument that the maximum probability may reasonably be expected to correspond 
to  the molecular weight of the compound under examination. About fifty compounds 
were examined by this method with the results given in the following Tables.

The method was not uniformly successful. For the compounds in Table 1 the 
correct value was always obtained; for the compounds in Table 2 the values obtained 
corresponded to the molecular weight minus one. In all cases in which spectra ex
tending as far as the molecular weight were used, the mass referred to was also the more 
intense in this zone, suggesting there is a loss o f hydrogen during ionization. In 
Table 3 are the other compounds which gave incorrect results, though in four cases 
they also coincide with the more intense value in the spectrum; two of them (tetra- 
decafluoro-2-methylpentane and decafluorobutane) are particularly bad, as the mass

Table 1

No. Name
Computed

mass
Actual
mass

Spectrum 
begins 
at mje

API 1052 1-Hexanol 102 102 14
DOW 705 /-Butanol 74 74 14
DOW 1119 2-Methyl-2-butanol 88ab 88 13
API 565 2-Methyl-5-Ethylheptane 142 142 18
DOW 1823 /-Butylamine 83 83 14
API 1931 /^o-Propyl acetate 102a 102 12
DOW 3280 2,2' ,2"-T rifluoroethanol 100a 100 12
MCA 115 2,2'-Difluoropropane 80a 80 12
DOW 3911 2-Fluoro-2-Methylpropane 76 76 15
MCA 143 Perfluorobutyraldehyde 216 216 19

a Spectrum extended as far as molecular weight.
b Differs from the more intense in the last group of peaks in the spectrum.

Table 2a

Spectrum
Computed Actual begins

No. Compound mass mass at mje

API 1053 2-Methyl-l-pentanol 101 102 14
DOW 703 sec-Butyl alcohol 73b 74 14
API 1056 2-Heptanol 115b 116 14
API 1116 1,1 -Diethoxyethane 117b 118 18
DOW 766 1,1-Diethoxyethane 117b 118 15
API 1113 1,1 -Dimethoxyethane 89b 90 12
DOW 691 3,4-Epoxy-l-butene 71b 72 12
DOW 5030 2-Methyl-l ,3-dioxolane 87b 88 15
DOW 4673 Methyl-3,3-dioctyl- 323 324 14

methacrylate
DOW 2564 Cyclohexylcyclohexane- 213 214 15

carboxylate
API 1626 Heptafluorobutanoic acid 213 214 12

a In all cases where spectra extended as far as molecular weight, the value obtained was the 
more intense in the last group of peaks in the spectrum.

15 Spectrum extended as far as molecular weight.
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Table 3

No. Compound
Computed

mass
Actual
mass

Spectrum 
begins 
at mje

DOW 686 /'jo-Propyl alcohol 61ab 60 15
API 1055 2-Ethyl-l -butanol 99, 100 102 14
DOW 1267 Glycerol 101a 0 92 13
API 1101 1,1-Di-jec-butoxyethane 172 174 12
API 1122 1,1 -Di-M-hexoxyethane 228 230 18
DOW 4568 n-Decylether 294, 295, 

297, 298
298 14

DOW 2944 Tri-M-butyrin 300, 301 302 15
DOW 946 3-Propiolactone 69a b 72 12
API 795 n-Butylnitrite 101a 0 103 12
API 814 3-Methylbutyl nitrite 115 117 12
DOW 1342 Allyl acetate iorc 100 12
DOW 1960 Oxalic acid 91a 0 90 12
API 1152 Propanoic anhydride 115 130 2
DOW 3243 1 -Fluoropropane 60a b 62 12
DOW 3244 1-Fluorobutane 74ab 76 14
DOW 1972 1,1,1-Trifluoroethane 2,2,2 85ab 87 12
API 736 T etradecafluoro-2- 

methylpentane
331d 338 12

API 445 Decafluorobutane 23 ld 238 12

a Spectrum extended as far as molecular weight. 
b Differs from the more intense in the last group of peaks.
0 Is the more intense in the last group of peaks. 
d Does not correspond to any possible fragment of the molecule.

obtained does not correspond to a possible fragment of the molecule. This is always 
a possibility, considering one is not making any chemical hypothesis. In all cases the 
value of mje from which the spectrum used starts is indicated, as from the theory that 
one should use the complete spectra, i.e. including the lower masses. This was not 
always possible, however, and is certainly one of the sources of error.

In Table 4 are all the compounds computed where there were more than one 
abundant isotope. In the case where there was only one atom of chlorine or bromine 
per molecule present one obtained very good agreement. When there was more than 
one atom present, although there is a series of very probable masses in the same zone, 
there is no relation between the computed probabilities and the calculated relative 
abundances.

D ISC U SSIO N

Neglecting the presence of the naturally occurring isotopes deuterium, carbon-13, 
nitrogen-15 oxygen-18, etc., the abundances of which are so low as to make little 
difference to the analytical method and assuming that even if the parent molecular ion 
is too unstable for existence it will be, theoretically at least, the first formed:

[M]+- -> [X J+ +  X b
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Table 4

No. Name
Computed

masses
Actual
masses

Spectrum 
begins 
at mje

DOW 430 Chlorotrifluoromethane 104 104 12
106a 106

MCA 137 1,1-Difluoro-l-chloroethane 100 100 19
102 102

API 128 Chloropentafluoroethane 154 154 19
156 156

API 792 2-Bromoethyl acetate 166 166 18
168a 168

MCA 125 1,1',2-Trifluoro-l ,2,2- 190,189, 186,188, 13
Trichloroethane 188a 190, 192

MCA 127 1,1-Dichlorotetrafluoro- 173, 172 170, 172, 19
ethane 174a 174

MCA 131 1,3-Dichlorohexafluoro- 233, 234, 232, 234, 19
cyclobutane 235 236

DOW 1098 1,2-Dichloroperfluoro- 233, 234, 232, 234, 12
cyclobutane 235 236

DOW 1456 Acetyl chloride 77, 78, 79a 78, 80 12

a Spectrum extended as far as molecular weight.

The case in which the molecule only fragments in two parts and both ions [Xa]+ and 
[Xb]+ are present in the spectrum, though with different intensities, is considered first. 
The two ions will generally have different masses, but the sum o f these masses will 
always be equal to the molecular weight of the compound.

The different ways in which the molecule dissociates can be represented in a 
general form by Process n:

2[M]+- -  p y +  +  p y +  +  x ,  +  X* 

when the ion [X,,]+ has a probability of occurrence

+Pxj — X V
j

where JXj+ is the intensity of peak [X3]+ in the spectrum and the denominator is the 
sum of the intensities of all the peaks in the spectrum.

The probability that the decomposition of the molecule took place by process n is

P n =  PXj+ +  Pxfc+ 
and J  Pn =  2  PXj+ =  1 by the definition of probability.

n j
All possible combinations of the ions taken two by two (excluding the combina

tion o f two ions of the same mass) are considered and by sum m ing their masses a series 
o f probable values for the molecular weights is obtained. With each likely molecular 
weight is associated a probability equal to the sum of the probabilities of all the ions 
entering into binary combination to give that weight. As it was assumed that all the 
ions originate from only one kind of parent ion there will be at least one value M for 
which 2  px;+ =  1 and this is the necessary condition. As the only ions considered
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are those recorded by the collector, this hypothesis excludes processes in which a 
neutral fragment is subsequently released while the ion is still in the source. Recom
bination of ions may also lead to errors. Both processes are infrequent, however.

Next one must prove that this value of M is unique (sufficient condition). To 
begin with, postulate that M is not unique and there is at least a second mass M' which 
yields the same result. Thus there will exist a set o f processes pn,, all different from 
p„ since they reconstitute one mass M' different from M, but also satisfying the con
dition 2  Pn' =  1> that is, also involving all the masses in the spectrum.

n'
Considering the process

2[M]+- ->  [Xmax]+ +  [Xmin]+ +  Xmax +  XmIn
where [Xmax]+ and [Xmin]+ are the ions with the highest and lowest mass respectively, 
in the spectrum of the substance of molecular weight M.

[Xmax]+ and [Xmin]+ both have to appear in a process ri, so there will be two 
combinations:

(1) [Xmax]+ +  p y  + -  M' where PQ + >  [Xmin]+
(2) [Xmin]+ +  p y  + -  M' where [X*]+ <  [Xmax]+.

From (1) the value of M' obtained is necessarily greater than M while from (2) M' 
is smaller than M. This is absurd and proves that in the case considered, only one 
value of M can exist satisfying the condition ^  p„ =  1.

n
While trying to compute the molecular weight based on this principle it became 

obvious that the molecule does not only fragment into two pieces but also in three. 
Attempts to use a similar method to demonstrate that there should be only one value 
of M with the same property when one simultaneously considers combination of the 
ions two by two and three by three failed.

So the molecule normally fragments by processes of both type n and m.

Process n 2[M]+> -> [X3]+ +  [Xfc]+ +  X 3- +  X k 
Process m  3[MJ+- ->  [XJ+ +  [X6]+ +  [Xc]+ +  2Xa +  2X6 +  2XC 

The probability that the decomposition of the molecule took place by process n is

Pn =  -p @lcnPXk̂ ~

where

P x /  =  X' T +  =  ^  ajnPXj+  ”p  2  aimPXj+
Z n m
3

since the probability of peak X s in the spectrum is now the sum of the contributions 
from the probabilities of the ion being formed from fragmentations in two parts, plus 
the contribution from the probabilities of being formed by fragmentation into three 
parts.

In a similar way
2  p« +  2  p™ =  1
n m

and there necessarily exists one value M which satisfies this relation.
While for the case in which there were only fragmentations into two, the value of 

p„ could be calculated in each case, it is now impossible to calculate p„ or pm as the
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coefficients aj n. . .  , ajm. . . are not known. Since one is only interested in 
2 P« +  2  Pm f° r each Pr°bable mass, however, this difficulty can be overcome by
m  m
considering the total value o f the probability of an ion the first time it appears, 
whether in a combination of two or three, giving a value of probable mass. One tried 
to prove that the value M which satisfied the relation

2  Vn + 2  Pm =  1 (A)
n m

was unique. Again one assumed the existence of another mass M' satisfying the same 
condition. Now  the minimum mass in the spectrum can appear either by fragmenta
tion into two parts or three. First the case where the minimum mass comes from a 
fragmentation into two parts, was considered.

[Xmin2]+ < [Xmin3]+
[Xmin2]+ +  [Xmax2] + - M  

[Xa] + +  [Xb] + +  [Xmax3]+ -> M

[XJ+ >  [Xmin2]+ and [X&]+ >  [Xmin2]+ so necessarily [Xmax2]+ >  [Xmax3]+

For a value M' to exist [Xmax2]+ has to appear at least in one combination of 
masses summing to give a mass M'.

If [Xmax]+ appears in a combination of two masses

[Xmax2] + +  [Xr]+ -> M '

and as [Xr]+ >  [Xmin]+, M' is necessarily greater than M. The same conclusion 
arises if  [Xmax2)+ occurs in a combination of three ions, so that in this case one can 
conclude that although other values appear satisfying the relation (A), M will be the 
smallest one. Considering that the minimum mass came from a fragmentation into 
three parts, one was unable to discover any such relation between the real M and 
other possible values.

In the computation, however, it happened that the real value of the molecular 
weight, or the value indicated in the Tables, corresponded to a well defined maximum 
frequently followed by a series of values o f a very high probability. In some cases, as 
in Printout No. 1, the probability at this point is equal to 1, but more often as in 
Printout N o. 2, though very high, it was less than 1. This is attributed to the fact that 
in general very small peaks in the spectra are ignored.

In Printout N o. 1 the difference between the probability of the molecular weight 
(M), and o f [M — 1] and [M +  1] is very small. Artificial errors of 1 % of the 
highest peak intensity were introduced in some o f the spectra, but it made very little 
difference to the results. Some of the probabilities were slightly altered while the 
position of the maxima remained the same.

In the case o f Printout No. 3 an incomplete spectrum was used for the calculation 
and yielded a badly defined result, in any case wrong. It was, however, possible to 
correct this, as the chemical composition was known, by introducing dummy peaks 
with intensities 0-0 at the possible missing masses (see Printout N o. 4). This approxi
mation was used in other instances but only to confirm results and in general it is 
advisable to use complete spectra.
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Printout 1. Maspec run-results for 
wo-propyl ACETATE-A.P.I.-1931

Mass number Probability

80 0-8302
81 0-8283
82 0-8280
83 0-8290
84 0-8678
85 0-8739
86 0-9546
87 0-9974
88 0-9586
89 0-9569
90 0-9568
91 0-9568
92 0-9568
93 0-9568
94 0-9568
95 0-9568
96 0-9568
97 0-9568
98 0-9568
99 0-9977

100 0-9996

101 0-9997

102 1-0000

103 0-9997

104 0-9997

105 0-9997

106 0-9588

107 0-9569

108 0-9568

109 0-9568

110 0-9568

111 0-9568

112 0-9977

113 0-9996

114 1-0000

115 1-0000

116 1-0000

117 1-0000

118 1-0000

119 1-0000

120 1-0000

Printout 2. Maspec run-results for
reC-BUTYL ALCOHOL

Mass number Probability

50 0-1063
51 0-0428
52 0-0762
53 0-1039
54 0-1011
55 0-1899
56 0-2676
57 0-3402
58 0-3551
59 0-8787
60 0-7879
61 0-7370
62 0-7313
63 0-6895
64 0-6638
65 0-2288
66 0-2678
67 0-2755
68 0-3200
69 0-3746
70 0-8177
71 0-8552
72 0-8597
73 0-9677
74 0-9649

75 0-9530

76 0-9447

77 0-9189

78 0-9168

79 0-8144

80 0-8242

81 0-8307

82 0-8599

83 0-8645

84 0-9676

85 0-9718

86 0-9737

87 0-9804

88 0-9823

89 0-9823

90 0-9820
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Printout 3. Maspec run-results for 
1 ,1-diethoxyethane-(DOW)

Mass number Probability

100 0-9374
101 0-9385
102 0-9393
103 0-9921
104 0-9459
105 0-9432
106 0-9428
107 0-9419
108 0-9394
109 0-9381
110 0-9353
111 0-7399
112 0-9301
113 0-9200
114 0-9420
115 0-9428
116 0-9428
117 0-9445
118 0-9947
119 0-9979
120 0-9983
121 0-9983
122 0-9983
123 0-9463
124 0-9432
125 0-9419
126 0-9419
127 0-9402
128 0-9947
129 0-9979
130 0-9983
131 0-9983
132 1-0000
133 1-0000
134 1-0000
135 10000
136 1-0000
137 0-9983
138 0-9983
139 0-9983
140 0-9983

P r i n t o u t  4. M a s p e c  r u n -r e s u l t s  fo r  

1 ,1 - d ie t h o x y e t h a n e - ( D O W )

s number Probability

100 0-9394
101 0-9428
102 0-9428
103 0-9947
104 0-9459
105 0-9432
106 0-9428
107 0-9419
108 0-9410
109 0-9385
110 0-9385
111 0-9385
112 0-9393
113 0-9402
114 0-9428
115 0-9947
116 0-9979
117 1-0000
118 0-9983
119 0-9983
120 0-9983
121 0-9983
122 0-9983
123 0-9463
124 0-9432
125 0-9428
126 0-9428
127 0-9428

128 0-9947

129 0-9996
130 1-0000
131 1-0000

132 1-0000
133 1-0000
134 1-0000
135 1-0000

136 1-0000
137 0-9983
138 0-9983
139 0-9983
140 0-9983
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APPENDIX - LIST OP PROGRAMMES

Chapter 4

4.5.1
- PROGRAM SR

SUBROUTINE BIG 
SUBROUTINE DIVER

- PROGRAM A1

SUBROUTINE BIG
- PROGRAM A2
- PROGRAM R2

SUBROUTINE BIG (as for SR)* 
SUBROUTINE DIVER

- PROGRAM A3
- PROGRAM R3

SUBROUTINE BIG (as for SR)* 
SUBROUTINE DIVER (as for R2)*

4.5.2
- PROGRAM EP

SUBROUTINE DIVER (as for FN>*
- PROGRAM B1
- PROGRAM B2
- PROGRAM FN

SUBROUTINE DIVER 

Chapter 5
- PROGRAM ME

SUBROUTINE COMB

* To use the main programme, subroutines from where indicated should 

be used*



IV G LEVEL 18 SR MAIN 1
DATE - 72025

REAL MOVE R1 »I NT EM 1 * MOVE RE * I NT EN
D IMENS ION IC ARD(20),IFORM(7),jJ(l0),MOVER 1 ( 1000 ), 
XINTENl (1000 ) ,MOVERE( 1000),INTEN( 1000),IF0RM1(7),
XIG1 (27 ) , IGC(27)
INTEGER 0 N E /' 1 ' /
DATA I 19,120/’0000» , »0000'/
READ (5 ,2 5 0 )NUM ,MWT 1 

2 50 FORMAT (2 17)
READ (5 *251 ) ( IF0RMK I ) , 1 = 1,7)

251 FORMAT ( 1 X , 7 A4 )
RE AD (5 ,252 ) (MOVER! ( J )., IN TEN 1 ( J) , J=1*NUM)

252 FORMAT ( 5 ( F 6 c 1, F 7. 3 ) )
WRITE (6,253)

253 FORMAT (IX,'UNKNOWN SPECTRUM')
WRITE (6,252) (MOVER1(J),INTEN1(J)» J=1»MUM)
CALL•B IG(NUM , I NTEN1,IG1,NG1)
TOTAL 1=0.0 .
DO 2 86 NK=2,NG1
I = I G1 ( N K )
T0TAL1 =TOT AL 1+INTEN 1 ( I )

286 CONTINUE 
REWIND 10

200 FORMAT(19A4 ,14 )
201 READ ( 10 ,200,END = 207) (I CARD( I) »I = 1,20)

IF.'C ICARD(20) .EQ.901 ) GO TO 777
IF ( 119.EQ.ICARD ( 19 ) .AND. I20.ECUICARD(20) ) GO TO 20 1.
II 9= I CARD ( 1 9 )
I20=ICARD(20)
READ (10,202) MWT,(IFORM(I), 1 = 1,7) , (JJ(I),1 = 1,10)

202 FORMAT (38X,14,7A4,1OA1)
IF (M WT oNE ®MWT 1 ) GO TO 20 1 
DO 203 I=1,7
IF (IF0RM(I )eNE•IF0RM1(D )GO TO 20 1

20 3 CONTINUE
' WRITE (6,213)

213 FORMAT( 1 1 PROBABLE COMPOUND*)
WRITE(6,200) (ICARD(I ) ,I = 1 ,20)
IF (JJ (1 )‘.NE .ONE ) GO TO 9Q97
READ (10 ,200) ( IC ARD ( I ) , I = 1 , 20 ) ;y:,
WRITE (6 ,2 00 )( ICARD ( I ), 1 = 1 , 20) \V
WRITE(6,214)

21 4 FORMAT(3 8X,***** *,3SX)
J = i 
K =7

20 6 READ(10 ,204) (MOVERE(I) » I NTEN( I ),I=J,K),(JJ(I),I = 1, 10) 
IF ( JJ (2 ) .EQ.ONE ) GO TO 2.0 5 
J - J + 7  
K =K +7 
GO TO 20 6 

204 FORMAT (7(1X ,F5. 1,F4.2), 10A1)
20 7 WRITE (6,208)
208 FORMAT (IX,’END OF TAPE REACHED*)

GO TO 9999 
20 5 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,216)
216 FORMAT('1**'SPECTRUM OF THE PROBABLE COMPOUND')



IV G LEVEL 18 5 K  m a i n  DATE =

W RIT E < 6,2 52)< MOV ER E(I),INT EN(I) * I = 1 * K)
CALL BIG(K. INTEN, IGC.NGC)
T DT AL2—OoOO 
DO 2 95 NK=2,NGC 
J-IGC(NK)

‘ T0TAL2=T0TAL2+INTEN< J )
2 95 CONTINUE

IF(NGl-NGC)2 82 ,283 >28 3 
2 82 NMAX=NG1 

GO TO 2 84 
2 83 NMAX=NGC
284 CALL DIVER(IGl, IGC,MOVER 1,MOVERE*INTEN1.INTEN 
% XTOTAL1 ,TOT AL2 ,NMAX , ICARD.MWT, IFORM)

GO TO 201 
777 WRITE(6,779)
779 FORMAT(IX,•IT COMPARED WITH 900 COMPOUNDS')

GO TO 9999
9997 WRITE (6,9998)
9998 FORMAT(1X,'WRONG FORMAT')
9999 REWIND 10 

CALL EXIT
• END-

72025

,

t\3



n 
n

IV G LEVEL 18 SR BI G DATE = 72C72 5
3

subrout ine BIG(NUM.B. IG*NUM1)
THIS SUBROUTINE chooses THE BIGGEST 25 PEAKS OF THE ARRAY 

C OR IF THERE ARE LESS/OR 25 TAKES ALL OF THEM • .
C AND ARRANGES THEM IN DECREASING ORDER OF INTENSITY 
C

DIMENSION IG(27)* B( 1000 )
N =1
IG(N ) =0
IF(NUM-2 5) 2. 1*1 

1 NUM1=2 6 
GO TO 3 

"2 NUM1=NUM+1 
3 1=1 

J = 2
9 DO 11 NK=1 *N 

■ 10 IF (I .EQ.IG(NK) )GO TO 19 * ‘
. 11 CONTINUE 

GO TO 20
19 1=1+1

IF (I eGT .NUM )GO TO 90 
GO TO 9

20 DO 22 NK = 1 »N -
21 IF(J .EQ.IG(NK))G0 TO 23 .
22 CONTINUE 

GO TO 30
23 J=J+1

IF ( J .GT .NUM)G0 TO 89 
GO TO 20 

3 0 IF ( J- I )31 *23*31 
31 IF (B (J ) -B ( I ) )40 »40.50 '
40 IF (J.EQ.NUM )G0 TO 89 

IF(I .EQ .NUM ) GO TO 89 
IF(J.LT.I)J=I 
GO TO 2 3 

50 IF (J.EQ.NUM )G0 TO '90 
IF (I .EQ .NUM ) GO TO 90 
IF(I.LT•J ) 1 = J
GO TO 1 9 ‘ :,;V

89 N =N +1 
I G ( N )=1 
GO TO 93

90 N =N +1
IG (N ) = J

93 IF(N-NUM1 )3*94 .94
94 CONT INUE

RETURN ' '"r
■ END



! IV G LEVEL 18 SR D TVER DATE = 72025
4

SUB ROUT lNE D n/ER (IGl ,IGC,M0VER1 * MOVER F , INTEN1 ,
XINTEN»T OTAL1 .T0TAL2.NMAX,ICARD.MWT,IFORM)

C
CTHIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES the divergence between the unknown 
c COMPOUND AND ONE COMPOUND FROM THE TAPE IF AT LEAST 
C THE FIRST 2/5 OF THE BIGGEST PEAKS BOTH FROM 
C THE UNKNOWN AND THE TAPE HAVE A MATCH 
C

REAL M0VER1 .MOVE RE * INTENl * I NTEN
DIMENSION IGl(27),IGC(27),M0VER1(1000),MOVERE(1000),
XINTENl (1 000),I NT EN( 1000),I CARD(20)*IF0RM<7)

C * * *T E M PO RA R Y ** *
300 FORMAT (1 X,'OUT AT.',F5.1)

C***T EMPORARY ***
30 1 M IN=NMAX-INT ( (NMAX-1 )*0.6)

SUM 1=0 
S UM2 =0
51 =0
52 =0
KG=1 '
N1 =1

302 K G=K G +1 •
IF (KG-10 )303 *303 ,304

303 KGM9 = 2
GO TO 30 5

304 K GM9=K G-9
305 IF (KG-(NMAX-9 ) )3 06 ,306,307
306 K GP9=KG+9 

GO TO 308
307 KGP9=NMAX
308 I =IG1 (KG )

DO 309 N=KGM9,KGP9 
J =IGC(N )
IF (M0VER1 (I)oEQ.MOVERE(J ) ) GO TO 313

309 CONT INUE
IF (K G- MIN ) 3 10 , 3 1 1 ,3 1 1

310 IF(M0VER1(I).EQ« 14.0)G0 TO 3100 
IF(MOVER1 (I ).E0.16.0)GO TO 3100 
IF (M0VER1 ( I ) .EG. 18 . 0 )G0‘ TO 3100 
IF (M0VER1 ( I ) •EQ.28.0) GO TO 3100 
IF(M0VER1(I).EQ.32.0)G0 TO 3100 
IF(MOVER1 (I ) .EG.44.0)GO TO 3100

C * * *T EM PO RA R Y * **
WRITE(6,3 0 0 )M 0 V E R1(I)

C***TEMPORARY***
WRITE(6,501 )

501 FORMAT(IX,'NOT ENOUGH PEAKS HAVE A MATCH 
XSTOPPED WHILE CALCULATING SUM 1 *)
GO TO 503 

3100 WRITE(6,100 )MOVER 1 (I)
100 FORMAT (1X,F5.1» 'IS VERY DIFFERENT IN THE UNKNOWN')

N1 =N 1+1
IF (KG.LT .NMAX ) GO TO 302 
GO TCI 314 

*311 CONTINUE 
N1 =N1+1



IV g l e v e l SR DIVER 5
DATE = 72025

PR0B1=INTENl (I //TOTAL!
R=INTEN1(I)/(TOTAL1+T0TAL2)
SUM 1-S UMl+TOT AL2*R.*AL0G(T 0 T A L 2 * P R 0 B 1 / 0 • 0 0 0 1 )
S 1 =S1-+T DT AL2 *R* A LOG ( T0TAL2* PROB 1/0. 0001 )
WRITE (6 ,7 00 )R , PRCJBl , S 1 

700 FORMAT (1X,'R=:»»F7„5*2X,»PRGB1 = » *F7.5*2X.»S1=',F16.4) 
IF(KG.GE«NMAX)GO TO 3 14 .
GO TO 302

313 PR0B1 =INTEN1 (I ) /T0TAL1
RS = (INTENl (I )+INTEN(J) )/(TOTAL 1+T0TAL2)
R=INTENl(I)/(T0TAL1+T0TAL2)
SUM1 =S UM 1 +TOTAL 1 * ( PR08 1-RS ) * ALOG ( PROB 1/RS )
SI=S1+T OT AL2*R*AL0G(T0TAL2*PR0Bl/0® 0 00 1 )
WRITE(6,700)R.PR0B1,SI 
IF(KG.LT.NMAX)GO TO 302

314 NUS EDI=NMAX-N1 
K G= 1
N1 =1

402 KG=KGH-1
IF (KG- 10 )403 *403 ,404

403 KGM9 = 2
GO TO 405

404 KGM9=KG-9
405 IF(KG-(NMAX-9))406,406,407 
40 6 KGP9=KG+9

GO TO 408 
40 7 KGP9=NMAX 
A 0 8 J = I GC (KG )

DO 409 N=KGM9tKGP9 
I=IG1(M)
IF(MOVE RE(J).EG.MOVER 1(I))GO TO 413 

40 9 CONTINUE
IF(KG-MIN>410*411*411

410 IF(MOVERE(J).EQ. 14.0 )G0 TO 4100 
IF (MOVERE (J ) .EQ.16.0) GO TO 4100 
IF(MOVERE(J).EQ. 18.0)G0 TO 4100 
IF(MOVERE(J).EQ.28.0)GO TO 4100 
IF(M0VERE(J).E0.32.0>G0 TO 4100 
IF (MOVERE ( J ) .EQ.44.0) GO' TO 4100

C***T EMP0RARY***
WRITE(6 ,3 00 )MOVERE( J)

C * * * T E M PO R A R Y * * *
WRITE (6 ,5 02.)

502 FORMAT(1X,*NOT ENOUGH PEAKS HAVE A MATCH 
XSTOPPED WHILE CALCULATING SUM2‘)
GO- TO 503 '

4100 WRITE(6.200)MOVERE<J)
200 FORMAT(1X *F5• 1 ?'IS VERY DIFFERENT IN THE TAPE') 

Nl-Nl+1
IF(KG.LT .NMAX)G0 TO 402 
GO TO 414

411 CONTINUE 
Nl-Nl+1
PROB=INTEN(J)/T0TAL2
R = I NT EN (J )/ (TOTAL 1 + T0TAL2 )
S UM 2 =S UM2 +T OT AL 1 *R * A LO G ( TOT A L1 * PR OB / 0 . 00 0 1 )



IV G LEVEL SR D TVER
6

DATE = 72025

S2=S2+T0TAL1*R*AL0G(TO TAL1* PRQR/O• 0001)
WRITE (6 ,7 01 )R,PROB,S2 

701 FORMAT(1X,'R=',F7.5,2X,'PR0B=',F7.5,2X,'S2=»,F16.4) 
IF (KG oGE eNM AX ) GO TO 4 14- 
GO TO 40 2

413 PROB = INTEN(J)/TOT AL2
RS = (INTENl (I )+INTEN(J) )/(TOTAL 1+TOTAL2)
R=INTEN(J)/(TOTAL1+T0TAL2)
SUM2=SUM2+T0T AL2* ( PROB-RS)* ALOG (PRQB/RS)
S2=S2+T0TAL1*R*ALOG(TOTALl*PROB/0.0001)
WRITE(6,701 )R ,PROB,S2 
IF(KG.LT.NMAX)GO TO 402.

414 NUS ED2 =NM AX-N1 
RN0RM=S1+S2

C ** *T EM PO RA R Y * **
WRITE(6 ,4 00)SUM 1,SUM2.TOTAL 1, T0TAL2 

400 FORMAT (1 X, 'SUM 1= ' • F 1 0* 5. IX., • SUM2 = ' * F 10. 5. 1 X, 
X'TOTALl=',F10o2,1X,*TOTAL2='*F10.2)
WRITE(6,595)RNORM 

5 95 FORMAT(IX,»RNORM=»,F16.6)
C***T EMP0RARY***

D IV = ( S U M1 +S I.JM2 ) /R N 0RM 
WRITE(6,504)NUSED1,NUSED2 

504 FORMAT( 1 X , I 2 »* = ' »12,'HAVE A MATCH')
W RIT E ( 6 ,2 11 ) D IV

211 FORMAT ( IX, 'DIVERGENCE^ ,F9.6)
WRITE (6 ,21 0) ( ICARD ( I ), 1 = 1, 20)

210 FO RMAT(20 A4)
WRITE(6,212) MWT,(IFORM(I)»I=1» 7)

212 FORMAT ( IX, 'MOL. WE IGHT-* » 1.4, 2 X , * FORMUL A= ' ,7 A4 )
503 CONTINUE

RETURN
END



IV G L E V E L  1 M A I N D A T E  = 7 1 3 0 1P R O G R A M  A1
D IM ENS I0 N IC ARD ( 20 ) , I FORM ( 7 ) , J J ( 10 ) , MOVERE ( 1000 ) 

X I NT EM (1000 ) »IGC (27) ,HGVER1(30) ,INTENl (30)
INTEGER ONE/' 1 * / • ........
DATA II9 712 0/» 000 0', « 0000»/
REWIND 10 " 7  .....     "
REWIND 11 • 7

200 FORMAT (19A4,14)
; READ (10 7 2 00 ) (ICARD (I) ,1 = 1,20) - H/T;:/--

IF { 119 .EQ. ICARD ( 19 ) . AN D. I 20 • EQ 
119= I CARD (19 )
I20=ICARD(20)

301 READ(10,300)ICARD(20)
300 FORMAT (/////////76X , 14)

IF(ICARD(20).LT.497)G0 TO 301 
303 READ (10 ,200) ( ICARD ( I ) , 1 = 1,20)

. IF ( ICARD (20 ) »LT o 500 ) GO TO 303 
WRITE (6,501)
WRITE(6 ,200} (I CARD(I) ,1 = 1,20)

0  3 / 2 7 /  1'

ICARD(20))GO TO 201

501

306

305

395

397

201

READ(10 ,2 02 )MWT , ( I FORM(I) , 1 = 1,7), (J J( I ) ,1 = 1,10)
WRITE (11 ,2 02)MWT,(I FORTH I),I=1,7),(JJ(I),I=1,10)
IF ( JJ (1 ).MEeONE)G0 TO 999 7.
READ(10 ,2 00) (ICARD ( I),1 = 1,20)
WRITE (6 ,2 00) (ICARD(I) ,1 = 1,20) 7 7." T''; - '; 'TV,-- V
WRITE (11 ,200) ( ICARD( I),1 = 1,20)

K = 7.......  '....' :.....  -.............     . '
READ(10 ,2 04 ) (MOVERE(I ),INTEN( I),I=J,K) , ( JJ( I) ,1 = 1,10 
IF(JJ (2).EQ.ONE)GO TO 305

K=K + 7 _ ‘__________ _______ __
GO TO 30 6 7 ; _7 73 \  ̂ ! .7 7 ' ;j7/;"l^ .
CONTINUE _________
CALL B1G(K, INTEN,IGC,NGC) / 7.7-77 . 7 - l-H.rV. - TV/'T;
l< =0
.DO 395 NK=2 ,NGC..7 . , . .. \!T" 7'. v .THT'T ..7733-7,7.
J = I GC (NK) '............ .
K=K + 1 ..
M0VER1 (K ) =MOVERE (J) ... ...... .... ...
INTENl (K) =INTEN(J) ;7_ . _ _  _
CONTINUE ' .... ..... ........
DO 39 7 K=NGC ,2 8  ,7 ; 7 ;_7;: . ; -3.7/77 7 7 .7 ■■■ -//■4 .,7,7-:
MOVER! (K ) =0................................... ..... ...
INTENl (K)=0 . .;.7.-777, 7 7;-7777 ■
CONTINUE
WRITE (11 ,214) ( MQVER1 ( K) - INTENl ( K I ,!<= 1 , 7 ) , (J J ( I) , 1 = 3 , 
WRITE(11 ,214 ) (M0VER1(K),INTENl(K),K=8,14), (JJ(I), 1=3 
WRITE(11,214)(MOVER!(K) ,INTENl(K),K = i 5,21), (JJ(I),1 = 
W RIT E (11 ,224) {M 0 VE R1(K ),INT E N1(K),K= 2 2,2 8) , ( JJ( I) »I - 
READ (10 ,2 00 ,EN0 = 207) (I CARD (I ) »I = 1 ,'20 ) ^
IF (119 oE Q oIC ARD( 19)»AND.I 20o EQ «ICARD(20)) GO TO 2ui
119= ICARD (19)  -
I 20 = I CARD(20)
WRIT E (6 ,2 00 ) (IC ARD(I) ,I = 1,20)
IF (ICARD (20) * EQ• 100 1) G0 TO 9999
WRITE(11 ,200)( ICARD(I),I = 1,20) .

10)
,10)'
3.10)
3.10)



IV G L E V E L  1 8  p  Q  Q  R  A 1  D A T E  = 7 1 3 0 1  0 3 / 2 9 / 1

READ ( 10 ,202 ) \ \T , ( IFORM ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 7 ) , ( J J { I ) . I =1 , 10 )
: v 202 FORMAT B8X ,14 ,7A4,10A1) - ' - r■- - ....

W KIT E (11 , 2 0 2 ) M NT , ( IFORM (.1 ) , I -1, 7 ) , ( J J ( I ) , I = 1, 10)
: IF (JJ (1 ) oME.OME) GO TO 9997 ..r . . ..  . .

READ ( 10 ,2 00 ) ( ICARD ( I ) ,1 = 1,20)     ’."..... ....
WRITE (6 ,2 00) ( IC. ARD ( I ) , 1 = 1, 20) r ;............................
WRITE(1 1 ,200) ( I CARO(I ) , 1 = 1,20)

...... J=1 ... . .. :.VE WRT
K = 7 "........  ",

206 READ (10,204) (HOVERE(I) , I NTEN (I) , I = J, K) , ( J J (I) , 1 = 1,10) ; ;
IF (J J (2 ) .EQ.ONE)G0 TO 205
J=J+7 ‘ ; B b ;;“7 b ;;b  ■
K=l< + 7
GO TO 206 .. ... ..; V.'/ . v. 'TFofT;;;:

204 FORMAT ( 7 (1 X , I 5 , 14 ) , 10 A1)
. 207 W R IT E ( 6 ,2 08 ) . , .777'^

208 FORMAT(IX,»END OF TAPE REACHED')
. GO TO 99 99 ... : ......B:'.r.7:B ’  ̂ b WI / : ..  ̂.’ ’

205 CONTINUE
.  ;; CA LL R IG (K , I NTEN , IGC ,NGC) 7, '.  lor’'-, * ' > 2 : 2

K = 0
DO 2 95 NK =2 , N GC . . ;.E:
J = I GC(NK)
K=K + 1 7 - -;■ 7;'7.b i b w 2 . 7 ' ^
MOVERl (K)=MOVERE( J)

; INTENl (K)=INTEN( J) . : .  b ”.:J... 2".:’... 22 ' „ . . ..
.295 CONTINUE

DO 297 K=NGC',2 8   222. 2^22^222: .222.'122 '2'.
MOVE R1(K )=0

. INTENl (K)=0 - 7; , 2 2 .0 .22; . '  ,22b ; 2 .2:222' ^    
297 CONTINUE

■ WRITE (11,214) (MOVERl (K) , INTENl ( K) , K= 1, O , ( JJ ( I) , 1 = 3 ,10)
WRITE(11,214)(MOVERl(K ), I NTEN1(K ),K-8,14),(JJ(I),I = 3,10)

.. . . " WRITE (11 ,214) (MOVERl (K) , I NT EN1 ( K )., K= 1 5,- 21) , ( JJ ( I) ,1 = 3,10)
WRITE(11 ,22 4)(MOVERl(K ) , I NTEN1(K ),K = 22 ,28), (JJ ( I ),1 = 3,10)

. ... 21 4. FORMAT (7 (1 X, 15 , 14 ) , IX, ’ O' , 8 A1) .... ;...... .̂ 22. ■ . T . -
224 FORMAT (7 (IX , 15 ,14),IX,' 1' ,8A1)..... . .......... ..............

.W:,:...- GO TO 201 , ..... ... . .2.-....-.... .■' - 7.,:,..;77̂ ^  .
9997 WRITE (6 ,9998 )           .

  .... 9998 FORMAT (1X,'WRONG FORMAT' } . . .. • .2 .. .' 1 . _

9999 REWIND 10 • ...       ; ... ..
,,, '..V,.. '.. REWIND- 11 . . .  *■ - -  ■ ■ ■■ 77174 Ov.7

CALL EXIT



o 
o 
o 
o

I V G L E V i H L  I B
A ? .f‘ B I G D A  I E =  ( 1  2 0  ]. :/

SUB ROUT IRE B IG(NUN, 3 ,1 G , HU HI)

THIS
OR I 
AND

2
3

9 
10 
1 1
1 9

20
21
22
23

30
31 
40

50

89

90

93
94

S UR R0UT INE C HOG SE S THE 
F THERE ARE LESS/OR 2 5 
ARRANGES THEM IN DECREA

EGER B
ENSIGN IG (2 7 ) , B(10 00 

N) =0 '
NUN-2 5)2, 1,1 
1=2 6 
T 0 3 
l = NUM+i

I NT 
DIM 
N = 1 
IG (
IF (
NUM 
GO 
MUM 
1 = 1
J = 2 '
DO 11 NK =1 ,N :
IF(I.EQ.IG(NK))GO TO 19
CONT INUE
GO TO 20 " 'T-
1=1+1  ’  "
IF{IcGT.NUM)GO TO 90 - 
GO TO 9
do 22 nk=1 ,n ; :
IF (J .EQ.IG(NK))GO TO 23 
CONT INUE G.T '.
GO TO 30 
J=J + 1
IF ( J .GT.NUM)GO TO 89
go to 20 . , ■ ■
IF { J- I )31 ,23 ,31 
IF(B(J)-B(I))40,40,50 G 
IF(J.EQoNUM)GO TO 89 
IF (.1 .EQ .NUM ) GO TO 89 
IF(J oLT.I)J=I 
GO TO 2 3 -
IF(J.EQ.NUM)GO

■B
TA
SI

I GG 
KES 
MG

EST 2 
ALL

ORDER

5 P 
OF 
OF

EA-KS 
THEM 
I NT E

OF 

NS I

THE ARRAY 

TY .

IF(I.EQ.NUM)GO 
IF(I .LT.J ) 1 = J
GO TO 19   ;
N=N + 1 
IG (N) =1 
GO TO 93 
N=N+1 ; • B
IG(N ) =J
IF(N-NUM1)3 ,94
CONT INUE 
RETURN : : riGliBD 
END

TO
TO

90
90

,04

CO



. s,COMPILE CEKB0PRT Pt<0GiiAR5 A2 ... ...'7-1...7. ,.v.Z . -

. C M*E.SILVA,CHEMISTRY . _____ _____ ___ _____ ____ ______
-  C PROGRAM TO TRANSFER 900- RECORDS -TO- 2ND P ILE- -ON TAPE 6967^
 -.. .. DIMENSION ICARD (2.0), IF.ORM (7), JJ(10) , MOVERl (30), _ ’ __

• -■ -x in rt inh 30), jl cb)...-.- •.... .- -............ ....     ..
„ . r.. ...REWIND 11 .. .....__________________________ _____ _____  ___________

.... .200 FORMAT(A4,IS,A3,16A4,14)............. ........  .........
— -• 4 00 FORMAT C 1 7 A 4 , 8 A 1 , }, 4 3   ..... -   ;.,... ...iS.'
 - 303 REAL) (11, 200 51C AR t-H 1) , N 0 R D , J C, C 1C A R D (I) , I = 4 f 2 0 ___________
— —  . IP (IC A RD (20 ) , E 0 , 90 1 3 GO TO 999 -- —
,,,..  READ (1 1, 20 2) Mu F, (IPORMCI), 1 = 1,7) , C JJCI) ,1 = 1 f:10)..‘_____

.......  WRI IE (6, 201IICAKDU), NORD, IC,CICARDCI) ,1 = 4, 18),NORD,IORD,MWT_
--- 201 FORMAT ( A 4 , I b , A0 , 1 b A 4 , 13,12, I 3 3........ ■.•....  .
 -......  - WRIT EC 12,20). ) ICARD C1), NORD, IC, (I CARD (I),I = 4,1 8) ,.NORD, IQRD, MW
- • - 2 0 2 F 0 R M A I C 3 8 X , 14 , 7 A 4 , 1 0 A 1 ) ... ......... . . . ......' I..,:,,,.. .

10 R 0=11.................... _ ..____              =_
- -  WRIT E (6, 203) MWT, C IFORM( I) , 1=1,7), (JJCI) ,1-1,2 — . S S S l
______  X N 0 R D , I 0 R D, M W T ______ _________  ______ __________ ______ ______ ______
- ------ w R IT E C12, 2 O 3 3 M N T, CIF 0 R M CI), I = 1, 7), (J J (I), I = 1, 2
   ... XNCIRD, IORD, MWT           ^___
- - - 2 0 3  FORMAT ( 3 8 X , 1 4  , 7 A 4 ,  ? A 1 , 1 3 ,  1 2 ,  1 3 )  - - -   ̂  ̂ - - -  ~ ~   ^
,.,...,-3.04 RE AD(11,400)(ICARD (I),I = 1,17), (JL ( I),I = 1,8) , IC A R DC 2 ..
 .......WRIT E (6 , 3 2 b 3 Q  C A R D (I), I = 1,17), C J L CI), I = 1,4), NORD, 10RD, MWT______

^RI TE (12,305) (ICARD CL) ,1 = 0,17), CJLCI) ,1 = 1,4) ,NORD,-IORD, MWT-:^zzi:
 300 F0RMA. 1(17A4,4A 1,13,12,1’3) . ' __ ___ _______ _______..,____________

RE AO ( 1 1 ,214) .(MOVE R1 ( K ) , I NTEN 1 C K ) , K = 1 ,7 ) , ( JvJ (I ) , J = 1-, 1 0 ) —
  .. . , I0R0=13 .. .............. ....-__ _______________________________
-- UP IT e (12, 2 15) C MDVER1C K9 > INTEN 1 (K), K = 1 > 7 ), C\J3(1) Li = 1L2-)
_______ X N O R i)» 10 R D , M W T  ___________ _______ ____I_________ ____ :_______________

AD (11, 214) (MOVERl -C-K), IN T t N1 (K), K = 8,14), (J J Cl), I = 1 >10 -~^=^===

-S.: WRITE (1 2 , 21 5) C MOVER 1 (K), I NTEN 1 (K ), K = 8 ,1 4) , (J JCI)-, 1 = 1,2 ) ,
 XN0RD, 10 h 0, hwT       ... -  —      . ------

READ( 11,21 4) (MOVERl (K),'IN'TEn I (K) ,K = 15,2l), (J3 ( I) ,

I S Z W R I T E  (12 , 2 i 5) ( M0VER1:(K)7i n TEN1 (K), K = 1 b, 21), C J J H  ), 1 = 1, 2)
.... XNORP, I.ORD, MWT _____     - -     v...   --------.,---------- '**■
0:-.-. RE ADC 11,214) (MOVERl (K), INTENl (K) ,K = 22r 28), C JJ ( L, I = L> 10)

S t'" WRITE (12, 2 ID) (MOVER!”(.K) rlNTENl CK) ,K = 22,28) , J
 ...XNCRD, IURD,MW.T .........    - - -- - ^ --. ..
2 1 4 - F 0 R M A T ( 7 C1 x , 15 , 14 ) , 1 0 A 1 ) - - .... . . ^ . ---
215 F0RMATC7C1 X, 15,14), 2A1,13,12,1

.999... WRIT E (6, 500)...:  --------- ----..
-5 00... F ORMa T (IX, FEND 0 K •• 9 0 O - COMPOUNDS1)
 ...REWIND. 1 1 ________ ..̂ ,..̂ ..,r . ..,1,. ... , ̂ ^  ---r---
-• - R E WIH 0 - 1 2 •:  .̂...............  --... ----------- ---------- —   

--SDATA -___ -
H*.**_____ UN-3.

| HO GRAM ME WAS E X E CU T I NG  - -  6 - 111 ROUTI NE.  M/ . PROG.. WFlEN . T E R MI N A T I ON  OCCURRED

) TIME= ' 0.97 SEC,EXECUTION TIf’-E= .2,03 SEC, OB JEC T , CQDE= , ,T. .37 i 2 BYT ES, AK



IV G LEVEL 18 R2 ma in d a t e = 72025 1 21/0 9/27
C*#*MAIN PROGRAM***

REAL MOVERl *INTEN1,MOVE RE *INTEN
DIMENS ION ICARD(20 ) , I FORM(7)* JJ(10),JL(4),MOVERl(100),
X INT ENl (100) »MOVERE(28),INTEN(28) ,I FORM 1(7), IG1(27)»IDARD(17) 

100 READ (5 ,2 5 0) NUM ,MWT 1 
2 50 FORMAT(2 17)

READ(5 ,251 ) ( IF0RM1(I),1 = 1,7)
251 FORMAT(IX,7A4)

RE AD (5 ,2 52 ) (MOVERl (J), INTENl (J) ,J=1, NUM)
252 FORMAT(5(F6.1.F7.3))

WRITE (6,253)
2 53 FORMAT ( 1 X , • *****UNKNOWN COMPOUND**’!'** * )

W RIT E ( 6 , 3 5 0 ) M WT 1
3 50 FORMAT ( IX, 'MOLECULAR WEIGHT='*I7)

WRITE(6,351 )(IFORM1(I),1 = 1•7)
•3 51 FORMAT ( IX,7A4)

WRITE(6,359)
359 FORMAT(IX, »***❖❖SPECTRUM*****')

WRITE(6,252)(MOVER 1(J),INTENl(J),J=1,NUM)
CALL BIG (NUM,INTENl*IG1,NG1)
REWIND 10

201 FORMAT(A4,15»A3*15A4*13♦12,13)
30 3 READ(10,201,END=207)ICARD( 1)» NORD *IC, (ICARD( I),1 = 4,18) ,

XNORD * IORD ,MWT . '
803 IF (MWT .EQ.MWT 1)G0 TO 304 

IF (MWT.GT.MWT1 )G0 TO 705
202 FORMAT(//////A4, 15,A3, 15A4,I 3,T2,1 3)

READ ( 10 ,2 02 ,END=2 07)ICARD(1),NORD,IC,(ICARD(I),1=4, 18),
XNORD , IORD ,MWT 
GO TO 803

.304 READ ( 10,203 )MWT , (IFORMd ) ,1 = 1,7), ( JJ( I >, 1=1,2) ,
XNORD , IORD ,MWT

203 FORMAT (38X,I4,7A4,2A1, 13* 12, 13)
DO 30 6 1 = 1 ,7

. IF(IFORM(I)#NE.I FORM1(I))G0 TO 307 
30 6 CONTINUE 

GO TO 308
307 READ(10,2 04*END=2 07)ICARD( 1) ,NORD,IC,(ICARD(I ),1=4,18) ,

XNORD , IORD,MWT
204 FORMAT(/////A4,15,A3,15A4,13,12, 13)

GO TO 803
308 WRITE(6,213)
213 FORMAT(•1*,'PROBABLE COMPOUND') -WRITE(6,201 )ICARD(1),NORD,IC, ( ICARD(I),1=4,18) 

WRITE(6,215)MWT,(IFORM(I)*I=1*7)
215 FORMAT(1X,1 MOLECULAR WEIGHT=1 * 14 *4X, 1 FORMULA-'•7A4)

READ( 10 ,205 )(IDARD( I )* 1 = 1,17), (JLJI) ,1 = 1,4 ),
XNORD , IORD ,MWT

205 FORMAT (1 7A4,4A1 , 13 , 12, 13)
WRITE(6,605)(IOARQ(I),I=1»17)

60 5 FORMAT(1X,•***»* 17A4,'***')READ ( 10 ,21 4 ) (MOVE RE (K ) , INTEN( K.) , K= 1 ,7) ,
X (JJ ( I ) , I =1 ,2 ) ,NORD , IORD, MWT 
READ(10,214)(MOVERE(K )» INTEN(K),K = 8 ,14) ,

X( JJ ( I ) , I =1 ,2 ) ,NORD , IORD* MWT 
READ(10,214)(M OVE RE(K )»INTEN(K),K=15,2 1 ) ,



G LEVEL IB 2 f'i A IN DATE = 72 0 2 5 2 -21/09/27
X ( J J (I ) 5 IE ~ 1 , 2 ) * NORD 6 IORD , M W T 
R E A D (10,214 ) (M O V E R E ( K) , I NT E N (K ) ,K=22 » 28)»

X ( J J  ( I ) , 1 = 1  , 2 ) , N O R D » I O R D , MWT
21 4 FORMAT (7 (l X * F5 • 1,F4.2),2A'1,I3,I2,I3)

WRIT.E ( 6 ,2 1 6 )
216 FORMAT ( 1 1 ’ * * SPECTRUM OF THE PROBABLE COMPOUND*'*')

WR I T E  ( 6  , 2  5 2  ) ( MOVERE ( I ) , I MTENC I ) , 1 = 1 , 2 5  )
DO 300 I =1 ,25
IF(INTENCI) .EQ.O,0)GO TO 305

300 CONTINUE 
NGC=2 6
GO TO 406 -

30 5 NGC =I
406 IF (NGl-NGC ) 2 82 ,2 83 , 283 
2 82 NMAX=NG1 

GO TO 2 84 
2 83 NMAX=N GC
‘2 84 NEC=NMAX-1 . ; \

DO 301 J=1 , NEC . -
I = IG1 (2 ) , . : -•
IF (MOVERl (I ).EQ»MOVERE( J) )G0 TO 321

301 CONT INUE 
GO TO 703

32 1 DO 302 J =2,NM AX 
I=IG1(J )
IF(MOVERE(1).EQ.MOVERl(I))G0 TO 322

302 CONT INUE
70 3 WRITE(6,704)
704 FORMAT(1X,»MISSING HIGHEST PEAK*)

WRITE(6,229)
WRITE(6,219)
GO TO 303

322 CALL DI'VER(M0VER1 ,MOVERE , INTENl* INTEN, IG1,IGC,
XNMAX,NUSED,DIV)
WRITE(6 ,5 04 )NUSED ■

504 FORMAT(1X,12,' MASSES WERE COMPARED')
WRITE (6 ,505 )DIV

505 FORMAT(1X,'*****DIVERGENCE='»F6.4,******')
WRITE(6,229 )
WRITE(6,219)

22 9 FORMAT(‘ *)
219 FORMAT('O',2X,76(1H*))

GO TO 303 , •
70 5 WRITE(6,997)
997 FORMAT(IX,'END OF COMPOUNDS WITH THE SAME MOLECULAR WEIGHT') 
700 FORMAT (ID

READ(5,700)ISTQP
IF( ISTOP.EQ. 1)G0 TO 100
GO TO 999

20 7 WRITE(6,998) \ # .
998 FORMAT(1X,'END OF FILE')
9 99 REWIND 10

CALL EXIT 
END



v G L E V E L  1 3 R2 DIVER DATE = 72 02 5 4 7 1 / 0  9 / .

SUB ROUT IN E 0 IV ER(MOVE R1 .NOVERE * INTEN1»I NT EN . 
XIGi .IGC.NMAX *NUSED,DIV)

C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DIVERGENCE 
C BETWEEN THE UNKNOWN COMPOUND AND ONE 
C COMPOUND FROM THE TAPE

REAL MOVE R1 .MOVERE ♦ INTEN 1 . J. NTEN 
DIMENS ION MOVER 1(100), INTENl(100).MOVERE(26), 
XINTEN(26),IG1(26)
TOTALl=0.0 
DO 100 NK=2,NMAX 
I =IG1 (NK )
TOTAL 1=TOTAL1+ INTENl(I)

100 CONT INUE 
TOTAL2=0.0 
NEC =NMAX-1
DO 101 K=1.NEC 
T0TAL2=T0T AL2+INTEN ( K)

101 CONTINUE 
N1 =0
SUM1=0
S UM2 =0 . ... ,
51 =0
52 =0
K=2 '

102 I=IG1(K) _
DO 10 3 J=1.NEC
IF(MOVERl(I).50.MOVERE(J))GO TO 113

103 CONTINUE
IF(MOVERl(I)oEQo14.0)GO TO 3100 
IF (MOVERl ( I ) .E 0.16.0) GO TO 3100 
IF(MOVERl(I).EQ. 13.0)G0 TO 3100 
IF (MOVERl ( I ).EQ.28.0) GO TO 3100 
IF(MOVERl(I>.EQ.32.0)G0 TO 3100 ■ ■
IF(MOVERl (I ) .EQ.44.0)GO TO 3100 
N1=N1+1
PR0B1 = INTENl (I )/TOTALl 
R=INTEN1(I)/(TOTAL1+T0TAL2)
SUM 1 =SUMl +TOT AL2*R*AL0G ( T0TAL2*PR0B 1/0 • 0001) 
SI=S1+T0TAL2*R*AL0G(T0TAL2*PR0S1/0.0001)
K=K+1
IF (K.LE.NMAX )G0 TO 102 
GO TO 20 1 

113 PROBl=INTENl(I)/TGTAL1
RS = (INTENl ( I ) + INTEN(J))/(T0TAL1+T0TAL2)
R = INT EN1 (I)/(TOT AL1 + T0TAL2)
SIJM3 =SUM1 +T0TAL1* (PR0B1-RS)*ALQG(PR0B1/RS)
SI =S1 +TOTAL2*R*ALOG(TOTAL2*PROB 1/0.0001)
K=K + i
IF(K.LE.NMAX)G0 TO 102 
GO TO 201 

310 0 W RIT E(6.3 0 0)MOV r k 1(I)
300 FORMAT(1X,F5.1» 1 IS NOT IN THE TAPE*)

N1 =N1 +1 
K =K. +1
IF(K .LE.NMAX)G0 TO 102



IV G LE'Vt-L 1 1 2  d i v e r DATE = 72025 5 2 1 / 0 9 / 2 7
2 0 1 J =1
20 2 DO 20 3 K=2,NMAX 

I = I G 1 (K )
IF (MOVERE ( J ) .EQ.M0VER1 ( I ) ) GO TO 213 

20 3 CONTINUE
IF (MOVERE ( J ) .EQ. 14.0) GO TO 4100 
IF (MOVERE(J)»EQ. 16e0)G0 TO 4100 
IF (MOVERE ( J ) cEQol 8.0) GO TO 4.10 0 
IF(MOVERE(J).EQ.28.0)G0 TO 4100 
IF (MOVE RE ( J ) cEQ»32o0) GO TO 4100 
IF(MOVERE(J).E0.44•0)G0 TO 4100 
PROB = INTEN ( J ) /T OT AL2 '
R.= INTEN( J )/(T0TALl + T0TAL2)
SUM2=SUM2+TOTAL1*R*AL0G(TOTAL 1*PROB/0.0001) 
S2=S2+TOTAL1*R*ALOG(TOTAL1*PRGB/0.0001)
J = J + 1
IF(J oLE .NEC)GO TO 202 
GO TO 30 1 

213 P ROB = I NT E N ( J ) /T 0T A L2.
RS=(INTEN(J)+INTEN1(I))/(TOTAL1+T0TAL2) 
R-INTEN(J)/(TOTAL 1 +TOTAL2)
SUM2=SUM2+T0TAL2* (PROB-RS ) *ALOG(PROB/RS) 
S2=S2+T0TAL1*R*ALOG(TOTALl*PROB/0.000 1)
J = J + 1
IF ( J .LE.NEC)G0 TO 202 
GO TO 301 

4100 WRITE (6,400 )MOVE RE ( J)
400 FORMAT( 1 X » F 5 • 1♦'IS NOT IN THE UNKNOWN')

J=J+1
IF ( J .LE .NEC )G0 TO 202 

30 1 NUS ED =NEC +N1 
RN0RM=S1+S2 

C***T EM PORARY***
WRITE(6 ,5 00 )SUM1.SUM2.TOtALl.T0TAL2 

500 FORMAT(IX, *SUM1=',F10.5, IX, •SUM2='» F10.5,1X, 
‘X 'T0TAL1 =» ,F 1 0. 2 ,1 X, »T0TAL2= • , F 10.2)
WRITE(6,595)RNORM 

5 95 FORMAT(IX,*RN0RM=',FI 6.6)
C***TEMPORARY*** •

DIV=(SUM1+SUM2)/RNORM 
RETURN 
END

iI
i(1



.V G L E V t  L I S  A3 •';i A I N ^  _ D A T ff = 72 0 A-7 0 2 /  i 6 /  ^ 7

DEFINE F It E 9 (86 2, 8 , E, MWT ) , ID ( 9 00 , 4? 2 , E , K E Y)
REAL MOVE RE ,INTFN
D I’M ENS ION IC ARD ( 20 ) , I F OR M ( 7 ) , J J ( 10 ) , J I ( 4) , MOVP RF (28)*

X INTEN(2 8 ) ,IDARD(17),NTM(86?)
DO 100 I=l.?862 
NT M {I )=0 

100 CONTINUE
201 F0RMAT(A4,15,A3,15A4,13,12,13)

READ(11,2 01)IC ARD(1) ,NORD, I C,(I CARD(I),1 = 4,18) , NORD,10RD,MWT 
NTM. (MWT )=NTM(MWT) +1 

20 3 READ(11 ,2 02 ,END=204)IC AR 0(1)* NORD,IC,(I CARD( I) , I = 4, 18)
X»NORD,IORD,MWT

202 FORMAT (//////A4, I5,A3, 15A4, 13, 12, 13)
NTM (MWT )= NTH (MWT) +1
GO TO 20 3 

204 REWIND 11
KEY=0 ,
NULL =0 
M WT = 1

20 5 IF ( M WT . GT o 8 62 ) GO TO 2 15
IF(NT M {MWT)„GT o 0)GO TO 210 
WRITE(9'MWT,300)NULL, NTM(MWT)

300 FORMAT(13,12)
GO TO 20 5 '

210 KEY=KEY-rl
WRIT E ( 6 ,3 96 ) M WT , K E Y, N TM ( M WT )

• 396 FORMAT(1X,»>1WT=',13,2X,*KEY=*,13,2X,'NTM=',12)
WRITE(9'MWT,300)KEY,NTM(MWT)
K E Y=K E Y + NT M ( M WT ) -1 • ' ’
GO TO 205

215 WRITE(6,3 99)
399 FORMAT(IX, * END OF FILE 9')

K E Y = 1 .
216 READ(11,211,END=400)ICARD(1),NORD,IC, ( I CARO(I), 1=4,18),

XNORD,IORD ,MWT
211 FORMAT(A4,1 5,A3,15A4,13,12,13)

READ (11 , 21 3 )MWT , { I FORM (I),1 = 1,7), ( J J ( I ) , I = l-, 2) ,
XNORD,IORD,MWT 

213 FORMAT (38X, I4,7A4, 2A1, 13, 12, 13)
READ(11 ,3 05)(IDARD(I),I=1,17),(J L(I),1 = 1,4),

XNORD,IORD,MWT 
305 FORMAT(17A4,4A1,13,12,13)

READ(11 ,22 5 ) (MOVERE(K),I NT EN(K),K=1,7),(JJ(I>, 1 = 1,2),
XNORD,IORD,MWT '

22 5 FORMAT(7(IX,15,14),2A1,13,12, 13)
READ(11 ,22 5 )(M OVE RE(K ), INTEN(K ),K = 8,14), (JJ(I),I = 1,2) ,

XNORD,IORD,MWT 
READ(11 ,2 2 5)(M OVE RE(K ),INT EN(K ),K = 15,21),(J J ( I),1-1,2),

XNORD,IORD,MWT 
READ (11 ,2.2 5 ) (MOVERE (K ), INTEN ( K), K = 22, 28 ), ( J J ( I ) , I = 1, 2 ) ,

XNORD , IORD,MWT 
WRITE (6 ,3 98 )KEY,MWT 

3 98 FORMAT (IX, *KEY=' ,13, 1 MWT=’,14)WRIT E (101K E Y ,2 3 5)I CARD( 1),NOR D,IC, ( I CARD(I) , I-4,18),
XMWT, (IFORM(I ) ,I = 1,7) , (IDARD(I), 1 = 1,17),
X (M OVE RE (K ) , INTEN(X),K = 1,2 5 )



A3
235 FORMAT (A4 T X 5, A3 T1 r>A4, I*,7A4, 17M,25(1X*, 15, 141 J

GO TO 216 
400 WRITE*6*3 97>
397 FORMAT (IX, * 6MD OF FILE 10*)

REMIND 11 
CALL EXIT 
END



IV G LEVEL 1 8 H o  MAIN DATE = 7 2 2 1 5

\

15/wa/i
C * * *p R0 G R A M R3***
C***MAIN PROGRAM***

DEFINE FILE 9 (882f8,E ,MWT),10C900,422,E,KEY)
REA t, MOVERl , I N j E N l, m o V F. R FI, IN T E N
DIMENSION ICARD (1.8) , IFORM (7 ), J J C1 0 ) , JL (4 ), IG 1 (27 ), 

XHOVERt (28) , INTER (28), IDARDC17),MOVER1(300) t INTENl (300) 
1M0 READ(5,250)NUM,MWT 
250 FORMAT (21.7)

READ (5, 252) (MOVERl, (J), INTENl (J), J=1,NUM)
25? FORMAT(5(F6 #l,F/„3))

WRIT E (6,253)
253 FORMAT (1X, »*****UNKNQWN COMPOUND*****')

WRITE(6,350)MWT 
350 FORMAT(IX, ' MOLECULAR WEIGHT®»,17)

WRITE(6,359)
359 FORMATC1X,»*****SPECTRUM*****»)

WRITE(6,252)(MOVERl (J),INTENl(J),J5l,NUM)
CALL BIGCNUK,INTENl,IGi,N61)
READ(9»MWT,200)KEY,NTM 

200 FORMAT(13,12)
NSUP=KEY+NTM-1 
WRITE(6,229)
W RIT E (6,2 19)

229 FORMAT(1 » )
-219 FORMAT(*0*,2X,76(1H*))

W RI T E ( 6, 9 9 4)
994 FORMAT(IX,l**PR0BA8LE COMPOUND**')
236 READC10,KEY,235)ICARD(l),NORDfIC,(ICARD(I),1=4,18), 

XMWT,(IFQRM(I),I=1,70,(IDARDCI),1=1,17),
X (MOVERECK),INTEN(K), K®1,25)

235 FQRMAT(A4,I5,A3,15A4,I4,7A4,17A4,25dX,F5.i,F4,2)) 
WRITE (6, 995) (IDARD (I), 1 = 1,17), CI FORMCI),I®1,7),MWT 

9-95 FORMAT (IX, 1/A4, 1X,7A4, IX, 14)
DO 300 1=1,25
IFCINTFNCI)#EQ.0,0)GO TO 305

300 CONTINUE 
NGC.-26
GO TO 406 

305 N(»C = I
406 IF(NG1*NGC)282,283,283
282 NMAX=NG1 .

GO TO 284
283 NMAX=NGC
284 NEC=NMAX«1

DO 301 J=1,NEC 
T s= T 1
IFCMOVFR1(I)fEO,MOVERE(J))GO TO 321

301 CONTINUE 
GO TO 703

321 DO 302 J“?,NMAX 
1=101(J)
IF(MOVEREC1),EQ,MOVER1CI))GO TO 322

302 CONTINUE
703 WRITEC6,704)
704 FORMATdX,'MISSING HIGHEST PEAK')

IF(KEY,LE,NSUP)GO TO 236



2
IV G U'VF.'L 18 FI 3 MAIN DATE = 72215 15/06/15

GO TO 237
322 CALL DIVERCMOVtRl,MQVERF,INTENl,INTEN,IG1,IGC,

XNNAX,NOSED,DIV)
WRITE(6,505)DIV 

506 FORMAT C1 X # « *****DIVERGtNCE= »,Fe>f4 r»*****»)
996 IF(KEY,IE«N3UP)G0 TO 236 
237 NRITEC6,9975
997 FORMATUX,*END OF COMPOUNDS WITH THE SAME MOLECULAR WEIGHT*)
700 FORMAT (II)

REAPC5,700)ISTOP 
IF(ISTOP,EQ,l)GU TO 100 
CALL EXIT 
END



G L E V E L  I B E P Maim DATE = 72025 19/51/
C
C PROGRAMME ](3 COMPARE WITH EIGHT PEAK TAPE 
C
C THIS programme is organized so THAT only 
C COMPOUNDS with the SAME MOLECULAR WRIGHT 
C ARE COMPARED
C THERE IS A PRE FILTERING CONDITION THAT THE BIGGEST 
C PEAK OF THE UNKNOWN MUST EXIST IN THE EIGHT 
C BIGGEST PEAKS OF The COMPOUND IN THE TAPE 
C AND VICE-VERSA
C THE DATA SHOULD BE SUPPLIED IN DECREASING 
C ORDER OF INTENSITY

REAL MOVERl »MOVE RE » INTPP
D I f 1E N S I ON M 0 V E R 1 ( 8 ) , M 0 V E R E (8 ) , RI N T E N ( 8 ) , I NT E N ( 8 ) ,

XINTEN1 (8 ) ,NN ( 11> »INAME(211)
INTEGER A/»A»/,B/*B*/,C/«C*/,D/'D'/,E/*E*/,F/»F'/*

XG/ 1G • /, l_/ ' L ' /? V/ ‘V 5/»W/* W r/» X/'X */» Y/f Y1/» Z/1Z1/
99 READ(5*341 )MKT 1 ...........

READ(5.351 )(MOVE R1(J)* RINTEN(J)*J=1.8)
DO 3 52 J = 1 » 8
INTENl (J )=IFIX(RINTEM<J>+0. 5) •

3 52 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,340) > ' ' -
WRITE (6 ,3 50 )MWT 1 
WRITE(6,359)
WRITE (6 ,371 ) (MOVERl(J) . INTENl ( J) *J=1»8)
WRITE(6,21 9)

340 FORMAT(IX,******UNKNOWN COMPOUND***** * )
341 FORMAT (17)
350 FORMAT (IX,1 MOL ECULAR WE IGHT = 1 » 17')
359 FORMAT(1X,»******SPECTRUM******')
3 71 FORMAT(4(F6o1,16))
351 FORMAT(4(F6. l,F7.2))

DO 353 J=1,7 
JP-J+1
IF(INTENl(JP )oGToINTENl(J))G0 TO 360 

3 53 CONTINUE 
REWIND 12 
MES=0

201 IF(LCoEQoB* AND oNSPECoEQ *456)GO TO 402 ,
IF(LCoEQ«BoANDoNSPEC«EQo496)GO TO 402
READ (12,1 00 , EM D=9 99 ) LC , N SPEC , ( MOV.ER E ( I ) » I =1 * 8 ) » ( INTEN ( I ) , I =2 »8 ) » 

XM OL W » INT PP »N C , N H , (N N (I ),1 = 1*4)
100 FORMAT(A1 ,14,8F5«1*712,14,F4»2,1 2,I 3*412)

MES=MES + 1
IF (MESoEQo699)GO TO 996 

40 4 CONTINUE
IF(M WT1 • E Q eMOL W)G0 TO 10 1 

304 READ( 12 ,2 00 )LC *N SPEC,(MN(I)* I = 5 * 6)*(NN( I )* 1 = 7,8),
X < NN ( I ) * I =9 , 1 0 ) * NN ( 11 ) * ( IN AME ( I ) * I = 1 * 63 ) * I _ND .
IF( IND.EG.l)G0 TO 20 1RE A D( 12 ,3 0 0 )LC ,NS PE C, (INA M E(I ) * I=64,137),IND 
IF(IND.EQ.1>GO TO 20 1
RE A D ( 1 2 ,3 0 0 ) LC , MS PE C» C IN A. M E ( I ) ,1=138,211),IND 
GO TO 20 1402 READ( 12 ,403)LC , NSPEC, (MOV ERE(I)»I-1»8), (I NTEN(I)* 1-2,8) ,



IV EP HAW
\ P L  P » 1P T PP .F P R !’VP f i\!c ? p H , { N p ( I ' . I - , v, '

4-03 FORMAT (A i , 14 ♦BPS • 1 *?I2*I4*F3* 1 *A1, 12% 13*412)
00 TO 4-0A 

101 DO 301 J=l,3
IF (M0VER1 (1 ).EQ.MQVERE( J) ) GO TO 321 

30 1 CONTINUE 
GO TO 30 4 

32 1 DO 302. J=l,8
IF(MOVE RE(1 )-EQ.MOVER 1(J))GO TO 322 

30 2 CONTINUE ' . . "
GO TO 304 

322 INTEN (1 ) =1 00
CALL DIVE R (H0VER1*MOVERE *INTEN1 *INTEN *

XNUSEO ,D IV)
20 2 READ(12 ,2 00)LC*NSPEC, <NN (I) ,I=5* 6), (N N (I),I=7* 8),

X(NN(I )* I=9,10),N N ( I 1)* (I NAME(I)*1-1*63)*INO 
200 FORMAT(Al,14,212,211*212,II»63A1* I 1)

IF(IND.EQ.O)GO TO 203 
IF( IND .EQ*1 ) KP=1 
GO TO 210

20 3 READ(12 ,3 00)LC,NSPEC* (INAME(I)* I=64*137)» IND 
300 FORMAT(A 1,14,74A 1,I 1)

IF ( INDoEQ.O) GO TO 204 
IF(INDoE Q.1)KP=2 
GO TO 210

20 4 READ (12 , 3 00 ) LC *N SPEC * ( iNAMEt I ) * I = 138* 211 ) * IND
213 WRITE(6,21 9)
219 FORMAT( » 0• ,2 X ,76(1H * ))
210 IF (LC *EQ* A oOR.LC.EQ.B*QR.LC.EQ-C«OR*L'C.EQ»D 

X.OR.LCoEOcE.OR.LC.EQ.F*OR.LC*EQ*G) GO TO 220
211 IF(LC.EG.L)G0 TO 221
21 2 IF (LC .EQ «V ) GO TO 222
213 IF(LC.EG.W)GO TO 223
214 IF(LC *EQ «X) GO TO 224 '
215 IF(LCoEQ.Y) GO TO 225
216 IF (LC « E Q o 2) GO TO 226
217 IF(LCcEO.O) GO TO 227
220 WRITE(6,23 0 JNSPEC .

GO TO 240
221 WRITE(6,231)NSPEC .

GO TO 240
222 WRITE(6,232JNSPEC ' T D

GO TO 240
223 WRITE(6,2 33 JMSPE C 

GO TO 240
224 WRITE(6*234)NSPEC 

GO TO 2 40
22.5 WRITE (6,2.35 JNSPEC 

GO TO 240 
226 WRITE(6,236JNSPEC 

GO TO 240
22 7 WRITE(6,237JNSPEC

GO TO 240
230 FORMAT(21X ,'MASS SPECTRUM FROM ICI »LTD-NUMBER-',14)
231 FORMAT(21X , 'MASS SPECTRUM FROM LITERATURE1 * 1X ,14)
232 FORMAT(21X M A S S  SPECTRUM FROM API(MATRI X ) ’, 1X,14)



V G LEVEL 16 fv! AI \l ‘ DATE - 72025

233 (-0 RMA I (2. 1 X , # M ASS 3. P E CTRUM FRO;-' MC A (NOW TRC) M X »  14)
234 FORMA I (21 X * *0 ASS SPECTRUM FROM ASTM-N UM B E R ~ 1 * 14)
235 FORMA] (2 1 X * * M ASS SPECTRUM. FROM API-NUMBER-1 * 14)
23 6 FORMAT(21X,‘MASS SPECTRUM FROM DOW-NUMBER-'»14)
23 7 FORMA] (2IX*'MASS SPECTRUM FROM MSDC-WUMBER-'* 14)
240 WRITE(6 ,245) (INAME(I) .1 = 1.63)

IF (KP.EO.l ) GO TO 25 0
WRITE(6 *245 ) (I NAME(I) ,I=64, 137)
IF (KP.EQ «2 ) GO TO 25 0
WRITE(6 ,245 ) (I NAME(I) .I=138,211)

245 FORMAT ( 1 ',2(1H*),74A1,2(1H*)>
250 IF<INTPP.EG.O)GO TO 251

IF (INTPP .EG. (-0.01) )GO TO 252 
WRITE (6 *260) MOL.W, INTPP 
GO TO 25 9

251 WRITE (6 ,261 )MOLW 
GO TO 259

252 DO 253 1=1*8
IF ( IF IX ( MOVE RE ( I ) ) « ECU MOLW ) GO TO 401

253 CONTINUE
40 1 WRITE ( 6 »2 62 ) M OL W , IN T EN (I )
260 FORMAT(11X,'MOLECULAR WEIGHT=*.I 4,1X.

X'INTo OF PARENT PEAK='*F4o2) '
261 FORMAT(11X, 'MOLECULAR WEIGHT=»,14,1X,

X'INT. OF PARENT PEAK lEss THAN 0.01')
2 62 FORMAT(11X* ‘MOLECULAR WE IGHT=1 * I 4,1X,

X*INT.OF PARENT PEAK=».I3>
2 59 W RIT E (6 ,2 70 ) NC *MH * NN( 1) * NN(2)*NN(3)»

XNN (4 ) * NN ( 5 ) * NN ( 6 ), NN (7 ), NN ( 8 ) , NN ( 9 ), NN ( 1 0 ) , NN ( 11-)
270 FORMAT(* • ,1X, 'FORMULA=C» .12, '.H»,13. *.N*.12,

X •.0 ' * 12* *cF* ,12, »oCL'» 12, '.BR' , 12*
X • * B ' , I 2 » ' * S I 1 . I 1 * ' * P ' , I 1 , ' • 5 • , I 2 , » e D' , I 2 ,
X »(PL US »,I1,' OF OTHER(S)) ')
WRITE(6 ,219)
WRITE(6,229)
WRITE(6*271 ) (MOVE RE(I ) » INTEN(I)»1 = 1»8>

22 9 FORMAT ( 1 1 )
271 FORMAT(3OX,F5 «1 * 12X,I 3)

WRITE(6,504)NUSED
504 FORMAT(IX,12,1 WERE USED')

WRITE (6,505 )D IV505 FORMAT(1X,'*****DIVERGENCE='»F6#4,'*****‘)
WRITE(6,229)
WRITE(6,219)
GO TO 201

360 WRITE (6 ,3 61 ) . ■
361 FORMAT (1 X, *0 AT A INTRODUCED IN WRONG CRDi_R')

STOP
996 WRITE(6,997)
997 FORMAT(1X,*END OF 700 SPECTRA')

REWIND 12
READ(5 ,700) ISTOP 

700 FORMAT (II)
IF(ISTOP.EG.1)GO TO 99 
STOP 

999 WRITE(6,998)

1 9 / 5 3 /  13
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990 FORMAT <IX, •END OF TAPE’) ^
REWIND 12
STOP |
END • !

I;

II
Ii- i

& i

i

I



LEVI L 18 B 1 M AJ. N DATE = 72112
C PROGRAM TO TRANSFFR TAPP J9769 TO TAPE 89901

DIMENSION HOVERE(8),INTFN(8),NN(11),INAME C211)
I NTEGERA/> A »/,0/'B »/,C / 'C */,0/»D »/,E / » E 1/,F/»F t/,

XG/ I G 1 /11/ » L 1 /, V/ » V 1 /, W/ * W i /, X/ 1 X * / r Y/ ? Y » /, Z/ » Z f /
INTEGER ZERO/ ' 0 ' 7 
REWIND 12 
DC) 888 K= 1, 2500 
READ(12,887)

887 FORMAT(/////////)
888 CONTINUE

IC 0 U N T = 2 0 0 0 O 
99 XFCICOUNT»GE#3H0O0)GO TO 997

READ(12,100,E00=999)EC,NSPEC,CMOVERECI),la 1,8),
X( INTEND),I=2,8),M0LW,INTPP,NC,NH,(NNCI),Is 1,4)

100 FORMAT(A 1,14,810,712,14,14,12,13,412) • 
IFCLC.KQ,A)LK=1
X F (L C . E Q „ R) IK = 2 
IF (L C . E Q # C ) L K = 3 
IF CLC.FQ„0)LK=4 
IF(LCrEQ,E)LK=5 
IF(LC,tQtF)LK=6 
IP (t. C • r. Q • G) U K a 7 
IFCLC,EQ.L)LK=R 
XF(LC,EQ.V)LK = 9 
IF(LC,EQ.W)LK=10 
IF (IC. E Q . X) L K = 1 1 
IF(LCfEQ.Y)LK=12 
IFCLC.EG.ZHK = 13 
IF (L C > E Q # Z E R 0) IK = 14 
I K = 1
WRITE C10, 101) LCfNSPEC, (M0VERE(I),I=1,8), CINTENCI), 1=2,8), 

XMOLW,INTPP,NC,NH,(NN(I),1=1,4),UK,MOLW,IK
101 F0RMAT(Al,j4,8I5,7I2,I4,I4,I2,I3,4I2,I2,I4,Il)

•IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1
102 READC12,200)LC,NSPEC,(NN(I),1 = 5,6),(NN(I),1 = 7, 8) ,

X ( N N (I ) ,1 = 9,10),N N (11),(INAMEC I),1 = 1,63),IND
200 FORMAT(A 1,14,212,211,212,11,63A 1,11)

IK = 2
WRITF(10,?01)LC,NSPFC, ( NN (I) , I = 5,-6), (NN (I) , 1 = 7, 8),

X(NNCI),1=9,10),NN(11),(INAMECI),1=I,63),IND,IK,MOLW,IK
201 FORMAT(A 1,14,2 I 2,2 11,2 I 2,11,63A1, 11,12, I 4, II) 

ICOUNT=ICOUNTtl
IF(IND,EQ.1)G0 TO 99
READC12,30fc)LC,NSPEC,(INAMF(I), 1 = 64, 137) , IND

300 FORMAT C A1,X4,74A1,II)t l,jl n s j
WRITE(10,301)LC,NSPFC,(INAMECI), 1 = 64, 137),IND,LK, MOLW, IK

301 FORMAT (A1 , 14, 74 Al,II,12,14,I D
IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1 
I F d N D . E Q . D G O  TO 99
READ (12,300)LC,NSPEC,(I NAME(I),1 = 138,211),IND 
IK a 4
WRI TEC 10, 30 DEC, NSPEC, CINAMFCI), 1 = 1 38,211), IND, LK, MOLW, IK 
IC 0 U N T = IC 0 U N T + 1 
GO TO. 99 

997 WRITE(6,996)I COUNT



G LEVEL 18 B 1 MAIN DATE = 72112
2

Pt/18/bb
996 F0RMATC1X,*END OF *,IS, ’ ' RECORDS D  
999 WRITE(6,998)IC0UNT
996 FORMAT(IX,15,* RECORDS TRANSFERRED *) 

CALL EXIT 
END



IV G LEVIL 18 MAIN DATi: b 72144 08/b1 /.Ut
DIMENSION IJUNKC20)
M A R K s 2 
1REL=0 
INULL-M 
IC 0 U N1 “
WRITE(12,2W0)MARK,ICOUNT 

200 forma re14, ib)
WRITEC6,J00JMARK#ICOUNT 

300 EORMATC1X,«MOLECULAR WEIGHT»,14,I STARTS AT RECORD NUMBER 1,15)
101 R t A D (1 0 f xm, END-207) CI JUNK (I), 1 = 1 ,.20), LK# MOLw,.IK
100 FORMAT(?0A4,I2,I4,H)

IFCMOUW.Nt^MARKIGO TO 20b 
IREL^IKEU+t 
GO TO 101 

20b MARKaMARKtl
IF(MOl.W,GT,MARK)GO TO 206 
ICUUNT = ICOUNT + IREl,
WRITE(12,2fc)fe))M0 LW,ICQUNT 
WRITE(6,.50E3)MQLW,ICOUNT 
IRELsl 
GO TO 101

206 WRITE C12/200)MARK*I NULL 
WRITE (6, -500) MARK, I NULL 
GO TO 20b

207 WRITE. (6, 400)
.400 F'ORMATClXr ?END OF TAPE * )

CALL EXIT 
END



IV G L E v E L 1 8 p  f |  MAIN D A Te = 722 \ 4

C COMPOUNDS WITH THE SAME MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
C ARE COMPARED
C THERE IS a PRF FILTERING c o n d i t i o n  t h a t t h e b i g g e s t  
C PEAK OF THE UNKNOWN MUST EXIST IN THE EIGHT 
C BIGGEST PEAKS OF THE COMPOUND TN THE TAPE 
C AND VICE*VERSA
C THE DATA SHOULD BE SUPPLIED IN DECREASING 
C ORDER OF INTENSITY

REAL MOVER1? MOVERE#INTPP
DIMENSION MOVER!(3),M0VEREC8)#RINTEN(8)#INTENC8)# 

XINTEN1 (8) ,Nt*nn ? I NAME(211) #NUMBER(10),IPLACE(10) 
DIMENSION INEXTC10),ICQMP(10)
INTEGER A/«A»/,B/>B»/,c/»C'/,D/»D*/,£/*£»/,F/ ’F*/, 

XG/IG1/,L / *L 1/, V/<V '/,W/» w */,X/»X «/,Y/ »Y */,2/»21/
INTEGER ZER0 / f U * /
RE WIND 10 
1 = 0
IE£jLLfl££A&£I?

99 Rf.A0(5,341)MWTl 
WRITEC6r350)MWTl 
IF(I)5i#51,52

51 IDIGIT=MWT1*2 
IF(IDIGIT,EQ.0)GO TO 93 
GO TO 94

- 53 WRITE(6,996)
996 FORMAT(IX#* N 0 COMPOUNDS OF THIS MOLECULAR WEIGHT 1) 

IF(IPtGE,lMAX)GO TO 990 
GO TO 54

52 IDIGIT = MWT1*1*INEXTU)
IF(IDIGIT#EQ«0)GO TO 93

94 DO 95 Ksl,lDIGIT
READ(10#92)

92 FORMAT(IX)
95 CONTINUE
93 READ(10,90)MARK,ICQUNT 
90 FORMAT(14#15)

WRITE(6,80)HARK,ICOUNT 
80 F0RMAT(1X,’ M O L W s 1 # 14,,IC0UNT=,#I5)

1 = 1 + 1
IPLACE(I)=ICOUNT
NUMBER(I)=MWT1 

56 READ (10 #90) MARK, ICOUNT ■* ■" ' ' “"
ICOMP(I)=ICOUNT 
I NEXT(I)=MARK 
IF (ICOUNT,EG,0)GO TO 56 
WRITE(6,80)MARK,ICOUNT 
IM A X = I
READ(5# 700)ISTOP 

700 FORMAT (II)
IF(ISTOP,EG,1)GO TO 99 
DO 88 K=1# 35042 
R F. A D (1 0 # 9 2, t N D = 8 7 )

88 CONTINUE 
87 WRITE(6#86)
86 FORMAT(IX,1 END OF FIRST FILE1)
54 IPslP+1

1 8 / 2 4 / 0 3
1



LEVEL 18  jf U MAIN NATE = 7 2 2 1 4

IF(NtARtEQ,1)G0 TO 58
IF (IPLACECIP),EQ#0)GO TO’ 53
IR=IP"1
IF (IR „ E Q e 0) G 0 TO 57 
I COUNTS IPLACE (1P)*IC0MP(IR)**1 
GO TO 58

57 1C 0 U N T = IP L A C E (IP)»I
58 W RI T t (6, 5 5) IP
55 FORMATC1X#»COMPOUND NUMBER ’,12)

REAO(5,351)(MOVER1(J),RINTEN(J),Jsf,8)
00 352 J- I,8
INTENI(J)aiFIX(RINTEN(J)+0,5)

352 CONTINUE 
WRITE(5,340)
WRITE(6,359)
WRITE(6,371)(MOVER I(J),INTENi(J),3*1,8)
W RI T E (6, 219)

340 FORMAT(IX,t*****UNKNOWN COMPOUND***** *)
341 F0RMATCI7)
350 F O R M A T U X , ‘MOLECULAR WEIGHT=»,I7)
359 F0RMATC1X,‘******SPECTRUM******‘)
371 FORMAT(4 (F 6,1,16))
351 F0RMAT(4(F6tl,F7.2))

DO 353 J = 1,7
JP = J H  . ‘
IFCINTEN1(JP)«GT,INTENI(J))GO TO 360

353 CONTINUE
IF(NUMBER(IP),EQ,2)G0 TO 201 
IF(NEAR,EQ,1)G0 TO 101 
DO 354 K=l,ICOUNT 
READ(10,92)

354 CONTINUE
201 READ(10,100,END=999)LC,NSPEC,(MQVFRECI),1=1,8),(INTENCI), 

XMOLW,INTPP,NC,NH,(NN(I),1 = 1,43,LK,MOLW, IK
100 FORMAT(A 1,14,8F5,1,712,14,F4,2,12,13,412,12,14, I D  

IF(NUMBER(IP),EQ,M0LW)G0 TO 101
IF(NUM8E R (IP)»LT t M0LW)G0 TO 995

101 DO 301 J = 1,6 
IF(H0VER1(1),EQ,M0VERF(J))G0 TO 321

301 CONTINUE 
N E A R = 0

304 RFAD(10,2OO)LC,NSPEC,(NN(I),1 = 5,6),(NN(I),1 = 7,8),
X(NN(I),I = 9,10),NNCli),(INAME(I),1 = 1,63),IND,LK,MOLW,IK
IF (IN D « E Q „ 1) G 0 TO 201
READ(iw,400)LC,NSPEC,(INAME(I),1=64,137),IND,LK,MOLW,IK 
XF(IND.EQ,1)GQ TO 201
READ(10,300)LC,NSPEC,(I NAME(I),I = 138,211),IND,LK,MOLW,IK 
GO TO 201

321 DO 302 J=1,8 
IF(MOVEREC1),EQ.MOVER1(J))GO TO 322

302 CONTINUE 
GO TO 304

322 INTEN(1)=100
CALL DIVER(MOVER1,MOVERE,INTENI,INTEN,

XNUSED,DIV)
202 READ(lU,200)LC,NSPEC,(NN(I),1=5,6),(NN(I),1=7,8),



IV U I . FVf:.L 1 8  F SI MAIN DATE = 7 2 2 1 4

XCNNCI)# 1 = 9# 10) ,NNCU.), CINAMFCn , I = i,63),IN0,lK,MQLW,II< 
200 FORMAT(Al#14,212,211,2X2,11,63A 1,11,12#14#II)

IF(IND.EQ.feDGQ TO 203 
IF (IND„FQ,1) KPal 
GO TO 210

20 3 READ(10#300)LC# NSPEC#(INANE (I),1 = 64,137),IND,LK#MOLW,IK 
300 FORMAT(A1,14,74A1,11,12,14,II)

IF(IND.EG,0) GO TO 204 
IF(IND,EG,1)KP=2
GO TO 210

204 R F A O U 0 , 300)LC,NSPEC,CINAME(I),1=138,211)#IND,LK,MOLW,IK
218 WRITE(6,219)
219 FORMAT(«0t,2X,76(iH*))
210 IF(LC,EG,A)GO TO 220 

IF(LC,EQ,B)GO TO 421 
I F U C . E Q . O G O  TO 422 
IF(LCtfc0,D)GO TO 423 
IF(LC,E9,fc)G0 TO 424 
IF(LCfEQ,F)GO TO 425 
IF(LC.EQ,G)G0 TO 426

211 IFCLCfEQ,L)GO TO 221
212 IFCLC.EQ.V) GO TO 222
213 IF(LC.tO,W)GO TO 223
214 IF (LC.EQ.X) GO TO 224 ' •
215 IFCLC.EQ,Y) Gp TO 225
216 IFCLC.EG.Z) GO TO 226
217 IF(LC « EG,ZERO)GO TO 227,
220 WRITE(6#230)NSPFX 

GO TO 240
421 WRITE(6,431)NSPEC 

GO TO 240
422 WRITEC6,4323NSPEC

GO TO 240 . ; '
423 WRITE(6,433)NSPEC 

GO TO 240
424 WRITE(6,434)NSPEC 

GO TO 240
425 W RIT E (6, 4 3 5) N S P E C : 7 .

GO TO 240
426 WRITE(6,436)NSPEC ;;

GO TO 240
221 W RIT E (6,2 31)N S P E C 

GO TO 240
222 WR1TE(6,232)NSPEC 

GO TO 240
223 WRITE(6,2333NSPEC 

GO* TO 240
224 WRITfc(6,234)NSPEC 

GO TO 240
225 WRITE(6,235)NSPEC 

GO TO 240
226 WRITEC6,236)NSPEC 

GO TO 2.40
227 WRITfc(6,237)NSPEC

GO TO .240 '
230 F'ORMAT (21 X, 1 MASS SPECTRUM FROM ICI, LTD*A«»1 ,14)

1 8 / 2 4 / 0 0
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L E VEL I 8 1‘ U  M A I N
2 3 1 F 0 R H A T C 2 1 X , ’ HASS s p e c t r u m . FROM
2 3 2 F O R M A T ( 2 1 X , ’ Pi A. s S SPECTRUM FROM
2 3 3 F OR MA T(2 1 X, ’ MASS S PECTRUM FROM
2 3 4 F O R MA T ( 2 1 X , ’ M A S S S PECTRUM F R 0 M
2 3 5 F 0 R M A T C 2 1 X , ’ M A S S S PECTRUM FROM
2 3 6 F O R MA T ( 2 1 X, ’ M A S S S PECTRUM F R 0 M
2 3 7 P 0 R M A T C 2 1 X , ’ MASS SPECTRUM FROM
4 3 1 F Q R MA T C 2 1 X , ' MASS S PECTRUM FROM
4 3 2 F O R MA T C 2 1 X , ’ MASS S PECTRUM FROM
4 3 3 F OR MA T(2 I X , ’ MASS S PECTRUM FROM
4 3 4 FOR MA T (2 i X, ’ MASS S PECTRUM FROM
4 3 5 F OR MA T ( 2 1 X , ’ MASS S PECTRUM FROM
4 3 6 F 0  R M A T ( 2 1  X , ’ MASS SPECTRUM FROM
2 4 0 W RI T E ( 6  ,  2 4 5 ) C1N A H E ( T ), I s 1, 63)

IFCKP.EQ,!) GO TO 2 5 0

DAT E 72214

LITERATURE.’,1X,14)
API(MATRIX)» ,IX,14)
MCA (NOW TRC) M X ,  145
ASTM-NUMBER*’ , 14}
API-NUMBFR-M14)
DOW-NUMBER*M14)
MSDC*NUMBER**’,I4)
ICI,LTD«-B*»,I4)
ICI,LTD-C-»,I4)
ICI,LTD”D-**’,I4)
ICI,ITD-E*»,I4)I C I , L T D « F - ’,I4)
ICI,LTD*G* * ,14)

1 6 / 2 4 / D D
4

WRITE(6,24b)(1NA ME(I), 1 = 64, 137)
IF(KP*EQt2) GO TO 253
WRITE(6,24b)(IN'AMEC I),1=138,211)

245 FORMAT!’ * ,2(1H*),74A1,2(1H*))
250 IF (INTPP. EQ« ZERO) GO TO 25).

IFCINTPPrEQ,(^0,01))GO TO 252 
WRITEC6,260) MOLW,INTPP 
GO TO 259 
WRITE(6r26UM0LW 
GO TO 259 
DO 255 1=1,8
IF(IFIX(MQVERE(I)),EG,MOLW)GQ TO 40). 
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,262)MOLW,INTEN(I)
FORMAT CUX, ’MOLECULAR WEIGHT*’, 14, IX,

X t1 NT * OF PARENT PEAKS’,F4f2)
FORMAT(iIX,’MOLECULAR WEIGHT*’,14,IX,

■XI INT. OF PARENT PEAK LESS THAN 0,01’) 
FORMATC11X,’MOLECULAR WEIGHT*’,14,IX,

X ’ IN T« 0 F PARENT PFAKs’,13)
WRITE(6,270)NC,NH,NN(1),NN(2),NN(3),

XNNC4),NN(b),NNC6),NN(7),NN(8),NN(9),NN(10)

251

252

253 
401
260
261

262

259

270

229

504

,NN(11)
FORMAT C ’ M I X , ’ FORMULA = C ’ , 12, ’ , H ’ , 13, ’ , N ’ , 12,

360
361

995
994

X ’f0 ’,12,» tF ’,12,’fCL',12,’.BR «,12,
X ’,B',12,l,SX’,II,’,P’,11, ’ ,S«,12,»,D’,I2,
X ’(PLUS ’,11, ’ OF OTHERCS)) ')
FORMAT! ’ ’)
WRITE(6,504)NUSED 
F0RMATC1X,12,’WERE USED’)
WRITE(6,505)DIV
FQPvMAT (1 X, ’***** DIVERGENCE* r 6,4, ’*****’)
WRITE(6,229)
WRITE(6,219)
GO TO 201 
WRITEC6,361)
F0RMATC1X,’DATA INTRODUCED IN WRONG ORDER’)
STOP
WRITEC 6,994)
F O R M A T (1X,’END OF COMPOUNDS WITH THE SAME MOLECULAR WEIGHT’) 
I P = I P H
IF(NUMBER(IP)#EQ,MOLW)MEAR=1



IV 0 LEVEL 18 MAIN DATE s 72214
IP=IP-1

. 1F (IP * L T, IM A X) G0 TO 54
990 W RI T E (6 * 9 91)
991 KORMATCiXf »ENt) OP JOB’) 

REWIND 10
STOP

999 WRITE (6*996)- 
998 FORMA I(IX,’END OF TAPE’) 

REWIND 10 
STOP 
END

18/24/00
5
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LtVF.L 18 F I  DIVER DATf = 72214

SUBROUTINE DIVERCMOVER1*MOVERE,INTENI,lNTENf 
XNUSF-D,DIVJ

C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DIVERGENCE BETWEEN 
C THE UNKNOWN COMPOUND AND ONE COMPOUND 
C FROM THE TAPE

REAL M0VER1,M0VERE
DIMENSION M0VER1(83,M0VEREC83,INTENUC8),INTEN(8)
TOTALlJ=0.0
DO 100 Ksl#8
T0TAL1=T0TAL1+INTEN1(K)

100 CONTINUE 
TOT ALP = 0 «0 
DO 101 K = i,8 
T0TAL2sT0TAL2+INTENCK)

101 CONTINUE
N1=0 ....
SIJ M 1=0
SUM2s0
SJs0
S2s?0
K=1

102 DO 103 J°1 * 8 
IF(MOVERlCK),EQaMOVERE(J))GO TO 113

103 CONTINUE 
IK(MOVERlCK),EOf14,0)GO TO 3180 
IF(M0VER1CK)* E 0,16«0)G0 TO 3100 
IFCMQVER1CK)CE0,16,0)00 TO 3100 
IP(MQVERKK) , EQ,28,0)GO TO 3100 
IF(MOVER!(K)♦ E Q , 3 2,0) G 0 TO 3100 
IF (M0VER1 (K) „EG,44,0)60 TO 3100 
N1»N1+1

• P P 0 B 1 = IN T E N1 (K) / T 0 T A L1
R»INTEN1(K)/(TOTAL1+T0TAL2)
SUMl = SUMi + TOT A 1.2*R* AIQG C TOT AL2*PRQB170,0001)
S1 sS1+ TGTAL2*R*AL0G(TOTAL2*PR0B1/0,000!)
K?K + 1
IF(MOVER!(K),EQ,0,0)60 TO 200 
IF(INTENI(K), L T,1)GQ TO 200 
IF(K ,LT,9)G0 TO 102 
GO TO 201 

113 PROBl=INTfcNl(K)/T0TAL1
RS=(INTENI(K)+INTEN(J))/(TOTALI*TOTAL2)
Rs TNTEN 1 (K)/ (TOTAL1 + T0TAL2)
SUMlaSUMl+TOTALl*(PR081-RS)*ALQG(PRQ817RS)
SlsSl + TOT AL2*R*AL0S(TQT.AL2*PRQB 1/0.8001)
K “ K F1
IF (MOVER 1(K),EQ,0,0)GO TO 200 
IFCINTEN1CK),LT,1)G0 TO 288 
IF(K#LT.9)GO TO 102 
GO TO 201 

3100 WR I TE C 6 # 388)M0 VF R1(K 5 
300 F0RMAT(1X/ F5,1 # ' IS VERY DIFFERENT IN THE UNKNOWN *)

N 1sNI+1 
K = K + 1.
IF(MGVER1(K),EQ,0.0)GO TO 200
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? M !d

201
202
203

IF(K ,IT s 9) GO 
GO TO 201 
NUN1+9«K 
J=l
00 203 K ~ i,8 
IF(MOVERF(J?

TO 1 0 2

10/24/00
7

to 213

FQ,14,2)GQ 
f F-Of 16t0)GO 
F 0 c 1.8« 0 3 G 0 

,E.Q*28,0)GO 
.EG,32,0)GO 
,tG,44,0)GO

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

4100
4100
4100
4100
4100
4100

213

4100
400

301

• i0VER1(K ))G0 TO
CONTINUE 
IF C M0VFRE(J)
IF (M 0 V t R t (U )
IF (MOVfcRECJ)
IF(MOV[-REC J)
IF(MQVERECJ)
IFCMOVERECJ)
P R Q 8 -1N T E N (J ) / T 0 T A L 2 
R = IN T F N (J ) / ( T 0 T AL1+TOTAL23
SUM2 = SUM2 +TOTAL1*R*AL0G(TOTALl*PROB/0,0001) ' 
S2sS2 + TOTALl*R*Al,OG(TOTALl*PROB/0l0001)
JsJ+i
IFCMOVERE(J),EQ,O.0)GO TO 301 
IFCINTEN(3)„LT 91)G 0 TO 301 
IF(J ,LT,9)60 TO 202 
GO TO 301
PRGB=1'NTEN (.j 3 /T0TAL2
RS« (INTEN(J) +INTENI (K))/(TOTAU*TOTALS)
Rb INTEN(J)/(TOTAL1+T0TAL2)
SUH2 = 5UM2 + T0TAL2* CPRQB-RS)*ALOG(PRQB/RS)
SP«S2+TOTAL1*R*ALOGCTOTALl*PROB/0,0001)
JsJ+l
IF(MQVERECJ),EQ,0,0)GO TO 301 
IF(INTENCJ),LT,i)GO TO 301 
IF(J,LT,9)GQ TO 202 
GO TO 301
WRITE(6f 300)M0VFRE CJ)
F0RMAT(1X,FS.1#»IS VERY DIFFERENT IN THE TAPE*) 
J = J+1
IF(MOVERE(J)#EG,0,0)GO TO 301
IF(J.LT«9)G0 TO.202
NUSED«8«N1
RN0RMsSl+S2
DIV=(SUMi+SUM2)/RN0RM
RETURN
END
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C * ROGRAM MAS PEC***
C
C THIS PROGRAM PROCESSES DATA FROM A MASS SPECTROMETER.
C FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION REFER TO PROGRAM SPECIFICATION 
C
C THIS SECTION READS THE MASS NUMBERS AND ABUNDANCES 
C AND CALCULATES THE PROBABILITY OF EACH MASS PEAK 
C WARN ING = THE TOTALITY OF THE INTEGER MASS NUMBERS 
C MUST BE SUPPLIED IN INCREASING ORDER BECAUSE 
C THE PROGRAM DEPENDS ON THAT.

INTEGER A / • M IN * / , B / * MAX 1 /, C / ’ E N D ' /
INTEGER END . .
DIMENSION NTIT(8),NALM(300),ALREL(300),

XMA SS ( 70 ), P ROB ( 7 0) , P RO B L ( 3 0 0 )
100 MIN =A 

MAX=B
END=C :

1 READ{5 ,500)MFL AG,MINT , (NT IT(I) ,I=1,10) ' .
IF( M FLAG.NE.M IN)GO TO 1
M IN =41 I NT

2 READ(5 ,5 00)M FL AG,MI NT
IF {MFLAG.NE .MAX )G0 TO 2 ..
M A X ~M I NT
NUM-0 ' " ■.>■ :

3 READ (5,5 01 )M FLAG ,M I NT, RE L , ; v .
IF ( M FLA G. EC). END )G0 TO 4
IF(NUM.EQ.300)GO TO 5 
IF (NUM.EQ.O)GO TO 8 
IF(MINT.LT.NALM(NUM ) )G0 TO 6 

8 NUM=NUM+1
NALM(NUM)=MI NT
ALREL(NUM)=REL ' •
GO TO 3 ■ . ?

5 WRITE(6,600) 7
7 STOP .
6 WRITE(6,601)

GO TO 7 • :
4 CONTINUE . -V

WRITE(6,653) -7 2
WRITE (6 ,652 ) ‘ 77 7>. 7
WRITE(6,650)(NT IT(I ),1=1,10)
WRITE (6 ,652 ) 7’
WRITE(6,653)
WRITE(6 ,654 ) (NALM(I),ALREL(I),1 = 1,NUM)
WRITE(6,655)M IN T M A X 
WRITE(6,653)
WRITE(6,652)
WRITE(6,653)
S UM =0.0
DO 10 9 K = 1 , NUM
SUM=SUM+ALREL(K)

10 9 CONTINUE 
800 DO 11 K-1,NUM

PROBL(K)=ALREL(K)/SUM 
11 CONTINUE 

500 F0RMAT(A4,2X,I3,2 0X,10A4)
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501 F0 RMA T ( A 4 , 2 X , I 3 ,11X , F o« 2 )
60 0 FOR M A T (4 X, ' * - * T D Q M A N Y I N PUT C A R D S - J 0 R ABANDO N E D * * * • )
601 FORMAT(4X,»***INPUT SEQUENCE ERROR-JOB ABANDONED***')
650 FORMAT( '0' ,4X, 'MASPEC RUN-LIST OF INPUT DATA FOR’,IX,10A4)
652 FORMAT( 'O',2X,76( 1H*> )
653 FORMAT(•O')
654 FORMAT{5(3X,13,IX,F7.3,2X ) )
655 FORMAT( ' *,25X,'RANGE IS FROM',IXT13,1X,»T 0*,1X,13)

CALL COMB(NUM,NALM,MIN,MAX,PROBL,MASS,PROB,KR)
C
C THIS PART ORDERS THF ARRAY MASS(K) IN INCREASING
C ORDER AND WRITES THE MASSES AND CORRESPONDING PROBABILITIES
C

WRITE (6,652 )
WRITE(6,301)(NT IT(I),1 = 1,10)
WRITE(6,652 )
WRITE(6,302 )

30 1 FORMAT( '0*,4X,1MASP EC RUN-RESULTS FOR•,1X, 10A4)
302 FORMAT ( ' »,24X,'MASS NUMBER • 10X , ' PROBABI LI TY 24X )
310 DO 320 K = 1»KR

IF(MIN•EQ»MASS(K))GO TO 325 
320 CONTINUE 

PR0BE=0 .0
WRITE (6,330)M IN, PROBE
GO TO 326 -V--. .

32 5 WRITE (6,330) M ASS (l< ) , PROB ( K)
32 6 MIN=MIN+1 .

IF(M IN.LEoMAX )G0 TO 310 
330 FORMAT(23X,I5,24X,F6.4,22X)
700 FORMAT(II)

READ(5,700)ISTOP 
IF(ISTOP.EQ. 1)G0 TO 100 

. CALL EXIT 
END
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S U B R O U T I N E  C 0 M B ( MM , N AL M, MI N , M A X , P R OB L , M A S S , P RO 3 , K R )
C T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  GENERATES  ALL THE S I N G L E ,  D O U B L E , TRI  P L E , 
C AND QUADRUP LE C O M B I N A T I O N S  OF MA S S E S  WHOSE SUM 
C F A L L S  I N S I D E  THE RANGE D E T E R MI N E D  BY MI N AND MAX 
C 0  NC E EACH C OMB IN AT I QN I S ORG A NI  7 E0 THE V A LIJ E 
C OF PROBL OF THE C O R R E S P O N D I N G  MAS S ES  I S  ADDED  
C I N P R O B ( M A S S )  IF IT HAS NOT YET BEEN I NCLUDED  
C

D IM ENS ION I RR AY ( 7 0  , 3 0 0  ) ,  N A L M ( 3 0  0 )  , MA SS  ( 7 0  ) ,
X P R O B ( 7 0 ) , P R O B L ( 3 0 0 )

C * * * T E M P O R A R Y * * *
W R I T  E ( 6  , 7  7 7 )

7 7 7  F O R MA T ( 1 4  X , ' P R O B A B I L I T I E S ' )
W R I T E ( 6  , 8 8 7 ) ( N A L M ( I ) , P R O B L ( I ) , 1  = 1 ,  MM)

8 8 7  F OR MA T ( 1 X , 5 ( 1 3 , 2 X , F 6 . 4 , 4 X ) )
C * *  * T E M PO RA RY * *  *  0

DO 9 9  K R = 1 , 7 0  
DO 9 8  1 = 1  , 3 0 0  
IRRA Y (KR,I)=0

9 8  C O N T I N U E
9 9  CONT I NUE 

K R = 0

GENERATE S I N G L E  C O MB I N A T I O N S  

W R I T E ( 6 , 8 8 8 )
8 8 8  F 0 R M A T ( 1 X ,  ’ S I N G L E  C O M B I N A T I O N S * )  .  '

1 = 0
1 0 3  I F ( I  . GE . MM ) G0  TO 1 0 0  

1 = 1 + 1
I F ( N A L M ( I ) - M I N ) 1 0 3 , 1 0 2 , 1 0 1

1 0 1  I F ( NALM ( I  ) - MAX ) 10  2 ,  1 0  2 ,  1 0 0
1 0 2  K R = KR + 1  

M A S S ( K R ) = N A L M (  I )
P R O B ( K R ) = P R O B L ( I )
I R R A Y ( K R , I ) = 1  
GO TO 1 0 3

1 0 0  C O N T I N U E  /

GENERATE DOUBLE C O MB I N A T I O N S

K= 0  
L = 0
W R I T E ( 6 , 9 9 7 )

9 9 7  F O R MA T ( 1 X , ’ DOUBLE C O M B I N A T I O N S * )
I Z = M M 
I Y = I Z - l  
1 = 0

1 1 0  TF ( I  . GE .  IY ) GO TO 1 1.1 
1 = 1 + 1 
J= I

1 1 2  IF ( J . GE , I Z ) G O  TO 1 1 0  
J = J  + 1
N A L = N A L M ( I ) + N A L M ( J )
I F  ( NAL . L T  . MI N  ) G0  TO 1 1 2  
IF ( N A L . G T . M A X ) GO TO 1 1 3
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DO 115 KN=1 ,KR
IF(NAL.EO.MASS(KN))GO TO 114 '

115 CONTINUE 
KR=KR + 1 
MASS(KR)=NAL
PROB(KR)=PROBL(I )+P ROBL(J)
IRRAY(KRfI)=1 
IRRAY(KR»J)=1 
GO TO 112

114 IF (IRRAY (KN,I ).EQ.0) PROB(KN)=PROB(KN) + PROBL(I) 
IRRAY(KN,I)=1
IF(IRRAY(KN 7 J ).E Q.0)PROB(KN )=PROB(KN)+PROB L(J) 
IRRAY(KN,J )=1 
GO TO 112 

113 IZ=J— 1
IY =1Z-l •
GO TO 110 

111 CONTINUE

GENERATE TRIPLE COMBINATIONS >

WRITE (6,495)
495 FORMAT(IX,’START TRIPLE*)

I Z=MM
IY = I Z-1 : ,
IX = 1 Y-1
1=0

120 IF (I .GE. IX )G0 TO 121 
I Z=MM 
IY =1 Z-l 
IX=IY-1
1=1+1 - 
J = I

122 IF {J .GE•IY)G0 TO 120 
J = J +1 
K = J

123 IF(K.GEvIZ)GO TO 122 
K =K +1
NAL=NALM(I)+NALM{J)+NALM(K)
IF(NAL.LT.MIN )G0 TO 123 
IF(NAL.GT.MAX)GO TO 124 
DO 125 KN=1,KR 
IF(NAL.EO.MASS(KN ) )GO TO 126

125 CONT INUE 
KR=KR+1 
MASS(KR)=NAL
PROB(KR)=PROBL(I)+PROBL(J )+PROBL(K)
IRRA Y (K R ,I ) = 1 
IRRAY(KR,J)=1 
IRRAY(KR,K)=1 
GO TO 123

126 IF(IRRAY(KN,I ).E 0.0)PROB{KN)=PROB{KM) + PR03 L( I)
IRRAY(KN,I)=1
IF(IRRAY(KM?J )*EO.0) PROB(KN)=PRQB(KN)+PROBL(J) 
IRRAY(KN,J)=1
IF (IR'RAY (KN,K ).E0. 0) P R O B  ( KN ) =PROB ( KN)+ PROBL ( K)
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IRRAY(KM,K) = 1 
GO TO 123 

124 IZ=K-1 
IY = I Z— 1 
IX=IY-l 
GO TO 122

121 CONTINUE - ...
GENERATE QUADRUPLE COMBINATIONS

WRITE (6 ,496 )
496 FORMAT(IX, 'START QUADRUPLE')

IZ = MM
IY =1Z-l ,
IX = IY- 1
IW=IX-1 .
1 = 0

130 IF(I,GE. IW ) GO TO 131 
IZ=MM 
I Y = I Z-l 
IX=IY-1 
IW=IX-1 
1 = 1  + 1 
J=I

132 IF(J.GE .IX)G0 TO 130 - . .
I Z =MM - ■ ■ ■'■ ■■
IY = I Z-l 
IX = 1Y-1 
IW=IX-1 
J=J + 1 
K=J

133 I F (K .GE.IY )G0 TO 132 
K=K + 1
L =K

134 IF(L.GE.IZ)GO TO 133 
L =L +1
NAL=NALM(I)+NALM(J>+NALM(K)+NALM(L)
IF (NAL.LT.MIN)G0 TO 134 
IF(MAL.GT.MAX)G0 TO 135 
DO 136 KN = 1,KR 
IF(NAL.EQ.MASS{KN ) )GO TO 137 

13 6 CONTINUE 
KR=KR+1 
MA SS (KR ) =N AL
PROB(KR)=PROBL(I)+PROBL(J )+PROBL(K)+PROBL(L ) 
IRRAY( K R , I > =  1 
IRRAY(K R,J)=1 
IRRA Y (KR ,K ) = I 
IRRAY(KR,L)=1 
GO TO 134 

137 IF(IRRAY(KN,I ).EQ.O)
IRRAY(KN,I ) = 1 
IF(IRRAY(KN,J) .EQ.O)
IRRAY(KN,J ) = 1 
IF(IRRA Y (KN,K).EQ.O)
IRRAY(KM ,K ) = I 
IF(IRRAY(KN,L).EQ.O)

PROC(KN)=PROB(KN)+PROBL( I ) 

PROB(KN)=PROB(KN)+PROB L(J) 

PROB(KN)=PROB(KN)+PROBL(K ) 

PROB(KN)=PR0B(KN)+PR03L(L)
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.IRRAY(KN»L)=1 
GO TO 134 ■

135 IZ = L~ 1 
IY — I Z-l 
IX = IY~ 1 
IW=IX-1 
GO TO 133

131 CONT INUE . . .
. RETURN 
END


